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How I See it
Tom Bowlus, Editor-in-Chief

Hello, and welcome to issue #4 of Bass
Gear Magazine! This issue ushers in a
number of changes, and I'll try to
summarize them for you, here. We have
made some major revisions to our bench-
testing methods and reports. Technical
Editor Tom Lees speaks about this more
directly in his “How We Test” column,
but the nutshell is that we stepped up to a
very nice Audio Precision system and
substantially overhauled our amplifier
tests. The changes were made as part of
our on-going effort to make our tests as
fair as possible to the wide variety of
amplification products available, but also
as representative as possible of how a given
product will perform for the typical
gigging musician in a wide range of
venues. This is a more challenging task
than some may think, but I really feel like
we've made some positive strides along
these lines. The new tests and procedures
have been peer-reviewed by some of the
best brains in the business. While we are
not done with our tweaks (and we have
some additional tests planned for future
issues), I do feel that we have a solid
baseline for amplifier testing going
forward. And yes, we are going to be
revisiting some of the amplifiers tested in
previous issues.
Speaker (bass enclosure) testing has also

gone through some changes. Tom Lees
was getting a bit overworked, so I decided
to take over the task of measuring the
enclosures. Fortunately, I was able to
enlist the help of the music tech program
at our local college, Terra State
Community College (www.terra.edu).
Many thanks to all of my “interns” and to
the staff at Terra! I did change the
measurements up a little bit, with the
biggest change coming in the sensitivity
measurement. We at Bass Gear Magazine
felt that a 1kHz sine wave was not an ideal

signal for determining how much output
per watt to expect from a bass enclosure.
After some deliberation, we chose to look
at the average sensitivity over a frequency
range of 200Hz to 900Hz. In addition to
sensitivity measurements, we have charts
for on and off-axis frequency response, as
well as impedance curves. You will also
notice the addition of a brief “Cab Lab”
section (similar to our “Amp Lab”)
following the use and listening review for
speakers.
From our inception, BGM has focused

more upon the instrument makers and
gear manufacturers, as opposed to the
players. There are multiple reasons for this
focus, and it has been a privilege to be
able to feature some of these people on
the cover. This issue continues that trend
with New York luthier legend Roger
Sadowsky, but there’s this guy with him in
the photo whom you just might know.
His name is Will Lee, and Will has scored
the trifecta for issue #4. In addition to
gracing the cover (the first player to do
so), Will is also featured in our first-ever
player interview. His third score comes by
way of the Sadowsky Will Lee Model
review. BGM will feature more player
interviews in future issues, focusing on
people whom we feel really have
something interesting to say. I can’t think
of a better person to lead off with than
Will.
You may have noticed a healthy dose of

Ampeg in this issue. 2009 marks the 60th
Anniversary of Ampeg, and the 40th
Anniversary of the SVT. 2009 also marks
a period of readjustment for the Ampeg
brand, and the introduction of some
exciting new products. In recognition of
these historic milestones, and in order to
keep up with current developments, we
have cobbled together an interview with
the current folks behind the Ampeg

brand, discussions with the inventors of
the SVT (Roger Cox and Bill Hughes), a
full review of the new Micro-VR and
SVT-210AV, a restore job for a ’66 B-
15N, and full technical reviews of this ’66
B-15N and a ’74 SVT. Any way you look
at it, Ampeg is a huge name in the world
of bass amplification, and this unofficial
“Ampeg Issue” takes a look at the past,
present, and future of the brand.
Speaking of those vintage technical

reviews, taking the classic benchmark
amps and cabs (and maybe even some off
the wall vintage items) and putting them
through the same rigorous bench-testing
that we subject modern gear to was a goal
here at BGM from day one. In the case of
the ’66 B-15N and ’74 SVT, the old
standards come through with flying
colors, and demonstrate exactly why they
are the “standards.” Look for more vintage
tests in future issues.
Perhaps the most exciting new item,

however, is the addition of reviewer
extraordinaire, Ed Friedland, to the Bass
Gear Magazine team. Both myself and
Contributing Editor Terry Buddingh
worked with Ed back in the Guitar World’s
Bass Guitar days, and Terry and I have
been eager to get Ed involved with BGM.
In this issue, Ed reviews a stunning fretless
5-string from Tom Clement. You can view
companion videos to this review on Ed’s
YouTube channel – www.youtube.com/
bassguitarmag (gee, I wonder where he
came up with that channel name?).
Once again, I thank you for taking the
time to check out our publication and for
your continued support. Bass Gear
Magazine is starting to hit our stride, but
there is a lot of room for growth. 2010 is
going to be a fun year… b

g:
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Ed Friedland (aka - The Bass
Whisperer) has been involved
in the glamorous, action-
packed world of bass
journalism since 1992 when his
first article appeared in Bass
Player magazine. He wrote for
BP for 13 years as a
Contributing Editor and
monthly columnist until moving
into the Senior Editor's
position at Guitar World's Bass
Guitar magazine in 2005. Since
the untimely demise of GWBG,
Ed has been reviewing bass
gear for Guitar World and
producing product demos for
his Youtube channel
(youtube.com/bassguitarmag).
Ed has authored many highly
regarded instructional books
and DVDs for Hal Leonard, and
currently plays and teaches in
Austin, TX. Read more about
his fabulous, star-studded life
at www.edfriedland.com

Arnold owns and runs the
renowned double bass shop,
AES Fine Instruments, and co-
founded the New Standard
Instrument Co. His client list
includes Eddie Gomez and
Carlos Henriquez (Wynton
Marsalis), Laurence Glazener,
(Principal Bassist of the Met),
and members of the NY
Philharmonic. Arnold is a
member of the Guild of
American Luthiers, The Violin
Society of America and the
International Society of
Bassists. He received a
conservatory degree in music
performance and composition,
played in local symphonic
orchestras, studied jazz bass
with Dave Holland and Michael
Moore, and toured, recorded
and played jazz and pop gigs
for about 20 years. Arnold
mentored in guitar and bass
guitar making with legendary
luthier Carl Thompson, and
later in double bass restoration
with Lou DiLeone.

TB is an attorney by day, but a
bass player at heart. Tom first
knew he wanted to be a bass
player when he heard an old
recording of a double bass in
3rd Grade, and immediately
blurted out, ‘I want to play
that!’ Tom started off playing
only classical music, added
jazz (on upright) and rock (on
electric bass) in high school.
Throughout undergraduate and
law school (and for some years
thereafter), Tom played in an
original rock band that gigged
heavily. Tom still gigs regularly,
though not as intensively.
Being a fan of all things audio,
Tom enjoys listening to as
many different products as
possible, and being one who
likes to share with others, he
began posting various gear
comparisons/reviews on the
internet. Prior to its demise,
Tom was a regular gear
reviewer for Guitar World’s Bass
Guitar magazine.

More bios can be found
on-line at the BGM site
bassgearmag.com. 

This month’s cover
photo by Sandrine Lee.
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QUICK LOOK

Ibanez
Promethean 

P5110 Combo

by Martin Roseman

The Company Line

Ibanez’s new Promethean models
premiered at the 2009 Winter
NAMM Show. The line includes a
range of cabinets, a 500-watt micro
head, and several combos which
incorporate the 500-watt head –
including the 1x10 P5110, reviewed
here. Following the trend to lighter
and smaller, the combo is a very small
cube, and weighs 27 pounds. The
head is detachable, held vertically in a
slot in the back of the cabinet. It
comes in a candy apple red color,
nicely applied. The LEDs for Power,
EQ in/out, Mute, and Vibe in/out are
yellow/orange. The coloring lends to
the mythical theme – they seem like
the pupils of a primordial dragon.
Other front panel features include
Low and High tone controls, a
(defeatable) six-band graphic EQ, and
1/8” jacks for both headphones and an
auxiliary input.

The cabinet is covered in matte
black textured paint, and has a
damped, tilt-back stand built into the
bottom. The grill is heavy steel, held
in place by five screws with rubber
bushings. Eight screws hold the
woofer, while four anchored the heavy
tweeter plate – all could be very well
tightened. The cable going into the
cabinet has a ¼” steel right-angle plug
and heavy cable. The head is held in
place with four chrome knurled
pancake-head screws. All in all, it’s
very solid.

First Impressions

The head powers up quietly. A low-
speed fan engages a minute or so after
turn-on and is slightly audible. Now,
since this is a small combo and might
be used in very quiet situations, it is

worth noting that there is a small
amount of hiss coming from the
tweeter with no input. However, you
need to put your ear up to the grill to
hear it in a quiet room. So if you play
John Cage’s 4’ 33” with your ear next
to the tweeter, you will notice it. For
all other songs written since the
beginning of time, you’re A-OK.
Interestingly, there are no

passive/active inputs – just a single
input that seemed to work fine with
my active and passive basses. The
input level (clip) LED is a required
feature, and included here. What’s not
is a tweeter adjustment on the cabinet
– which I feel, should also be required.   
The Promethean’s Vibe control is

defeatable and runs from “V” or
vintage to “M” or modern. When set
to M, it seemed as if there was little if
any change to the tone. When set to
full V, the tone got somewhat fatter
and less defined, sort of what you get
at the beginning of tube overdrive. 

A Closer look

I ran the controls flat (knobs set to
noon), with the tilt-back engaged,
playing solo in a 12’ x 6’ room with
exterior walls. The impression was
big, direct, with no boxiness, and
strong projection. There is good
woofer control – the notes decay
properly, which I associate with good
amplifier power and damping. It
seems to accentuate the string sound a
bit over the fundamental. I was
extremely impressed by the evenness
of tone from top to bottom –
including the open B. There was no
strain at all playing at moderate
volumes, with a very accurate overall
sound – not your typical “practice
amp,” by any means. This is a combo
just aching to get on the gig. 
Compared to an SWR Spellbinder

Blue (not a direct comparison), the
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Spellbinder seemed even bigger
sounding, more revealing, but was not
as even-toned note for note, with a bit
of boxy coloration. Compared to the
Markbass Minimark, the Markbass
produces more of the fundamental
note (those 6.5” B&C woofers are
wicked!), but its piezo tweeter also
added an unnecessary top-end color
(again, my kingdom for a tweeter
control!). The Genz Benz Shuttle 3.0-
10T seemed to be a closer match to
the Promethean in tone, but with
seemingly less headroom (as the
power ratings would suggest), and a
tad more boxiness.
I also tested the Promethean head

with a variety of mini cabs and micro
heads from Markbass, Gallien-
Krueger, Carvin, Phil Jones and
Euphonic Audio. The Promethean
consistently came out to be the
thickest sounding of the bunch, and
seemed to pull out the “wood” sound
of the bass more. It was also very even
and balanced throughout its range.
The head would be a good match for
a zingy or thin sounding bass guitar,
giving it more body. Is it the best
sounding of the group? That depends
on the cabinet, as the combination of
head and cab made a bigger difference
than any single head’s own
contribution to the end sound. 
I brought the P5110 combo to

several gigs – with blues, rock and
R&B cover bands ranging up to seven
players. I played without PA support
in a variety of rooms with, let’s just
say, far from studio-quality acoustics.
Alone, the 1x10 combo did not have
the push to drive the bigger bands,
without goosing the bass controls up
to a level that makes me nervous.
Since I travel light, I grabbed my
trusty EA Wizzy 12 M-line 8-ohm
cabinet to use as an extension speaker.
This is an amazing rig. I don’t play

very loud (even in bigger bands) nor
do I demand voluminous low end.
But for my uses, this synergistic
1x10+1x12 setup was just the cat’s
meow. Not only did I sit perfectly in
the mix and have gobs of gain, but the
setup seemed to tame bad room
acoustics and made my basses sound
as good as I can remember. If I weren’t
testing gear on a regular basis, I could
be quite content to call this my go-to
rig. Might there be other extension
cabinets that can supplement the
Promethean 1x10 combo as well as
the EA? Sounds like a fun research
project if you ask me. 

Lasting Impression

Small, light combos are increasingly
available, and at higher power ratings
than ever before. Many of these tiny
powerhouses are opting for
neodymium drivers to help shave even
more weight. The P5110 sports a
ceramic-magnet woofer, but still
weighs in at a very portable 27
pounds. It employs a smaller enclosure
than some of its competitors, and it
seems to be the most solidly built of
the group. It does not sound boxy at
all, though this can be said for several
of the other small combos, as well. If a
1x10 combo might be enough for your
practice or gigging needs, the P5110 is
very much worth an audition, and the
removable 500-watt head makes is
even more versatile.
Looking at the Promethean head as

a stand alone product, Ibanez is
entering one of the fastest growing
segments of the bass amplification
market. Gallien-Krueger, Genz-Benz,
Markbass, EA, Carvin and others have
been targeting the “500+ watts for
under 5 pounds” category, but so far,
the Promethean appears to be an
impressive introduction in a very
competitive field.

Manufacturer:  
Ibanez

Made in: 
China

Configuration:
1x10 Bass Combo

Speakers:
10” ceramic woofer, dome

tweeter

Preamp Type: 
solid state

Output Section: 
solid state (class-d)

Rated Output Power: 
500 watts into 4 ohms, or

250 watts into 8 ohms

Inputs: 
1/4” input, 1/8” aux,

footswitch

Outputs: 
DI (xlr), tuner out (1/8”),
speakon and 1/4” speaker

outputs 

EQ: 
6-band active EQ; low and

high; “Vibe” control

DI: 
pre/post switch, -20dB,

ground lift

Other Features: 
mute switch, EQ on-off

switch, vibe on-off
switch, preamp and power

amp clipping led
indicators

Dimensions: (whd)
combo 12.8” x 13.1” x 14.2”

head 11” x 10.4” x 2.2”

Weight: 
combo 27.6; head 6.4 lbs

Warranty: 
5 years / 1 year speaker

(original purchaser only)
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QUICK LOOK

East Side Sound
Roller 1x15
Bass Cabinet

by Tom Bowlus

The Company Line

East Side Sound was started by
Detroit's Todd Hoenicke with a
simple idea: speakers are round, why
can't the enclosure be round, too?
Okay, that's actually a simple
question, but you get the idea. This
concept has been used for subwoofers
to good effect for some time, so it
seems like it might have merit for bass
enclosures. The trick would be to find
the most efficient construction
method, as most conventional
cabinet-building techniques are of
little to no use when designing this
kind of an enclosure. While
pondering this dilemma, Todd
recognized that he didn't have to look
too hard to find well-made, musically
inclined cylindrical enclosures. They
were right there in front of him (or a
little behind and off to the side, as the
case may be): drum shells! 
With some modification, a drum

shell can make the ideal cylindrical
bass enclosure. In the case of East Side
Sound cabs, the front baffle and the
back are made from baltic birch
plywood, and the main cylindrical
body of the cabinets are Keller maple
drum shells. Oak dowels are used to
clamp the front and back together.
The cylindrical shape means that you
do not need any internal bracing, so
you end up with a strong enclosure at
a relatively light weight.
Although you can stack them, most

East Side Sound enclosures are
intended for standalone use. Todd
prefers to use drivers with high power-
handling, and a wide frequency range,
so with proper amplification, one of
them should be able to do the job.
The Roller Series takes portability to
even higher levels, as they are

completely round and designed to be
rolled. The rubber edging protects
both the cab and anything you may
inadvertently run into. The diameter
is sufficient to allow for rolling the
cabs up steps with ease. Once you
have the cab in position, you can kick
out the legs and lock it in place – just
like a kick drum. Go figure.
You may have seen these cabinets

referred to by the name, “The Mighty
Hoewailen.” I believe that some cabs
were sold on ebay under this name.

First Impressions

After reviewing countless square and
rectangular-shaped bass enclosures, I
must admit to being a bit excited to
check out something dramatically
new. Kick drums cover much of the
same sonic spectrum as bass
instruments, so it certainly seems like
a worthy experiment to try using a
kick drum (or bass drum, if you
prefer) shell as a bass enclosure. One
concern, though, was that perhaps
this would lead to too much overlap
between the bass and the kick drum,
as far as sonic space is concerned. Yes,
the two should lock together form a
cohesive kick to the chest, but you
don't want to end up with a muddled
mess of a mix (say that ten times fast!).
Fortunately, that is not a problem
with the Roller Series 1x15. The
focused and punchy tone cuts
through a mix quite well, without any
boominess or mud.
I do appreciate the ability to roll the

cabinet around on its edges, and I
found this cab to be very easy to move
around. You do hear the wiring inside
slapping around a bit when you roll it,
though. This does concern me a little
bit about the long-term durability of
the internal wiring, but I certainly
experienced no issues during my
usage. When you do need to pick it
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up, though, it is not the easiest thing
in the world to carry. Grabbing it by
the oak dowels, you can pick it up
easy enough, but for traveling any
distance, you will definitely want to
roll it. Although Todd says that these
cabs are made for stacking, we only
had the one cab to review. 

A Closer Look

The general tone is certainly warm
and... er... round. A bad pun, I know,
but a true statement, nonetheless. It
has a generally vintage tone, with a
midrange focus, and good punch
from top to bottom. The articulation
is very good, but it does not have a lot
of high end information, so it doesn't
sound exceptionally clear. This
formula works very good in a mix,
though. Considering the relatively
compact dimensions, I expected the
1x15 to be a punchy little devil, and I
was not disappointed in this regard.
The down side to a lower internal
volume, though, is reduced low-end
extension. The interesting thing is
how consistent it sounds from string
to string, and from top to bottom.
I found a variety of heads which

worked well with the East Side Sound
cab, though finding one which stacks
well on top may be more of a
challenge. For much of the time that I
used the Roller 1x15, I had it paired
up with a Markbass LMII, and I think
that this is an especially good
combination, tone-wise. While
play-testing the cab, I kept
feeling like an all-tube head
would really go well with this
cab, but I wasn't too keen about
stacking one on top. That being
said, where there's a will, there's a
way, and I think that with a little
ingenuity, one could gig out
quite happily with the 1x15 and
a tube head.

I compared the Roller Series 1x15 to
a number of different cabs, and the
closest thing to a head-to-head was
with the Orange OBC 115. The
Orange was deeper and more full
sounding, and also had more high-
end extension. By comparison, the
East Side Sound 1x15 had a more
balanced, punchy and warm
midrange. The overall output and
tonal balance was more consistent
from top to bottom with the East Side
cab.

Lasting Impression

As I mentioned, it is always a pleasure
to try out something new, and this
East Side Sound cab certainly does
offer a different take on the acceptable
shape of a bass enclosure. More than a
mere novelty, though, this cab offers
up its own unique sonic signature
which will certainly appeal to a large
number of players. Like all things, it is
not going to be ideal for all players,
though. Fans of a Hi-Fi, or overly
bright tone should look elsewhere.
But if you want to lock with the kick
drum both sonically and visually, and
you crave warm, punchy tone, then
this version of the Round Sound may
be the ticket for you!

Manufacturer:  
East Side Sound

Made in: 
USA

Enclosure: 
baltic birch plywood

baffle and back, maple
shell

Exterior: 
black tolex (where

applicable)

Drivers: 
Eminence Kappa 15LFA

Tweeter: 
none

Inputs: 
one 1/4”

Tweeter Control: 
N/A

Weight: 
42 lbs

Price: 
$950.00 

plus shipping
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QUICK LOOK

Line 6
LD400 Pro

Bass Combo

by Tom Bowlus

The Company Line

Line 6 has been making bass
amplification products for some time
now, but up until recently, the
company image has been defined by
their guitar modeling products. With
the LowDown line of bass amps, cabs
and combos, Line 6 is looking to raise
the bar – and raise expectations – for
us "thick-string" players. The kind
folks at Line 6 were more than happy
to throw a big chunk of their new bass
amplification lineup into the crucible
that is Bass Gear Magazine testing.
Full reviews and extensive bench-
testing will be featured in future
reviews, but first up is a quick look at
the LD400 Pro bass combo.
The LD400 Pro is a 400-watt 2x10

combo, packed with a 4-band EQ,
compressor, DI, and the ability to
drive an extension cab. Sounds nice.
But wait, there's more! Add to this five
distinct bass amp models (plus a synth
model), three additional bass-specific
effects, a built-in tuner, four
programmable channel memories, a
headphone out and a 1/8" aux input,
and what you have is most certainly
not your father's bass combo (unless
my son is reading this...). Seriously,
folks, that is a lot of functionality to
pack into a 2x10 combo!
Working from left to right, you have

a choice of active or passive inputs,
followed by the "Amp Models" knob.
The five different bass models are:
Clean (inspired by the Eden Traveler),
R&B (inspired by the ’68 Ampeg B-
15), Rock (inspired by the ’74 Ampeg
SVT), Brit (inspired by the ’68
Marshall Super Bass) and Grind
(based on a distorted SansAmp PSA-1
into an SVT). The sixth setting is
Synth, which unlocks a whole new

world of fun. Next up is the Deep
switch and the Drive knob, which
helps to dial in the various amp
models. The Channel Memories
buttons get you access to four
programmable channels, but with the
optional FBV Shortboard, this can
increase to 36 programmable
channels. The tone controls are
comprised of Bass, Lo-Mid, Hi-Mid
and Treble, and these controls are
customized for each amp model.
These four knobs take on the optional
controls of Cutoff, Resonance,
Envelope, and Attack/Delay when the
Synth model is selected. Next up is
the Channel Volume knob, which is
used to balance the volume between
different presets. The Opto Comp
compressor is based upon the classic
LA-2A, and includes a Threshold
indicator light. In Synth mode, this
knob controls the Waveform shape.
Above this is the Tuner button, which
engages the tuner. The Channel
Memories buttons have different
colored backlights, which are used to
indicate tuning. The LEDs for the
various Amp Models actually indicate
what note is being tuned (Clean = B
string, R&B = E string, Rock = A
string, Brit = D string, Grind = G
string, and Synth = C string).
Following this example of multi-
functionality, the backlight on the
Tuner knob also functions as an input
clip light.
The Smart Control FX options
include Filter, Octaver, and Chorus.
With one knob, you can turn the
controls off, or cycle through the three
effects, with varying intensity. The last
of the big silver knobs is the Master
Volume. To the right of this is the
Direct Out, which features Line 6's
exclusive A.I.R. cabinet simulation.
You can lift the ground, but there is
no pre/post switch option. DI level
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may be controlled by the Channel
Volume knob. Sitting innocently next
to the XLR output, and looking like a
DI-related control, is the Mute Horn
button (which, not-surprisingly,
mutes the horn). While this combo is
more than powerful enough for
serious gigging, the folks at Line 6
wanted to maximize its usability from
a practice perspective, as well. The
CD/MP3 input and Headphones out
are a very nice touch, whether you are
trying to learn new songs or just want
to jam along with a drum machine.
The FBV jack allows for connection
to either the FBV Express or FBV
Shortboard, both of which offer some
exciting additional compatibility.

First Impressions

This is not a tiny practice amp, by any
means, and at 90 pounds, it is
certainly no lightweight. But throw
the casters on, and except for the rare
one-man carry up several flights of
steps, this beefy combo is easy enough
to move around. This combo speaks
more of practical application than of
fashion sense. The control panel is
slightly angled to allow for easy
visibility when sitting on the floor, but
not angled so much as to make it hard
to see stacked on top of another cab.
The spring-loaded handles are placed
a little on the high side for the solo
carry, but they are just about perfectly
placed for enticing the drummer into
lending you a hand. The metal grill is
sturdy and kick-resistant. On the back
side, a nice wide piece of Velcro gives
you a convenient means of securing
the power cord. This is not to say that
the LD400 Pro isn't attractive
enough, but it does seem to put
functionality first.

A Closer Look

Running through the various amp

models, Clean seemed to be pretty
smooth, and slightly scooped. R&B
was a bit warmer, and the highs were
more attenuated. Rock was very
articulate, and somewhat lean
sounding (though warmer than Brit).
Switching to the Brit channel kicks on
the Deep circuit, and the overall tone
is even more cutting than Rock, with
more bite. Grind offers up a strong
overdriven tone, and has the most
controllable overdrive. Grind
definitely allows you to dial in a wider
range of useable overdriven tones than
Rock or Brit. The Drive knob seems
to be much more sensitive with Rock,
Brit and Grind, as opposed to Clean
or R&B. These models are all highly
usable, and each has something to
offer. My guess is that any given player
will find themselves gravitating
towards one or two more so than the
others, but they are all nicely done.
The Synth model is just loads of fun!
This option is worth the price of
admission all on its own. All of the
knob functions change (as indicated
above) when this model is selected. I
would have spent more time playing
with all of those controls if I wasn’t
having so much fun playing trippy
synth bass lines! Tracking is pretty
good, but it pays to slow things down
a little bit.
The compressor does a neat job of

offering a wide range of compression
options from a single knob. It is
audible when working its hardest, but
not necessarily in a bad way. There are
a range of more or less transparent
settings, as well. The Smart Control
FX options also try to give a wide
range of controls from one knob, but
in this case, I do wish that the user
would have more control options. I
could dial in some fairly nice effects –
the chorus is especially good – but I
was not able to fine-tune the filter

Manufacturer:  
Line6

Made in: 
China

Enclosure: 
plywood/carpet

Drivers: 
two 10” Eminence drivers

Tweeter: 
compression driver

on/off horn mute switch

Preamp Type: 
Solid state

Output Section: 
class-d

Rated Output Power: 
400 watts (int. speakers)

Inputs: 
one ¼” input jack,
1/8"CD/MP3 input,
footswitch input

Outputs: 
unbalanced line out, DI,

headphone, Speakon
speaker output

EQ: 
4-band active (model

specific)

Other Features: 
6 amp models, 3 effects,
compressor, 4 channel
memories (36 with FBV

Shortboard), Deep
switch, tuner, DI 

ground lift

Size: (whd)
23.75” x 23.25” x 17”

Weight: 
90 lbs.

Warranty: 
1 year

Price: 
List $1,119.99
Street $799.99
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quite to my liking. Still, they are
certainly handy to have and offer
added functionality to a combo that
already offers a boatload of options.
It took me a while to notice that

little horn mute button. I had initially
presumed that it was an additional DI
control. Muting the horn still leaves
plenty of high end content (but does
reduce the hiss), so I spent most of my
time playing the LD400 Pro with the
horn muted. But it seems to be a
respectable tweeter for those who
prefer a bit more air and sparkle on
top. One gripe I had was that the
knobs were rather hard to read from a
distance. Making the dots larger
might help, or possibly going to a
white on black contrast (instead of
black on chrome).

Lasting Impression

All in all, this is a very impressive
combo. In fact, it is the Swiss Army
knife of combos, packing a truly
amazing number of features into what
initially appears to be a fairly
straightforward package. The LD400
Pro offers respectable volume on its
own (enough for gigging, so long as
the rest of the band is not too loud),
but it is even more impressive when
paired with an additional 8-ohm cab.
I especially enjoyed the results of
throwing a nice 1x12 on top of the
combo. True, the LD400 Pro doesn’t
follow the current trend of
featherweight bass amplification
products, but it offers great tone, gobs
of useful options, and decent volume
in an affordable package.
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QUICK LOOK

Creation Audio
MK.4.23 

Bass Pedal

by Tom Bowlus

The Company Line

The folks at Creation Audio labs call
the MK.4.23 “the ultimate clean boost
pedal.” This is perhaps one of the
most simple mission statements I can
imagine for a particular piece of gear.
As it turns out, it is also pretty much
spot-on. Although it performs a fairly
simple function, the MK.4.23 is
designed to do that function better
than any other pedal, and what’s
more, it is designed to look darned
good while doing it!

The chromed-steel enclosure is
sturdy and attractive, and the two
LEDs provide illumination of the
logo, as well as indicating on/off
status. A single switch and a single
knob adorn its face, and a classic
minimalist look prevails. Simple, yet
serious, is the clear message sent by the
MK.4.23 when you first take it out of
the box.

Practical Application

While guitar players may find
themselves opting for a temporary
boost during a song more frequently
than bass players, this pedal has a lot
to offer us bottom dwellers, as well. In
addition to providing an additional
kick for soloing, etc., the MK.4.23
also functions quite well as a buffer
preamp. Finding the ideal input gain
can be helpful in getting the most out
of some amps, and adding a buffer to
a passive instrument can tighten up
the tone and restore some high end.
Think of this pedal as an
active/passive switch for passive
instruments.
While this is a true bypass pedal, I

did notice that turning it all the way
down was not audibly different from
bypass (with an active bass – you do

still get a buffering effect with a
passive bass when it is turned all the
way down). Even when the boost is
engaged, the tonal impact is
practically non-existent. The
manufacturer’s claims of no tone
coloration, no signal distortion, and
no phase reversal seem to be quite
valid. The boost covers a very wide
range, but even at its maximum boost,
the MK.4.23 sounded very
transparent.
If you might have need for a boost

pedal or a buffering preamp in your
signal chain, the MK.4.23 should be a
mandatory audition.

Technically Speaking

(by Tom Lees)

The MK.4.23 comes packaged in a
16-gauge stainless steel custom
enclosure. Four screws on the face of
the pedal allow the cover to be
removed from a bottom plate. Once
the cover is removed, the bottom plate
can be mounted to a pedal board,
which provides an alternative
mounting method if the traditional
Velcro mounting style is not desired.
When the cover is reinstalled, the
screws provide a nice aesthetic, adding
to the industrial appearance of the
MK.4.23.

Internally, MK.4.23 represents a
high-quality build that carries a hand-
wired boutique vibe to it. The input
and output jacks are panel-mounted
to the front side of the enclosure,
which enables tight packing of this
pedal onto a pedal board. A power
connector is positioned between the
input and output jacks, which accepts
a standard 2.1mm, 9-volt negative-tip
power supply. Creation Audio Labs
does offer a suitable power adapter.
Unfortunately, there is no battery
snap included with the pedal, so a
power adapter must be used to
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operate the pedal. 
The M.K.423 features true bypass

switching using a heavy duty 3PDT
footswitch that is neatly soldered to a
small circuit board, which facilitates
connections between the input and
output jacks and the main booster
circuitry. The main booster circuitry is
packaged in a black casing that is
secured to the bypass switch circuit
board using a cable tie. Overall, the
wiring is neat; cable runs are well
thought-out and nicely implemented.
The Creation Audio Labs MK.4.23

promises to provide up to 24dB of
undistorted, pure boost. Testing
reveals that the MK.4.23 substantially
lives up to this hype. A test signal
calibrated to 0.775vrms=0dBu
produced a substantially flat response,
except when the boost control was
adjusted to its maximum position. In
the maximum boost position, a slight
roll-off in the high frequencies is
observed, starting around 10kHz,
which drops by about 3dB around
20kHz. With lower-level input
signals, the frequency response

remained substantially flat, even with
the boost control on its maximum
value. By visual observation on an
oscilloscope, with the boost control at
maximum, an input signal of
approximately +4.5dB (about
1.3vrms) was required to cause the
output signal to begin clipping. Thus,
a bass with strong active electronics
could potentially push the MK.4.23
to distort under certain
circumstances. Under most expected
use scenarios, though, the unit should
deliver exceptionally clean boost.
The noise floor of the MK.4.23

remained extremely low, even when
the boost control was at its maximum
setting, measuring generally below
-90dB to -100dB down from the peak
amplitude of the output test signal.
And the processed signal remained an
accurate representation of the input
test signal (swept sine wave from
20Hz to 20kHz) except for a slight
exaggeration of the third and fifth
harmonics and a minor drop in gain
around 20kHz, as noted above.

Manufacturer:  
Creation Audio Labs

Made in: 
USA

Enclosure: 
16-gauge stainless steel

Primary Function: 
boost

Secondary Function: 
N/A

Voltage: 
9-volts DC

Battery Operation: 
no

Price: 
$260 list

$149 street

Fig. B – Frequency response of a 0.775vrms sine wave, red-bypass, 
grey-boost at minimum, green-boost at 9:00, yellow-boost at noon, 

orange-boost at 3:00, blue-boost at maximum.
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I could waste a goodly amount of space

here telling you who Will Lee is, and why

he was chosen as the first player to be

interviewed in Bass Gear Magazine. But

that would leave less space for the

interview itself, so I’ll be very brief. Will

has been playing bass in Dave

Letterman’s band since its inception, and

he has performed on countless albums

and stages across the globe. His resume

is quite diverse, and the variety of his

playing experiences is one of the reasons

I was hoping that Will would help usher in

our first ever player interview. He is also

a thoroughly enjoyable person to talk to!

In the spirit of full disclosure, I will say

that we had asked Will to be interviewed

in the magazine before we knew that

there would be a Sadowsky Will Lee

Model. But I must admit, the timing is

pretty convenient!

Now, on to Uncle Will…
TB:  I love that photo with you and Roger
Sadowsky.
WL:  Yeah, my wife Sandrine took that
photo at our apartment. She knows her
stuff. She does all the Ampeg ads, which is
great, because we get to meet all the guys.
Next week is Cliff Williams from AC/DC,

and Stephan Lessard from Dave Matthews
band has been over here; John McVie
from Fleetwood Mac… A lot of it
happens here at the apartment, or in
different studios, like in LA, so it’s been a
really nice little trip
TB:  I love that Tony Levin shot, with him
sitting in the chair.
WL:  Oh yeah, Tony is always styling. He
has a nice countenance. 
TB:  He is definitely comfortable in his own
skin.
WL:  Well, he’s one of a kind, so he’d
better be.
TB:  Speaking of one-of-a-kinds, did you get
to interact much with Sir Paul the other
night on Late Night?
WL:  Well, it was kind of a hectic day, so
all I was able to say was, “Welcome
home.” Actually, to me this is where my
career started: with him playing in that
building, on Ed Sullivan’s stage.
TB:  I read that you were inspired to take up
the drums after watching the Beatles on the
Ed Sullivan Show.
WL:  That’s right. I had the drums for
several years, but I never really felt like
doing anything with them. But they
showed us “Here is what you do, and here
are the results you get when you do it.”

People react crazy; they go nuts. I said,
“That’s for me, and I want to do that.”
TB:  So how crazy is it to be playing on the
Ed Sullivan stage almost on a daily basis,
then?
WL:  It’s sort of like going to a holy place.
It’s very sacred, and fertile, ground. Lots of
things have launched their way into the
hearts of millions of people from that
stage; probably billions at this point.
TB:  You have been playing with Paul
Shaffer for, what, 27 years, now?
WL:  We are in our 28th year.
TB:  It seems like every night you have a
great time; what’s your secret?
WL:  I like playing music. I never get tired
of it. For me, it’s not only the thing I am
the most qualified for. In a way, it’s the
only thing I am halfway qualified for,
seeing as how I am a terrible plumber and
a lousy insurance salesman. Luckily, I have
the music thing to fall back on.
TB :  You can sing a few jingles, too.
WL:  Sing jingles, sing anything… Yeah, I
love singing. And even though it’s a
challenge to sing and play bass at the same
time, I love what we do with the Fab Faux.
I get a chance to sing a lot of Beatles
songs. I’ve been doing that for 11 years,
now.
TB:  In the Fab Faux, do each of you try to
take on certain of the Beatles’ voices, or do
you kind of split it up from song to song?
WL:  Actually, there are five of us, and
everybody sings. It’s great because the
song that you sing is not based upon do
you do a good impression of this guy or
that guy. It’s like, how much do you want
to sing this song? So, for that reason, I’ll
be singing a Ringo song, and five songs
later I’ll be singing a John song, and five
songs later I’ll be singing a George song,
and eventually a Paul song, etc. So it’s fun
because we don’t relegate it to any given
singer’s role. Once you’ve been the lead
singer on a song, it doesn’t really switch
around to another guy singing it. It’s
based on the initial spark of who wanted
to do it in the first place. 
TB:  Looking down your discography on
your webpage, you have 468 recordings. 
WL:  That is just a selected list. I’ve
probably done about 1,500 albums. If you
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go through the allmusic guide, you’ll
probably find more.
TB:  One that I was surprised to see on there
was the soundtrack to Heavy Metal.
WL:  Yeah, there’s a really cool song that
Donald Fagen contributed to that
soundtrack. It ended up on some Steely
Dan “best of” albums. The song is called
True Companion, and it’s really a nice
piece. It almost sounds like a piece from a
Fagen solo record.
TB:  You’ve got a ton of recordings with
Chuck Loeb. What’s it like playing with
Chuck?
WL:  Man, that guy; music follows him
wherever he goes. He’s really proficient,
not only as a guitar player, but as a guy
who can compose. It’s a little known fact
that he wrote the CNN theme song. So,
his music is everywhere. He’s a really solid
writer with a great musical sense about
him. He’s kind of limitless, I think.
TB:  I know you have a very musical family,
with both of your parents being
accomplished musicians. Is anyone else in the
family musically inclined?
WL:  Nobody went into it professionally,
but my brother and both sisters (I am the
oldest of four) really have a lot of music in
them. They all sing well and can pick up
instruments and fake songs, but nobody
ever went down the professional music
road. So for that reason, I can say that
they play music for the only real honest
reason, which is for the pure enjoyment of
it. Me, I went at it to try and make a living
at music, so my version of playing can’t be
as honest as their version of playing. My
motivation for playing can’t be as pure as
theirs, because it’s what I do to survive.
And they do it purely for their soul. That’s

how I started, but since it became my
career, I can’t legally say that.
TB:  What was it like working with your
dad on BirdHouse?
WL:  Well, first of all, I know how much
he was enjoying it, so it was automatically
a wonderful environment to be in. He’s
the guy who decided to do a Charlie
Parker record, and I said, “Yeah, man. I’d
love to do that!” It was interesting to play
with him in the studio, because though
he’s been a player his whole life, he had
never spent the kind of time that I had in
the studio. He was the only guy in that
room who had actually played with
Charlie Parker, so he was the only official
guy in the room, in a way. It was really fun
to be playing with him with a full live
band in the studio, and I think the results
are pretty good.
TB:  What’s next on your agenda as far as
any solo work goes?
WL:  Well, I am constantly working on
songs, and fortunately I am going to have
a chance to go away to the south of France
where I am going to have a minute to sit
down and reflect and come up with
something. There are few pieces of music
that are close to being finished. These
days, I am not sure if it’s important to
think of doing an album, as opposed to
just recording a good song or a few songs;
making them available for digital
download, or whatever. But if I have
enough things that fit together, I’ll do an
album or collection of whatever. I am a
sucker for things like album covers,
though, so that alone is a reason to do a
record, I think.
TB:  Along those lines, I see that the Will Lee
Bass Library has been successful. Do you

have anything else planned?
WL:  I feel like I did what I needed to do
in that area. Guys like me and everybody
else with a second bedroom studio, with
just a computer and a keyboard, wanted
to be able to make the sounds come up on
their project sounding good. For my
money, there were no bass samples out
that sounded like what I knew a bass track
should sound like, especially when you
solo it without hearing any of the other
instruments. When you solo a bass track,
rarely are you going to get the kind of
“ping” sound that some people think a
bass sample should sound like. My goal at
the time was to put together a series of
samples that had all the fret noise and all
the buzz that would be revealed when you
soloed a real bass track. I think that we
pulled that off pretty well when we did the
Sampleheads Bass Libraries. I made sure it
was nice and grungy, and funky and kind
of screwed up, so that when you actually
played it in the context of the music, you
had what sounded like a guy actually
playing the bass. I had some mixed feeling
about doing it, because some people may
look at it as putting some bass players out
of work – possibly even myself. But the
truth of it was that someone was going to
do it, and it’s probably doing to be an
engineer or something, so why not have it
be a real guy doing that? 
TB:  On a lighter note, you always seem to
make a nice statement with your wardrobe
on the Late Show.
WL:  [laughs] Well, it is national TV, so…
I do have to say that there were 22-23
years of Dave allowing us to wear
whatever we wanted on stage. But
apparently, one of us (or some of us) were
not satisfying what he thought we should
look like. So after 22-23 years of no dress
code, one day we get a memo: From today
forward, the band is required to wear
jackets and ties. We were like gasping, we
couldn’t believe it! So, I said, “Alright,
we’ll put some jackets and ties in there for
ya.”
TB:  I had also read that Paul models some
of his style of dress after you. Is there any
truth to that?
WL:  I have heard him say that, but the
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Will Lee & 
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inspiration goes both ways.
TB:  How did you start working
with Paul?
WL:  When he first came to
town, I had already done quite a
few hit records, with Barry
Manilow, and stuff like that. He
was hired by a guy named Paul
Jabara, who had a big hit with
Donna Summer, called Last
Dance. This same guy and Paul
Shaffer wrote It’s Raining Men
together; huge hit song. It keeps
coming back, over and over
again. So Paul sought out the
production team that made
these Barry Manilow records,
and next thing I know, I was in
the studio with Barry Manilow’s
producer, Ron Dante. He was
producing this demo which
Paul Shaffer was arranging for
Paul Jabara. The people in the
band were myself and the
drummer, Jimmy Young, who
also played on Barry’s single,
Mandy, and Paul Shaffer. We
started talking, and we hit it off
as friends immediately. That
was our first encounter, and
after that, we ended up doing a
few different records together.
He produced one of the three
albums that a band called the
24th Street Band recorded, and
that band was the basis for the
original Late Night with David
Letterman band – before it
became the Late Show with David
Letterman – back at NBC. That band was
with Steve Jordan and Hiram Bullock,
and the band had disbanded right before
Paul had gotten the call to be the musical
director on this new David Letterman talk
show. So he just brought that band in as
his band, basically.
TB:  So Hiram was playing with you from
the first, with Paul?
WL:  Yeah, for the first two years. He was
the original guitarist.
TB:  What a great player. What a loss.
WL:  Yeah, he was a great player. I was
thinking about him when we were talking

about Chuck Loeb, because Hiram is also
one of those guys with a huge musical
vocabulary. When you are playing with
him, he can just pull rabbits out of his hat,
you know? 
TB: Do you think that starting as a
drummer helped you at all as a bass player?
WL:  Well, I think it would have helped
me to start with anything. But I don't
think I would have started with anything
else, because my main feeling for music
comes from the groove, before anything
else. I guess had I started on a “lighter
weight” instrument, groove wise... I don't
want to belittle any of the instruments,
because they're all just as important as the

other... But if I were to start with one of
the sissy instruments, like guitar or
keyboard [laughs], I probably would have
shot myself. No, I would have found
myself gravitating more towards the
things that have a heavier driving force
effect on the band; so it would have been
either bass or drums, I can pretty much
safely say.
TB: Who are some of your favorite
drummers to play with?
WL:  My favorites? Well, I do well playing
with any cat who has a really solid groove.
I've been told lately that I have the
tendency to bring out the best in
drummers. Because I grew up in
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environments like in Miami, for example,
where you didn't have the kind of
competition that you have in New York,
the quality of the players wasn't quite at
the level of what's happening here. As a
result, I had to play with all kinds of
drummers who really weren't “world
class,” let's say. And that gives me the
ability to play with just about anybody I
sit down with. I can almost pick up on
where their foot is going to land after
hearing them play a couple of bars. I
kinda already know who I am dealing
with. That helps me make a band sound
more solid, I think. So, with the risk of
not singling anybody out, I'd just like to
say that, as opposed to who are my
favorite guys.
TB:  Wise answer.
WL:  My favorite guys are the guys who
have the earthiest groove, the groove that
makes them feel like they're screwed into
the ground, instead of flying around
somewhere freely in the air.
TB:  It sounds like you are saying that you
have learned to adapt yourself to the
drummer you are playing with at a given
time.
WL:  That's absolutely true, yes.
TB:  Were you playing music back in Texas,
or did you mostly get into that once you
moved to Miami?
WL:  My family lived in Texas until
roughly spring of 1964, just after the
Beatles had made their big splash in
February/March of ‘64. Then a month or
two later, we moved. Pretty soon after we
got to Miami, I started looking around for
like-minded kids my age who wanted to
do a band. So it wasn't until we moved to
Miami.
TB:  And then from Miami to New York, or
were there any layovers in between?
WL:  Yeah, Miami was it from ‘64 to ‘71,
and at that point, I got a call to come and
audition for a band I was totally in love
with, called Dreams. It had Mike and
Randy Brecker, and Billy Cobham, in that
band. Billy Cobham was the first world
class guy that I found myself playing with
that made me realize that I didn't have to
do all the work as a groove maker in the
rhythm section. It's probably why I passed

the audition, because I found it so easy to
play with this guy; because he was so
confident. He knew he was the shit.
TB:  That whole comfortable in your own
skin thing.
WL:  Yeah, it kinda makes the whole band
work.
TB:  Tell me how your gear has evolved
through the years.
WL:  Boy, I've been through everything.
As bassists, we had Bassman amps in the
beginning. Actually, we went from no-
name amps, to Kalamazoo, and finally
Fender. We are still talking tubes at this
point. But when I played into my first
Standel solid state amp, I was in heaven,
because of the instant gratification of how
fast the solid state amp reacted – as
opposed to how long it took for the note
to come out after you played it with tubes.
I love to play solid state for the sake of
playing, but for the sake of listening, I still
love the tube sound. When I go in the
studio, my favorite thing has always been
to go right into a direct box and have a
split signal. Take my signal into some
more tube stuff, compressors and things
like that, but just feed me the direct
signal, so that I can really get that nutsack
from playing with a drummer that's like
right on time; and then listen back and
it's all fat sounding.
TB:  Yeah, that's great. There is something
magical about tubes, but that speed thing,
you have to give that one to solid state.
WL:  You really do, for pocket.
TB:  I noticed that you recently started
playing some Hartke gear?
WL:  Yes, I'm back into the Hartke camp.
I'm a Hartke family member.
TB:  Is that an LH1000 up there?
WL:  Yes, it is. It's really nice.
TB:  It has a nice, tubey vibe to it, but it's
still quick and fast and taught.
WL:  I'm enjoying it a lot. It's funny –
this doesn't have anything to do with
Hartke – but just in general, I've found
that I play very, very hard. I'm not light
on my feet when it comes to playing. My
action's pretty high, and I dig in really
hard most of the time. When guys do a
setup for me, they can't believe how much
buzz I get, after they've set it up and get

no buzz. I really do strangle the strings
when I play. I have found that because of
how percussive I play, there are very few
amps out there that don't fatigue after
about 45 minutes, and you start to hear
the sound spread. I hear it. Nobody one
else hears it, but I definitely hear it. And
that's with a Walter Woods 1,200-watt
amp, or whatever we're talking about. So
I am still looking for that amp that doesn't
do that. 
TB:  I think I hear what you are saying.
And I think that there is also a certain tone
that you can't get with a low action and a
light touch.
WL:  Well, my favorite bass and drums
sound is Chuck Rainey and Bernard
Purdy, and that guy doesn't play hard at
all. In fact, neither of them really plays
that hard. But that stuff played really
lightly records really well.
TB:  I suppose everyone finds their tone in
different ways. I've just never been able to do
it with a light touch, myself.
WL:  Yeah, I know what you mean. It's a
little bit too exciting to not just dig right
in.
TB:  Your dad played some upright, didn't
he?
WL:  Actually, he played in the Houston
Symphony Orchestra.
TB:  Did you ever get the upright bug?
WL:  Not really. I never saw him do it. It
all happened before I was born. But I love
a great player. I love the sound of Stanley
Clark on the Chick Corea early records,
and stuff like that. There's nothing like a
good upright player.
TB:  How long have you been playing basses
made by Roger Sadowsky?
WL:  I guess you could easily say it's been
about 30 years. A lot of history went into
making the signature bass – a lot of
meetings, and a lot of him trying to figure
out what the hell I was trying to say.
When I said "more oomph," he would
turn that into sort of a technical formula.
Then we’d come back, and sure enough,
the bass had more oomph. So he speaks
my language.
TB:  You finally got Roger to do a midrange
control, which is amazing.
WL:  It is amazing. And that's just a sign
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of how well he always listens to the guys
when they have something they need from
an instrument. He listens. And for that
reason, I think that's why a Sadowsky bass
– any Sadowsky bass – exists. When I first
met Roger, his specialty was as an acoustic
guitar luthier. Then here come the New
York studio guys who say, "I heard about
this guy who does good fret jobs; well let's
check him out." So we find Roger
Sadowsky, and he starts listening to us and
suggesting, "Oh, maybe you'd like a
preamp," and stuff. The next thing you
know, you have this awesome bass sound.
I'm sure he'll attribute it to input from the
bass players, which I'm sure is truth. But
what also is true is that he was able to
accommodate so well what we needed.
TB:  It's easy to look at a Sadowsky and
think that you see a fairly typical looking
instrument, but once you play one, they have
their own magic.
WL:  That's for sure. They record
unbelievably well. For me, I love to cut
through a room with a certain amount of
midrange. So when I got around to
thinking about what I would love to have
in a signature model, that's the thing that
I would love to do: to drive my sound
through the other instruments in that
room, with less effort than ever before. In
other words, I didn’t want to have to pull
the strings to get those frequencies out. I
would pull so hard, the next thing you
know, you're so sore the next day, you
can't even play. I do like to play hard, but
I don't like to make the amp do all the
work to find a certain boost in that
midrange area.
TB:  What was your inspiration for the neck
profile, it's a little thinner than the average
Sadowsky 4-string.
WL:  I find myself in all these interesting
scenarios, and I would really like to have a
bass which I could call my "everything"
bass. If you're going to take one bass to a
session to or live gig, I would hope that
that bass could do anything that you call
upon it to do. I remember at the time, one
of the things I was doing was playing with
the Jaco Pastorius Big Band. To play Jaco's
parts, you realize that not only was his
playing a result of what he was hearing in

his head, it was also physically what was
happening in his hands. He got his chops
on a '61 Fender Jazz Bass. And that bass of
his has a super thin neck close to the nut,
and I realized that probably has a lot to do
with the incredible articulation of some of
these wild ass figures that he's playing. I
think I needed a thinner neck to get me
around some of those figures when I was
trying to play them, myself. Once again,
Roger – with his incredible ability to
listen – was willing to bend his own rules
that he's always had and make something

that he's never done before. He's come up
with the thinnest neck that I think he's
ever had in production, this Will Lee
Model.
TB:  It sure plays like a dream, that's all I
know.
WL:  Yeah, I love being able to play, when
the music calls for it. You want to be
there. The other thing I love about these
active instruments, you can put a set of
roundwound strings on this instrument
and play any style that's ever been played
from an electric bass, I think; just by

Roger Sadowsky, the Will Lee Signature

bass and Will Lee, the MAN.
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playing around: adding highs, or taking
them out.
TB:  Well, you do need to cover a lot of
ground on The Late Show.
WL:  That's true: on The Late Show, and
in the studio. Now I have a bass that can
keep you from bringing eight basses. Just
bring a bass.
TB:  I know a 4-string with a drop-D will
certainly cover a lot of ground. Do you have
much call for playing 5-string, anymore?
WL:  I do. I play 5-string quite often. You
say drop-D, but I drop my E string down
to a C, using the Hipshot. With the
exception of one half-step, that's almost
the range of a 5-string, right there. It's
amazing what you can do with a 4-string
bass, if it's the right one. So kids, trade in
all your instruments, and get a Will Lee
Sadowsky bass (just kidding).
TB:  What's your thought on using in-ear
monitors versus a stage rig?
WL:  Well, the in-ear thing is fantastic,
actually. The only thing that's a drag
about it is it keeps you from hearing and
feeling the audience a bit. Recently, I did
the Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame induction
ceremonies in Cleveland. For some
reason, this year I found myself playing a

lot of upright. We had Little Anthony and
the Imperials, and a woman named
Wanda Jackson (who was inducted).
There was also a jam that actually didn't
air, but it was wonderful. It was a tribute
for the sideman category this year, and the
guy who got in was D.J. Fontana, Elvis'
drummer. In tribute to D.J. – and Bill
Black, actually – we were doing Jail House
Rock. In order to try and be authentic
about it, I decided to play upright on that
one, and I realized that they had supplied
me with some in-ear monitors. Playing
upright with in-ear monitors, for me, is
the greatest thing that's happened in a
really long time. Because you can actually
hear what you're doing, no matter what
the band's doing. And you don't have to
peel your fingers to try to make the notes
pop into the room so you can hear them.
You actually get a beautiful tone by not
playing too hard, and you can be in tune
because you're actually hearing what is
happening. It's a wonderful thing. But if
you're going to do in-ears with electric
bass, I think the real key is to get in-ears
with multiple drivers. I think that it's
really important to have the double or
triple driver ones; at least double driver. So

you can get all that great low end that you
need, and feel like you're actually
pumping some bottom end into the
room.
TB:  You've given me a bunch of your time,
and I don't want to keep you much longer,
but is there any one question that you always
wanted to answer, but nobody ever asked?
WL:   I think the most important thing to
do is to try and figure out, “How the hell
did that guy do that?” I have to say that to
this day, I still pick apart the Beatle
records as much as possible, and I keep
finding more and more new information.
As a bass player, it's one thing to try and
figure out the parts and stuff, but as a total
musician, one of the greatest things you
can do is listen to something you like, and
listen to it again and again. You'll
eventually start to hear all the subtleties of
what made the recording great. That starts
with not only the composition, but how
the players treated the composition, as
well as how things were recorded, where
they were placed in the mix. For example,
that beautiful, juicy bass sound that you
hear on the Revolver record, and the song
Rain by the Beatles, and Sgt. Peppers
stuff, the bass was not only recorded in a
specific way using nice tube stuff, it was
also mixed – according to Geoff Emerick
– 1dB hotter than everything else in the
mix. So that really helps you appreciate
the fineness of the bass, especially if the
player is playing well. And if he isn't,
well... [laughs]
TB:  Well then, hopefully the engineer is
there to turn down the "suck" knob.
WL:  Yes, and please make me sound
young, while you're at it.

For more information about Will Lee, check
out his website, www.willlee.com. To see
more examples of Sandrine’s fabulous
photographic work, be sure to visit her site at
www.sandrinelee.com.
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WILL LEE MODEL

by
Tom Bowlus



Cause to
Celebrate

The relationship between a producer of goods and

consumer of those goods has multiple levels, with

the producer wanting to put out the ideal product

for their target consumer, and the picky consumer

looking at a variety of competing goods and trying

to find the best fit for their particular wants and

needs. When we are talking about the makers of

musical instruments and the artists who make them

sing, this dynamic takes on special meaning. Within

this rarefied group, there are certain relationships

which span decades, and which involve such deep

mutual respect that others in the industry cannot

help but take note. The relationship between Roger

Sadowsky and Will Lee is one such story. But we'll

get to that in a minute...



Yes, Roger and Will make for a
great back story, but this review
is all about a bass (or as Will
would say, a bass). The
SadowskyWill Lee Model looks
like a fairly straight-forward
Jazz-style 4-string bass, but those
looks can be deceiving. Roger
Sadowsky always offers more
than meets the eye, and Will Lee
knows a thing or two about what
makes an instrument work, both
live and in the studio. When
these two guys get together and
put their mark on an
instrument, you know it's going
to be good.

You know him, You love him
Roger Sadowsky has one of the
more recognizable names in the
world of high-end basses and
guitars, and for good reason.
Roger has been building
instruments since 1972, and is
one of the founding fathers of
the high-end, Fender-style
instrument movement.
Although initially known for his
repairs and restorations, Roger
has brought numerous
innovations to classic designs.
He was one of the first luthiers
to embrace active electronics
(first with active pickups, but
Roger moved away from them in
favor of passive pickups with on-
board preamps as soon as this
became viable). Roger felt that it
was important to have a passive
bypass mode (which you cannot
get with active pickups), and he
has been building his own
preamps since 1990.
The Fender comparisons are
unavoidable, and Roger
addresses this topic head-on:
"Fender is my inspiration – my
platform – and I want to appeal
to that crowd, but I'm not
making copies." This makes a
ton of sense, especially for a New
York builder. When Roger

started building basses, the call sheet for
studio musicians listed "Fender Bass" for
the low-end stringed instrument position.
If you wanted to work as a gigging bassist,
you had better show up with a "proper"
instrument. Plus, as Roger puts it, "Leo
really did get a lot of things right." 
That being said, Roger has made an art

form out of improving upon Leo's
platform. He's made numerous tweaks
and improvements, such as chambering
bodies for lighter weight, adding mass to
the headstocks to help eliminate dead
spots, and shaving a subtle drop-off to the
fingerboard from the 15th fret to the end
of the board (to help compensate for the
slight raise in the fingerboard found on
bolt-on or set-neck instruments). Never
satisfied to sit on his laurels, Roger
Sadowsky has been continuously refining
his instruments over his 37+ years of
building. Just recently, Roger and his crew
went through a new round of listening
tests which resulted in a slightly different
design on the new hum-cancelling
pickups and switch to 500kOhm volume
pots. Both of these changes are intended
to make their HC pickups sound as close
as possible to single-coils.

Testing for banned substances
One of the hallmarks of Sadowsky basses
is the amazingly high degree of
consistency from bass to bass. Roger is
very picky when it comes to the wood he
uses in his basses, and I am sure that this
is a large factor. Of course, many of the
design tweaks that Roger has
implemented are aimed at producing
consistent results from instrument to
instrument. Meticulous attention to detail
and expert assembly and setup further
insure that each bass that bears the
Sadowsky name on the headstock will
deliver the goods as intended.
Sadowsky Guitars does not offer a huge

array of body styles, nor do they offer
endless options. This helps with the
consistency factor, of course, but in part,
this is a reflection on Roger's position that
a builder should have a point of view, and
their basses should have their own tone.
The hardware and electronics options on
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Sadowsky basses have been carefully
chosen to reflect Roger's point of view,
which he expresses succinctly:  "My basses
appeal more to groove players than to solo
players." That's not to say that a Sadowsky
bass doesn't make for a great soloing
instrument, but there are certainly a
number of reasons why you see so many
Sadowsky's in the hands of so many killer
groove players (like Uncle Will). Roger
spreads the groove around pretty evenly
between 4-string and 5-string players,
with very close to a 50/50 ratio of 4's and
5's coming out of the shop (sorry folks, no
6-stringers!).
The Sadowsky tone has been described

as "Fender on steroids." There is some
merit to this description, though it is
perhaps overly simplistic. Roger's choice
of woods and electronics seem to produce
instruments which have a bit more high
end content than a typical Fender, which
is of course intentional. You can easily dial
this back with the Vintage Tone Control
(VTC), if you so desire. Switching to
passive mode, and possibly rolling back
the VTC a bit, allows for a more vintage
tone. With the preamp engaged, a
Sadowsky bass can take on a much more
modern tone, but they still retain a
Fender-esque foundation. 

For more information about Roger
Sadowsky, his thoughts on bass-building,
fretwork, what makes for a good setup,
and more, check out the excellent video
from Behind the Notes at this link :
(http://www.behindthenotes.com/index.p
hp/Featured-Video/Features/Bass/Roger-

Sadowsky/menu-id-17.html).

Speaking of Will
Roger and Will have known each other for
over 30 years, and Will has been playing
Roger's basses for about 26 years. It is
worth noting that until this model was
introduced, Roger had not made a
signature bass (though he has offered
signature model guitars in the past, and
continues to do so). Equally noteworthy,
Will Lee has not had a big endorsement
deal from another builder. This is not to
say that plenty of players wouldn't love to
have a Sadowsky model named after
them, nor does this mean that plenty of
builders wouldn't love to put Will Lee's
name on one of their instruments. In
fact, the opposite is very much true. This
is what makes the Will Lee Model so
special – neither guy needs it. An
established luthier at the top of the bass
market, Roger Sadowsky does not need
to attach any player's name to his
instruments in order to help get the word
out, or to communicate what his
instruments are all about. Will Lee can
play any bass he wants (and does play
basses from several other brands, though
not as frequently), and does not need an
endorsement from anyone to help leave
his mark.
When talking to Roger Sadowsky about
this review, and when talking to Will Lee
during his interview, I was struck by the
deep respect and honest friendship that
each of them has for the other. They have
been through a lot together, and their
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relationship has been beneficial to each
of them. Will has provided honest
feedback and insight that as undoubtedly
been invaluable to Roger. For his part,
Mr. Sadowsky has been listening to Will
and delivering the tools he needs to ply
his trade for decades. It dawned on me
that as much as this model is about a
killer and unique combination of
features (and it is both), it is also a
celebration of this friendship and respect.
Roger wanted to do something to
recognize Will's dedication over the
years, and after thoroughly examining
the results of his efforts, I can say that
this is certainly cause for all of bassdom
to celebrate.

On To the Bass
Okay, enough of the schmaltzy stuff. Let's
talk about this bass! The Will Lee Model
at first glance appears to be a vintage-style
4-string J-bass, but it has several defining
characteristics. The nut is narrower than
any other Sadowsky bass, with a width of
1.45" (1.5" is considered "spec" on a Jazz
Bass). Many older Fenders were similarly
under-sized, and as Will discusses in his
interview, Jaco Pastorius knew a thing or
two about this. Will wanted a tad more
range on both the high-end and the low-
end, so Roger added a fret (22, total) and
a Hipshot D-tuner. They originally
wanted a few more frets, but Will likes to
use a bell cover over the neck pickup, and
he wanted to leave room to slap, so 22
frets is the magic number. To give Will a
little extra room, Roger cheats the bell
cover down a bit so that it just covers the
neck pickup (as opposed to centering it on
the pickup). To allow equal access to that
extra fret, the lower horn cutaway is a tad
deeper than normal. Although dropping
to D is the more common use of a D-
tuner on an E string, Will likes to drop his
to C, which extends the usable range of a
4-string bass even further. Will wanted to
cover as much ground as possible with a
single bass, and believe me, this is one
deceptively versatile axe!
Perhaps the most significant feature of

the Will Lee Model is the addition of the
mid-boost. There is more to this story
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than meets the eye. Roger Sadowsky has
been asked to offer a midrange control in
the past, and he has routinely declined.
He has several reasons for this, and to
understand them, we need to look at how
Roger makes his preamps. Most onboard
preamps employ op-amps to handle the
EQ boost or cut. After a lot of listening
and experimentation, though, Roger
prefers the sound of FETs to op-amps.
However, you can't add a midrange band
to a FET-based EQ without also changing
the bass and treble curves. Roger did
consider a number of op-amp-based 3-
band EQs, but he was not happy with
them compared to his FET-based preamp.
Sometimes the best solution is the most

obvious: keep the stock FET-based
Sadowsky preamp and add a separate op-
amp midrange control! 
The mid control is boost-only, and the

four switches located on the inside of the
control cavity cover allow you to control
the center frequency of the mid-boost, as
well as the width, or Q, of the boost. Only
one switch should be on at a time, and the
four options are: 1.) 500Hz, Q = 1; 2.)
500Hz, Q = 1.7; 3.) 800Hz, Q = 1; and
4.) 800Hz, Q = 1.7. Choosing the right
setting is most definitely going to be a
matter of personal preference and playing
style. For me, it seems that the 500Hz

boost adds a bit more punch, and 800Hz
adds a bit more growl, and for both
frequencies, the narrow boost is not as
dramatic, changing the attack of the note,
but not changing the meat of the note as
much as with the wider Q. At the end of
the day, I followed Will's lead with #2, but
I did back off the gain of the boost just a
tad. Two trim pots are accessible through
the control cavity cover. One adjusts the
amount of the midrange boost, and the
other allows you to roll back the overall
gain, allowing you to maintain consistent
volume whether the mid-boost is engaged
or not. This gain control is only active
when the boost is engaged.
This test model features a one-piece,

chambered swamp ash body (with a book-
matched ash top), sporting the always
impressive Sadowsky narrow-band '59
burst. The one-piece maple neck has a
(separate) maple fingerboard. The
parchment pickguard and chrome
hardware give this bass a very hip vintage
vibe. The setup and fretwork were, as
expected, darned near perfect. It tips the
scales at a feather-weight 7.8 pounds.

Field Testing
My first opportunity to play out with the
WL4 came on a fill-in gig in a friend's
country band. I had only received the set

list a couple of nights before the gig – and
I had not previously played the majority
of the songs on the list – so having a bass
that I felt comfortable with was essential.
This band features two guitars and a very
talented keyboard player, so I needed to
get the job done while not getting in the
way. Kicking in the mid-boost gave me
the ability to punch through the busy mix
efficiently, and I left it engaged all night
(with a slight bump to both the bass and
treble controls). All Will Lee Models ship
with Will's preferred mid boost setting
selected (500Hz, broad Q), and I left it set
to this option. The next two gigs were
with my more familiar rock band, which
features drums, bass and just one guitar.

In this setting, I need to fill a lot
more sonic space. Most of the time,
I had the best results with the mid-
boost off, allowing the big, wide
J-bass tone to carry the mix, while
our guitar player noodled around.
However, a couple of times I needed
a bit more punch when the mix got
busier, and having this at my
disposal with a flick of a switch was
hella cool. The D-tuner allowed me
to leave my 5-string in its stand for
most of the gig.
Comparing this bass to my '73

Jazz, the first thing you notice is that
the Jazz Bass is a lot heavier! A full
four pounds heavier, in this case.
That is a huge difference, but I guess
we can't fault Leo for not
chambering the bodies on
production basses back in 1973. My

'73 is also an ash/maple instrument, but
of course, it does have the bridge pickup
located closer to the bridge (the Will Lee
Model sports a '60s Jazz pickup layout).
The sonic differences between these two
basses pretty much follow from the
different pickup placements, with the
Will Lee (in passive mode) being a bit
bigger, wider, smoother and more round,
and the Jazz Bass being more growly and
aggressive. Tweaking the pickup blend
knob, and then going active and adding in
a little more high-end bite, allowed me to
dial in a somewhat closer approximation
of the '73. But even if I could get closer to



the same tone, I could not get the same growl out of the Will Lee Model. At
least not until I added the mid-boost to the equation. The mid-boost seems
to add some growl, itself, but it also seems to accentuate the differences you
get from varying the blend knob. Using the mid-boost along with the blend
and EQ options, I was able to dial in a fairly close approximation of the '73
Jazz, which just goes to show you how very flexible this Will Lee Model can
be.
If you have ever played a Sadowsky bass, then you know that they playability
is always superb, and dead spots are virtually non-existent. This gets back to
that whole consistency thing. This bass is extremely well balanced from string
to string, and up and down the neck. The narrow neck feels very comfortable
and fast (it turns out the nut on my '73 Jazz is the exact same width), and the
slightly deeper cutaway provides excellent access to the upper frets.

The Bottom Line
Roger Sadowsky and Will Lee have a long relationship, with a deep level of
appreciation and admiration on both sides. The Will Lee Model reflects that
relationship, and its very existence tells a compelling story of friendship and
respect. More importantly for the rest of the bass-playing world, it also
brought us one amazing instrument. When you combine Roger's relentless
attention to detail, and his years of subtle refinement to Leo Fender's
"platform," with Will Lee's deep insight and keen understanding of what tools
help him do his job the best, one should expect fireworks. This bass does not
fail to deliver.
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WILL LEE MODEL 
4-STRING 

BASS GUITAR:

GENERAL
Company Sadowsky Guitars

20 Jay Street #5C 
Brooklyn, NY 11201   sadowsky.com

Country of Origin USA
Warranty 2 year, non-transferable
Listed Price $3,800.00
Street Price $3,800.00
Options Figured wood top
Accessories Ultralight case, tools
Price as Tested $3,800.00
Available colors Numerous
Available options Matching headstock, fancy woods

in-hand on-bench

TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

Dynamics 4.5
Dead Spots 5
String-to-string balance 5
Access to upper register 4
Ergonomics 5
Left-hand feel 5
Aesthetic appeal 5
Tone 5
Value 4

SONIC PROFILE
Lows – big, warm, clear & tight
Mids – smooth to growly, the
WL4 is a midrange chameleon
Highs – brightness & rich
harmonics without harshness 
or brittleness you don't

Overall construction             5
Wood choice 5
Materials choice 4
Joinery 5
Fretwork 5
Fit & Finish of adornments 5
Quality of finish work          5
Ease of repair 5
Potential range of setup     5
Balance on knee 4
Balance on strap 4
Overall electronic quality    5
Solder joints, wire runs         5
Clarity 5
Noise 5
Shielding 5
Quality for Price Range       5

CONDIT IONS
Acquired from Sadowsky Guitars
Dates August through October, 2009
Locales Ohio
Test gear Genz-Benz ShuttleMAX 12.0, 
Genz-Benz Uber410/Uber212, Bergantino HT112ER, Mesa/Boogie
Walkabout, Ampeg SVT-210AV, Solid Cable instrument cables,
Genz-Benz Shuttle 6.0/12, Sadowsky NYC P/J 5, '73 Fender Jazz.

The Sadowsky Will Lee Model naturally
falls into a sweet '60s vibe, but you can
dial in some '70s growl, and much,
much more.

TONE-O-METER

In-Hand Score

4.7 average

On-Bench Score

4.8 average

CONFIGURATION
Strings 4
Style Double cutaway, offset
Overall length 46”
Body dimensions 19.5” tall x 13.5” wide at lower bout
Body contouring Moderate
Weight 7.75lbs

CONSTRUCTION
Body woods Chambered Swamp Ash
Neck woods Maple
Fretboard Maple
Body finish Urethane
Neck finish Satin Lacquer

HARDWARE
Strings Sadowsky Blue Label SS Rounds
Gauge .045, .065, .085, .105
Attachment At bridge
Bridge/color Sadowsky chrome-plated brass
Nut Durlin, self-lubricating
Tuners/color Hipshot Drop-D / chrome
Knobs/color Dome / black
Pickguard 3-Ply White
Cover attachments Screws with threaded inserts

NECK
Scale 34”
Width at nut 1.453” 
Width at 12th fret / joint 2.201”  / 2.389”
Thickness at nut / 1st fret .925” / .865”
Thickness at 12th / joint 1.02”  / 1.056”
String spacing at nut .33” to .396” (8.4 to 10.1mm) 
String spacing at saddle .80” (20.3mm) 
Radius / Shape 12”  / C-shape
String break nut / bridge 5 to 14 degrees / 25 degrees
Afterlength nut / saddle 6.75” to 1.5”  / 1.375” to 1.625”
Attachment Bolt-on
Pocket gap Too tight to measure
Truss rod style / access Single compression rod / neck-end

with turn-wheel adjustment
Fret count 22
Fretwire 92 x 43

ELECTRONICS
Pickups Sadowsky single coil
Pickup placement 2.5” from bridge to center of bridge

pu; 6” from bridge to center of 
neck pu

Electronics Custom Will Lee preamp
Controls Master volume, blend, treble roll-off

bass boost, treble boost, midrange 
boost on/off switch, preamp bypass 

Shielding Foil
Power 9-volts



Opening caveat: I’ve been a fan of Roger
Sadowsky for a long time. Everything I
say here should be viewed through the
understanding that I respect him quite a
bit and have had several of his basses as
my own property over the years. I logged
a whole mess of gig miles on one of his
first “Will Lee” models. And I normally
hate everything, so that’s saying
something.
This is a really nice bass, but I can’t

believe he caved in on the midrange
control. Roger has long held that his
basses do not need a mid control. Will
probably has more clout than anyone else
with Roger, though, so if anyone was
going to get a midrange control out of
Roger, it was Will Lee. With or without
the mid-boost, it still sounds like a
Sadowsky bass. It’s a great sound and very
hard to complain about. The “Sadowsky
sound” is very “New York,” with its fat
warm bottom, crispy top, and mids that
cut. It weighs nothing, even in the case. If
you only have one bass, this is a great
choice. This bass paired with a micro amp
and micro cabinet could get you to a gig
on a motorcycle.
Part of what is so good about these

basses is the attention to detail that makes
them perform so well under duress and
continue to look and sound good. It’s the
only bass that you can take to any gig you
ever get, from a wedding, to a country
dive, to an arena and back to a biker bar
again, and never get a sideways glance. It’s
the ultimate sleeper bass. You never see it
coming, but it pumps out great tone
everywhere you go; in a lot of ways better
than my beloved vintage Fenders.

Alright, enough smoke-blowing for
now. I have to bitch about
something. Honestly, I think this
bass might be too light. It had me
feeling a bit more neck in the weight
than I’d like. I could wear this bass
all day and half the night, but I

always have that feeling that I’m holding
up the peghead. Perhaps going back to the
Ultralights would be enough.
This bass does sport Hipshot vintage-

style keys and traditional Jazz Bass
appointments, down to the well-shot
sunburst finish. The classic Will Lee
maple fingerboard/neck is mated with a
chambered swamp ash body. The mix of
satin lacquer on the neck and rock hard
poly on the body gives you a comfy feel
with your left hand, and some serious
durability under your right.
I really like the spoke-wheel type truss

rod adjustment. A tech can adjust the
relief between sets, or even between songs.
It’s nice to have that ability on the fly
when you don’t know where you are going
to be night after night.
Cracking open the electronics cavity is

a thing of beauty. Machine screws into
threaded inserts make battery changes
easy, even after a decade. Everything is
neat, well-run, and perfectly soldered.
With so much stuff in a cavity, this
attention to detail is very handy at
keeping things running for a long time,
and makes it easy to service, if need be.
The shielding is perfect; the star-ground
concept is right on the money. Star
ground is where all the components'
ground connections run to a central
point, rather than ganged serially. The
concept is improved RF rejection, which
is debatable, but more importantly, the
failure of one ground strap doesn’t bring
down the whole system. You can keep on
playing and make it through a gig.  The
serial ground kills the whole circuit when
it breaks down. In short, this is a perfect
control cavity.
I’d love to have a discussion about 9-

volt circuits vs. 18-volt circuits. My
preference is the latter, however I’m sure
he has researched that with real world
gigging pros and has an opinion that kept

him with the 9-volt. And I guess that’s
why I respect him. His is constantly
tweaking all of these tiny details all over
the instrument that are hard to notice at
first glance, but all add up to a
ridiculously good-sounding bass that lasts
forever. These efforts ultimately result in a
tool that players lean on so much, they
forget to worry about all those little
niggling issues that used to bug them with
other instruments.

2009 Sadowsky 
Will Lee Model
4-string 
Bass Guitar

Top:  A neck joint that defies measure –

and we couldn’t measure and gaps

between the neck and body

Above:  The Custom Willl Lee preamp is

perfectly shielded. On the rear of the

bass and accessed through the rear

cover, are trim pots for adjusting

preamp gain and mid boost.

Phil Maneri’s

BASS 
LAB
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Clement Single
Cut Fretless 5

The Bass Whisperer Reports:
Tom Clement Single-Cut
Fretless “Jon” 5-string
By Ed Friedland



This being my first review for Bass Gear Magazine,
I'd like take the opportunity to thank Tom Bowlus
and Martin Roseman for getting me involved –
and special thanks to my good friend, Terry
Buddingh, for helping to pave the way. It's a
pleasure to once again be part of a bass-specific
publication, and I see some cool and different
approaches happening with the reviews here at Bass
Gear Magazine. This will be fun!

For this issue, I'm looking at a Tom Clement
fretless 5-string. The premise for this review was to
examine the least expensive, truly custom-built
boutique instrument that could be found – the
caveat being that it had to be worth playing.
Perusing the Clement website (clementbass.com),
I was indeed amazed at how inexpensive his basses
are, but even more so when I read this statement:
"Because of the economy I am lowering my prices
temporarily. Times are hard on everybody. Even
though my basses are a good value as they were
priced I am dropping them to a bare minimum to
keep building. Enjoy the prices while they last. –
Tom." 

Beyond the commercial reality of making his
instruments more affordable, this decision gives us
a glimpse into the motivations and heart of the
man behind the router. His starting prices are
$1,150 for a 4-string, $1,350 for a 5-string, and
$1,650 for a 6-string. Does the prospect of a nice
custom-built bass for well under $2K sound
intriguing? Read on.
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to buy more wood and tools
to get started building his
own basses from scratch. He
soon discovered that he
enjoyed the process and
began designing and manu-
facturing some very unique
instruments. 
For the sake of disclosure,

I'll admit that I tend to favor
more traditional looking
basses. I grew up on Fenders,
and my preferences lean
toward the conventional.
That said, there is something
I find likeable about even the
freakiest of Clement's
designs. His Ergo series
instruments have some very
unusual lines, but possess an
organic quality that oddly
appeals to me. Some of his
custom designs (basses #3 and
#40 on the webpage, in
particular) take the mini-
malist approach to a very
artistic, yet functional end.
They may not look right for a
"blues Nazi" gig, but they do
hold up as truly artistic
creations.

Since I'm discussing my preferences, I
will also admit that I am not generally a
fan of the single-cut design. On most SC
basses, the upper horn reminds me of a
dolphin – not the cute "Flipper" dolphin,
but the dolphin fish, aka Mahi Mahi.
However, Clement's variation on this bass
lowers the profile of the top bout, making
it more streamlined. I actually like it. Tom
names his body shapes, presumably after
people he knows. This shape is known as
the "Jon."
Let me play truth-or-dare once more: I

am one of those players that prefer lined
fretless fingerboards. Yes, I know, I'm a
wimp: "Unlined boards look sexy." "You
play upright, so why do you need lines?"
"Why not use the position dots?" "Steve
Bailey doesn't use lines…" etc. I've heard
it all before, so don’t waste your breath. I
figure if Gary Willis can use lines, so can
I. The fact is, I relate to the fingerboard
with my eyes as well as my ears, so the
lines help me stay oriented on the neck.
While this bass has many attractive
qualities, it would not find a home in my
arsenal for that reason alone. Luckily,
Clement also builds lined fretless, as well
as fretted basses. He is one of the few
luthiers I've seen offer custom-built 30"
and 32"-scale basses in addition to the
more typical 34” and 35"-scale
instruments. 

the lImBA lImBo

When the bass arrived, the first thing I
noticed was its incredibly low weight –
7.3lbs! Okay, another disclosure: I love
lightweight basses. Does this make me
more inclined to like the Clement? Yes.
The book-matched body and one-piece
neck are made from black limba, a
beautifully grained and lightweight wood
more commonly known as korina. This
material has attained a certain mythical
status from its use in the original late-50s
Gibson Flying V and Explorer guitars.
Black limba and white limba actually
come from the same tree, but the dark
streaks of grain are found in select pieces
of the heartwood. Its tonal qualities have
been compared to mahogany – a focused
midrange with a complex character,
though a bit brighter. In this particular
bass, the wood does not sound overly
bright, but there is no lack of presence. It
has a well-balanced character that works

It All BegAn WIth A WIsh…

Clement is a bass player in Central Florida
with a background in camera repair.
While his trusty '66 Jazz had served him
well for many years, he heard the fretless
bass calling to him. Rather than purchase
one, he decided to try building one for
himself with the woodworking tools he
acquired from his father. His inauspicious
entry to the world of bass building began
with the purchase of a Wish bass – an
inexpensive hand-made axe well known
for their rough workmanship and funky
appearance. He bought
the Wish unfinished,
and proceeded to
experiment on it,
learning wood-working
the hard way. When it
was all finished, he sold
the modified bass on
eBay, using the profits
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well for a passive P/J fretless. The wet-
sanded WATCO Danish Oil finish gives
the bass a natural feel and lets the wood
vibrate freely, as well as enhancing the
grain.

The two-octave unlined fretless
fingerboard is macassar ebony – a hard,
tightly grained wood with subtle striping.
The piece used on this instrument is a
rich, variegated chocolate brown. The
fingerboard extends ¾" past the nut, a
feature that reinforces the neck at a
vulnerable point – something I’ve seen on
a number of high-end basses, such as
Lakland. Another element worth
mentioning, the distance to the center of
the B string tuning post is 2 5/8" from the
nut. While arguments concerning
whether length past the witness point
affects string tension have been beaten to
death on forums, I am of the firm belief
that extra string length does contribute a
positive influence on the B string. There
are enough builders implementing this
concept to convince me I'm not alone.
Regardless of your scientific orientation,
the Clement's B string is tight and well-
defined at 34" scale. 

The tuners are Hipshot Ultra Light
HB6Y machines, with a 3/8" post, open-
gears and a black finish that blends nicely
with the black limba. One of the biggest
challenges faced by any luthier is
headstock design, and while Clement's
headstock shape varies slightly from bass
to bass, the basic "Gumby" profile is
somewhat reminiscent of the Yamaha
TRB series. At first, the 2+3 layout kept
me fumbling for the A string key, but I
acclimatized quickly. I think Clement has

succeeded in coming up with a headstock
that is attractive, somewhat modern, and
understated. 
The black Hipshot aluminum A-style

bridge has 19mm (3/4") spacing, the total
width being 3" across. The width tapers to
1 & 7/8" at the bone nut, creating
dimensions which have become a familiar
standard – not too wide, not too narrow.
The asymmetrical neck profile is beefy

under the B string and narrows down
under the treble strings. While not
everyone is a fan of this neck design, I feel
the extra wood under the B string helps
with the integrity of the low string. The
overall profile changes as you move up the
neck – the first three fret positions feel
fairly rounded, but it flattens out around
the 4th fret. As you move up the neck, a
ridge is sanded in to help guide your
thumb up to the highest positions. I
would say that this ridge could have
followed the contour of the neck joint a
little closer, but it's not a major issue. 

original recipe

A bolt-on, single-cut bass is somewhat of
an oddity. Most builders use this design to
(in theory) take advantage of the extra
strength and stiffness you get from having
the neck and body attached for the length
of the top horn. A bolt-on neck doesn't
provide this, though the deeply inset neck
pocket does have roughly 6" of contact
between the neck and body on the bass
side – considerably more than a double
cutaway model offers. However, there is a
tiny gap between the neck and upper horn
from the 12th to 16th frets – no
body/neck contact, there. But the neck
and body are joined with five counter-
sunk bolts, and the connection feels
rock-solid. The sculpting of the neck joint
gives you clear access up to the 24th fret,
though I distinctly hear G# as the highest
available pitch. So technically, this is a
two-octave-plus-one-half-step ranged
fingerboard. Clement uses a 16"
fingerboard radius on this instrument – it
is well-planed, and the low-cut nut makes
the playing surface easy to play and
responsive to the touch.

This particular bass is passive, with
simple volume, blend, and tone controls –
yes, a lively piece of wood with some top-
notch pickups is a beautiful thing!
Clement does build active basses by
request, and while he tends to prefer the
subtle EQ and airy quality of the
Nordstrand active circuit, he will use
whatever the customer prefers. Clement
also tends to lean heavily toward
Nordstrand pickups for his basses, and the



bass, it's a good example of the species,
but I fully admit that the ergonomics are
not my thing. The bass balances on the
strap exceptionally well, due in part to the
low weight, and the top strap button's
placement over the 11th fret position.
And while this balance point makes it very
comfy to play in the low register, I found
the highest notes to be somewhat more of
a reach than I'm used to. Yes, there's no
money to be made up there, but I don't
typically make much money playing
fretless either. As I mentioned earlier,
unlined fretless basses are difficult for me
to adjust to, and this was no exception.
Once again, no fault of the instrument –
hate the playah, not the bass.
Taking a critical eye to the Clement, you
can see several factors that separate it from
the top class of boutique instruments. The
pickup cavities could be routed to a
tighter tolerance, the mating of the neck
and body is not flawless – though I doubt
the tone suffers from it, the bridge is
angled about 1/16" toward the neck on
the bass side… Yes, this is no Fodera, but
since it sells for $1,500 and not $6,000,
there is not much room to bitch. Even less
when you consider that the truly
important things are in place, like tone,
response, balance, and looks. 

the bottom line

Clement is admittedly not a master
builder at this point in his career, but his
prices more than reflect that. He builds a
variety of designs from the outlandish to
the traditional, using quality materials,
with a preference toward lighter weight
woods. While he has many stock patterns
available, working with customers to
come up with something unique is a
process he truly enjoys. "I don’t want the
bass to sit on the shelf," Clement states. "I
want my bass to be the one you grab. I
want it to feel like you." If you've ever
been interested in having something built
specifically for you but balked at the
prospect of shelling out thousands of
dollars, a Clement bass is well worth
considering.
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Nordy NPJ5S pickup set is an excellent
choice – the P pickup has angled pole
pieces, which looks cool, and makes the
pickup fit into a 4-string casement size.
The split-coil J operates hum-free, yet
manages to retain the essential open
quality of a single coil. The P pickup is in
the classic Fender position, with the treble
coil approximately 4 & 5/8" from the G
string bridge saddle (center to center),
while the J centers at 2" from the saddle –
a full ½" closer than ‘60s J placement, and
¼" closer than a ‘70s Jazz. Many builders
use the ‘60s position for their P/J
configurations, and it's my opinion that
the proximity of the J and treble coil of
the P pickups makes for an overly nasal
combination. Clement's positioning has
enough space between the two apertures
to produce a clear blend of the P and J –
it's a thick texture with good detail, and
none of the honk I associate with many
P/Js. The J pickup soloed loses some
depth due to its closeness to the bridge,
but it is certainly usable. The P is rich and
meaty, and would very ably fill out the
low end for any gig. Ultimately, the
blended sound is my preference for this
axe, though an onboard preamp would
make optimizing the individual pickup
sounds simple. 

invoking the Florida Flash

The overall performance of the
instrument is quite nice. How can you
review a fretless without invoking the
"M" word? Yes, this bass has "mwah" for
days, and it is achieved all over the
fingerboard, not just in a few sweet spots.
The bass has wonderful resonance that
lets the sustained notes develop – the
basic quality is very open, not pinched or
compressed. This is the first instrument
I've played built from black limba, and I
like what I'm hearing. Naturally, Mr.
Clement deserves the bulk of the praise,
but the quality of the material speaks
through the bass: woody, with good low
end, focused mids, and enough natural
brightness to cut through without being
obnoxious. 
Over the last 32 years, most of my

fretless playing has focused on the bridge

pickup. I am an-unabashed "COJ" or
"Child Of Jaco" when it comes to the
fretless. Yeah, I know there are lots of great
voices on the fretless out there, but to my
way of thinking, it all started with the
Florida Flash. So naturally, I judge any
fretless bass by how well it can capture the
essence of that sound. The Clement
certainly can do the "Jaco thing" with the
bridge pickup – the basic characters are all
there: burpy mids, crisp attack, clarity,
and a beautiful singing sustain. My
tendency is to roll off just slightly to the
bridge pickup rather than solo it entirely,
this retains some of the meat from the
neck pickup while emphasizing the
articulation of the J. However, due to the
proximity of the J pickup to the bridge, I
found that a little bump in the 150Hz
range helped keep the tone full.

The Nordstrand P pickup draws a
completely different dimension out of the
bass. It plumps up the bridge pickup
nicely when blended, but doesn't
overpower it. The combined tone strikes
me as the true voice of this bass – it's
round and organic, with a nice touch of
sibilance from the J pickup. From the
factory, the P pickup height was set to a
distance of 5/16" from the bottom of the
B string, while the J was at 3/16." Visually,
it struck me as being rather low in relation
to the string, but in fact the blend is just
right, and the front pickup alone certainly
has plenty of volume.

Soloing the neck pickup yields the
classic P-bass tone, but as I was never
drawn to the fretless P, playing it was a
new experience for me. The chunky bark
of the P is there in all its glory, making me
think it would be very possible to use this
for blues, rock or country – traditionally
gigs that are out-of-bounds for fretless by
my admittedly limited set of standards.
The Clement's fullness would support a
band comfortably, as long as the music
doesn't require much edge – it possesses a
sweet sound, definitely not aggressive, but
not mushy. 
As much as I like the sound of this bass,

and found it to be very responsive to the
touch, I had a hard time getting
comfortable with it. I don’t blame the

b
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GENERAL
Company Tom Clement Basses

Florida, USA 
www.clementbass.com

Country of Origin USA
Warranty Lifetime Limited
Listed Price $1,500.00
Street Price $1,500.00
Options None
Accessories Gig bag
Price as Tested / Street $1,500.00 / NA
Available colors NA
Available options Lined fretless, fretted, active 

electronics, scale lengths

in-hand on-bench

TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

Dynamics 3.5
Dead Spots 3.5
String to string balance 4
Access to upper register 3.5
Ergonomics 3
Left hand feel 3.5
Aesthetic appeal 3.5
Tone (see below) 4
Value 5

SONIC PROFILE
Lows – woody, round, focused
Mids – detailed, punchy
Highs – even, smooth

Overall construction            5
Wood choice 3
Materials choice 4
Joinery 4
Fretwork 3
Fit & Finish of adornments 4
Quality of finish work          5
Ease of repair 4
Potential range of setup    4
Balance on knee 3
Balance on strap                  3
Overall electronic quality   4
Solder joints, wire runs        4
Clarity 4
Noise 4
Shielding 4
Quality for Price Range      4

CONDIT IONS
Acquired from Clement Basses
Dates September 2009
Locales Ohio, Austin TX
Test gear Genz-Benz GBE 1200 & NEOX-212T,
Genz-Benz Shuttle 6.0/12t, Fender TV 10, Fender TV 15; 
George L's, Analysis Plus Bass Oval cables.

The Clement has a well-
balanced, complex tone, with
good detail. It gives great
‘mwah’ all through the range of
the fingerboard, looks great, is
lightweight, and inexpensive.

TONE-O-METER

In-Hand Score

3.7 average

On-Bench Score

3.9 average

CONFIGURATION
Strings 5
Style Single cutaway, offset
Overall length 44.5”
Body dimensions 21” tall x 13.25” wide at lower bout
Body contouring Moderate
Weight 7.3 lbs

CONSTRUCTION
Body woods Black limba
Neck woods Black limba
Fretboard Macassar ebony
Body finish Oil
Neck finish Oil

HARDWARE
Strings DR Hi-Beams SS Rounds
Gauge .045, .065, .085, .105, .125
Attachment Bridge
Bridge/color Hipshot / black
Nut Bone
Tuners/color Hipshot / black
Knobs/color Metal / black
Pickguard None
Cover attachments Screws, no inserts

NECK
Scale 34”
Width at nut 1.908” 
Width at 12th fret / joint 2.762”  / 2.762”
Thickness at nut 1.205” 
Thickness at 12th / joint .894”  / .894”
String spacing at nut .388” (9.86mm) between strings
String spacing at saddle .740” (18.8mm) on center
Radius / Shape Compound 14 to 16” / Asymmetric
String break nut / bridge 5 to 10 degrees / 12 degrees
Afterlength nut / saddle 1.875” to 5.375” / 1.125 to 1.5”
Attachment Bolt-on, 5 bolts
Pocket gap .007”
Truss rod style / access Single rod, dual-action / body
Fret count NA
Fretwire NA

ELECTRONICS
Pickups Nordstrand P and J
Pickup placement 2” and 5” from bridge, on center
Electronics NA
Controls Volume, blend and tone
Shielding Copper foil
Power Passive



This is a very good looking instrument. It
has great looking wood choices with
visually striking grain structure, even in
the fingerboard. All the hardware is top
notch, as are the electronics. It is obvious
that a whole mess of time was spent
constructing this bass. It shows experience
and attention to detail. All of these factors
set the expectations pretty high, but
unfortunately, it doesn’t sound good; at
least not to my ear. It is uninspiring and
flat. It sounds clanky, has no bass, no
midrange and really no character to speak
of. It’s a shame to waste all this great
material, lumber and workmanship on
this result. If I built this bass and plugged
it in and it sounded like it does now, I’d
call Mike Pope and plead with him to
create some high-end circuitry to save this
lifeless box.
Having said that, I should tell you it’s

$1,500. That’s amazing work for hardly
any money.
The body design is reminiscent of the

Ken Lawrence Brace, where the upper
horn doesn’t separate from the bass, it
extends to the 12th fret area. The peghead
is a close relative of the Yamaha TRB
headstock, with the third tuner on the
treble side. It is extremely light –
especially impressive considering the bass
is not chambered. The tuners and bridge
are from Hipshot, the pickups from
Nordstrand. The bass was left passive –
usually a fine choice for a fretless. Most of
my instruments are passive. However, in
this case, I’d have put in a preamp.
I really like the carve of the neck, all the

way up through the transition into the
bolt-on area. The builder was really

considering how it felt to play up and
down the neck when he carved those
transitions. The cavity was well-shielded
with copper foil. Some critics prefer to see
those joints soldered. I’m not sure if it
matters, as long as it’s closed and there is
continuity across the joints. The
electronics are passive and simple, with
reasonable wiring runs and soldering. The
cavity is closed by a superbly grain-
matched cover. The joinery is first rate;
the final sand and light oil finish work
couldn’t have been done better. The nut is
cut lower than I like to see on any bass,
and while I usually don’t comment on
setup, I think it’s hurting this bass a great
deal.
I wish I liked the sound of this bass

more. Perhaps another person may find
something in there that appeals. Different
players respond to different aspects of
instruments and another player may find
this bass inspiring. I hope so, as Tom
Clement obviously has the chops to create

excellent works. 
Now, when you factor in a price of

$1,500, this bass looks very appealing.
Frankly, I can’t figure out how you do this
much work with these materials and
charge so little. This fellow is working for
peanuts. So, given the price, I suspect that
with a preamp and better setup, you may
be able to wake up this otherwise
uninspiring bass to be something well
worth the cost and beyond.

2009 Clement 
Single Cut  
5  -string 
Fretless Bass

Below:  Foiled again.

Bottom:  C is for Clement. It also means

Crazy good deal on a custom bass.

Phil Maneri’s

BASS 
LAB
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Pictured at right is Test Engineer
Manager, Robert Riggs. Also shown:
1. Pyotr Belov

Director of MI Amplification
2. Zane Williams

Amplified Products Manager 
3. Dino Monoxelos

Ampeg Senior Product Specialist
4. John Boudreau

VP of Music Gear
Not shown is Ray Wood
Senior Test Engineer. 

Photos were taken at Loud’s
headquarters, in Woodinville,
Washington, USA.

Reported by Martin Roseman

Pyotr Belov

Zane Williams

Dino Monoxelos

John Boudreau

A Bass Gear Magazine Special Report celebrating Ampeg’s 60th Anniversary. We start with some pointed                



The
New

Face of
Ampeg

The
New

Face of
Ampeg

                    questions for the current stewards of the Ampeg brand, Loud Technologies.
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BGM:  Give us a run down
on your acquisition of
Ampeg by Loud. When was
it? Why did you buy the
company? Were any of the
SLM employees kept?
PB:  We bought St. Louis
Music (SLM) and all of its
brands, including Ampeg,
in 2005. SLM was a perfect
addition to our family -
Mackie, EAW and
TAPCO. The ability to
provide premium gear for
bass players was of great
interest… so why not start
with the world’s most
successful brand? The vast
majority of the SLM
employees joined the
LOUD team following the
acquisition.

BGM:  Tell us about Loud –
what are your brands?
PB:  LOUD is one of the
world’s largest dedicated
pro audio and music
products companies. Our
headquarters is in Wood-
inville, WA (just outside
Seattle) and we have
additional facilities and
employees in St. Louis,
MO; Whitinsville, MA;
Austin, TX; High Wy-
combe, UK; Shenzhen,
China and a variety of
other locations around the
world. We’ve got Alvarez,
Ampeg, Blackheart, Crate,
EAW, Mackie, Martin
Audio, and TAPCO brands
currently in the family. Our
breadth of products and
categories means we touch
virtually every part of the
music world. 

BGM:  Who are the top

Ampeg people and what are their
backgrounds, especially in regards to music
or engineering?
We have a great product management,
design and R&D team working under the
Ampeg flag. Here’s a snapshot of the key
players: 

John Boudreau – VP, Music Gear (MG)
Group. John is a guitar player, bass player
and vocalist who got his feet wet with the
Elmhurst College Jazz Band, moving on
to play with multiple rock and funk bands
in Chicago, IL, Madison, WI, and Seattle,
WA. His latest endeavor is the hard-
hitting rock band, LeBron James Head
Band – no really, that’s what it’s called. 
John has an extensive background as a

recording/live sound engineer, with
experience as a monitor and FOH
engineer at the Double Door in Chicago
and Staff Engineer at Paragon Recording,
Chicago. For the past six years, he gets his
fix running live sound for Seattle’s Capitol
Hill Block Party which typically features
artists like Sonic Youth, Built to Spill,
Spoon, Vampire Weekend, DeVotchka,
Silversun Pickups, The Melvins, and
many more national acts. 
John spent six years at Shure, starting in

tech support, with quick promotion to the
Applications Engineering Group with
Product Team duties on the first PSM
wireless in-ear system.  He was a wireless
compatibility specialist as well as a
technical expert on the install product
range. He then spent three years with
Intelix, providing applications support to
consultants and design build firms for
their VCA based rack mount matrix
mixers. He took both Crestron and AMX
programming courses during this time.
Eventually, he designed an applications
group for Intelix and moved fully into
Product Management of the Baluns and
Audio Video Matrix Mixer. 
In 2001, John came over to LOUD as a

Product Designer for the Mackie brand
and re-vamped the product range,
launching products like the TT24 Digital

Ampeg’s Zane Williams

and his practice amp.

A No-Holds Barred Q&A with Pyotr Belov, Loud
Technologies Director of MI Amplification
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Live Mixer and companion DS3232
Digital Snake, Onyx 4-bus, SA and SR
active loudspeakers, and the new HD
Series Powered Loudspeakers. His
expertise and personality fit the company
well and he moved into the role of Mackie
Brand Director, managing the product
strategy for all Mackie and TAPCO
products since 2006. In November of
2008, he moved into his current role as
VP of the Music Gear Group. He now
presides over product development,
product management, marketing and
financial accountability of all Music Gear
related brands including Ampeg, Crate,
Blackheart and Alvarez.  
John is not your typical business

executive. You can spot him instantly at
tradeshows and musical gatherings – his
Mohawk and tattoos stand out in a crowd.
Sometimes the Mohawk is green… you
can’t miss him.

Yours truly, Pyotr Belov – Director of MI
Amplification. I am an award-winning
tube amplifier designer (they told me it
was OK to boast) with more than 21 years
of MI design, manufacturing and
management experience. In 1988, I got
my start in the industry at Roscoe Guitars
where I stayed for four years. During that
time there I held multiple positions,
including Production Manager, Artist
Relations and Luthier.  In 1992, I moved
on to Sadowsky Guitars – back when the
shop was located in Times Square – where
I was Production Manager and Luthier for
three years.  My career accomplishments
also include Product Manager for Svetlana
Electronic Devices and Product and
Operations Manager for Mojo Musical
Supply. I also started a custom-built
boutique amplifier company, Belov Amps.
During this successful business endeavor I
built amps for Billy Gibbons, Joe Satriani,
Adam Levy (Norah Jones) and Colin Hay
for Ringo Star’s All-Star Tour (Men at
Work). In 2003, I joined Gibson as the
Director of MI amplification at Gibson
Guitar for four years before finally joining
LOUD in 2007. I am the co-creator and
chief designer of the Blackheart Amp line
and Director of MI Amplification for

Ampeg, Blackheart and Crate. I am also
solid guitarist and dedicated amp geek and
my dedication to tube amp design is, well,
quite deep.

Zane Williams – Amplified Products
Manager. Zane is a professional guitar
player with two CMAA awards under his
belt and an extensive background in
teaching and recording. His previous
experience as an inside sales representative
for LOUD adds to his breadth of industry
knowledge. When you meet Zane, hand
him a guitar and stand back…
pyrotechnics would be an understatement.
No wonder he contributes such brilliant
ideas to the R&D process.

Dino Monoxelos – Ampeg Senior Product
Specialist. Dino joined LOUD from SLM
and is known as “The Ampeg Guy” to
many. He’s an award winning bassist with
countless tours, recordings and worldwide
performances on his resume. In 1992, he
graduated from the Bass Institute of
Technology, and continued there as an
instructor for an additional five years. He’s
also an author of four educational bass
publications with Mel Bay and Hal
Leonard and was a columnist for three

popular bass magazines. His product
specialist experience began at Warwick
Basses before joining SLM as a
demonstrator and clinician.  Dino logs
thousands of miles a year as the main
Ampeg clinician and brand ambassador. 

Ray Wood – Senior Test Engineer. Ray
worked for SLM for 11 years before
joining LOUD during the 2005
acquisition. He joined SLM as Quality
Manager at and was promoted three years
later to Plant Manager. Ray retained
quality responsibilities and took on
additional quality responsibilities for
overseas production. In 2005, Ray moved
to the Test Engineering Group and is now
Senior Test Engineer. His extensive
knowledge and experience with Ampeg
ensures that our off-shore facilities build
and test to Ampeg’s standards. Part of this
process includes writing and verifying test
procedures to help assure acceptable
production – this involves working with
each CM and incorporating checks and
balances into each test stage.  

Rob Riggs –  Test Engineer Manager. Rob
is a 13-year industry veteran responsible
for one of Ampeg’s recent successes, the

Yup, John’s actually in

charge of the department.
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Micro-VR. He plays a vital engineering
role in all new product development. Rob
was previously with Symetrix for five years
and with Biamp Systems for six years in a
variety of technical and managerial
positions. In 2007, Rob started as a
Product Manager for Ampeg, responsible
for several products such as the BA300,
BA600, Micro-VR and SVT-210AV. Rob
had a unique role as Product Manager,
contributing to the electrical and acoustic
design work of these products as well as
the usual Product Manager tasks. Rob
designed, built and hand-wired the first
prototypes of the Micro-VR and SVT-
210AV himself.  

BGM:  There was something about a stock
delisting for Loud? Could you explain that?
Some bassists took that as a bad sign. I
understand there can actually be good
reasons to do so.
PB:  LOUD was traded on the NASDAQ
stock exchange, and registered with the
SEC, until March, 2009 when we
voluntarily deregistered from the SEC.
We determined that the costs of
maintaining our SEC registration – which
were more than $1 Million/year – far
exceeded their benefit. So we decided to
instead take the savings from
deregistration and invest that money back
into more productive things, like
engineering and product development.
There were also a series of rumors – the

direct result of one erroneous report that
ran on NAMM TV in January of 2009.
Since we weren’t contacted to contribute
to the story, we have since set the record
straight in a number of press releases and
magazine interviews. The unsubstantiated
report was sparked by the closure of one of
LOUD’s contract manufacturers in late
2008 – this closure impacted production
of some EAW and Mackie products only.
This had absolutely no impact on Ampeg,
as all Ampeg models are manufactured in
other LOUD manufacturing facilities. We
have a clear plan to restore lost supplies
and are already more than fifty-percent
complete. This is no small feat, but our
dedicated management group has handled
the situation quickly and efficiently.

This year is Ampeg’s 60th Anniversary.
It is also the 40th Anniversary of the “king
of all bass amps,” the SVT. In January, we
released the Micro-VR’s (everyone
LOVES ‘em) and we’re also shipping tons
of the popular BA300/600 combos. Stay
tuned for several other new Ampeg
models slated for release in the next 12–24
months. Ampeg has plans… so stay
tuned!

BGM:  Where is Ampeg designed? Where is
Ampeg built?
PB: All new Ampeg design and
engineering originates right here in
Woodinville, WA (just outside of Seattle).
The products are built in a number of our
facilities in China and South Korea with
on-site LOUD operations teams
monitoring daily production. Our US-
based product managers and engineers
make frequent trips to supervise all of our
overseas product and maintain quality

control throughout.

BGM:  What are the plans for the current
line?
PB: As previously stated, the SVT
celebrates its 40th Anniversary – after 40
years it’s still the most requested bass amp
around the world. Earlier this year we
launched the Micro-VR, a smaller version
of the vintage SVT.  We also introduced
the BA 300/600 combos extending our
most popular line of compact bass amps.
We have several others projects in the
works with some exciting releases planned
for 2009 and 2010.

BGM:  We read the comments by bassists on
the blogs. The impression we get is that
bassists think that Ampeg is going after the
lowest cost options, and disregarding the
great history and integrity of the product.
Comment?
PB: Let’s start by saying… that impression

What is that on Rob’s desk?



is completely amiss. We take the same
approach on all Ampeg products; we
design innovative gear that meets the
needs of serious bassists – from stadium
concert performances to clubs and casual
gigs – and we build the gear to Ampeg’s
legendary standards. No one is more
proud of Ampeg’s history than we are…
and we plan to add to that legacy for
many years to come.

BGM:  Were there any changes to the line-
up, in terms of design, parts or
manufacturing, when the manufacturing
went off-shore? 
PB: We moved to off-shore
manufacturing to maintain our legendary
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quality without adjusting our prices. In
fact, the spec’d build quality for all
Ampeg amps actually increased as a
result of the transition. For example we
now use 15mm multi-ply birch for all
cabinets from the $419.99 (MSRP)
SVT-210AV all the way up to the
$1,539.99 (MSRP) SVT-810AV. This
makes the cabinets stronger and more
durable. We also upgraded the chrome
plating process for cabinet corners. The
corners used to be “batch plated” but
are now individually plated. This
process ensures premium results with a
smoother and thicker metal surface.
These examples show the attention to
detail and care that goes into to each
Ampeg product.

BGM:  How can you ensure that off-shore
assembly meets high-quality control
standards?
PB:  That is precisely what our on-site
QC teams do right there in every
facility. This team is lead by Kevin
Mahony, Director of Asian Operations,
who formerly managed Asian
operations for Eminence Speakers. One
of the team’s key initiatives is to
supervise production on every product.
This includes multiple check points

throughout each step of manufacturing
and involves constant communication
with the Woodinville-based product
managers and engineers.
In addition to our on-site team, our

Woodinville-based engineers and product
managers travel to our Asian
manufacturing sites personally to oversee
every aspect of the products they create
including pilot and production runs.
Once the units are shipped to our world-
wide distribution centers we conduct final
spot-checks to ensure everything is up to
Ampeg standards. 
BGM:  There have been reports of higher
failure rates and lower quality control,
especially in your most expensive SVT
models, in the Asian built units. Your
comment?
PB: We experienced an unacceptable
failure rate on a particular model
produced in one of our facilities during

our transition. Our on-site operations
team quickly identified the issue, halted
all production in this facility, quarantined
the effected units and moved all
production to another Ampeg facility. We
sincerely regret any inconvenience this
caused our customers and are confident
our corrective actions have resolved this
issue. In fact, since the facility in question
failed to meet our quality standards, we
ceased business with the facility
altogether. 

BGM:  What is the guarantee on new
Ampeg units and what do bassists and repair
shops need to do to get their new and older
units repaired?
PB:  All Classic Series heads and cabs and
PRO Series heads and cabs carry a five-
year warranty on parts and electronics. B
Series and BA Combos carry a two-year
warranty. Speakers in all of our enclosures
carry a two-year warranty and tubes and
footswitches are covered for 90 days.
Should anyone need warranty or non-

warranty repair, they can log on to our
support page at www.ampeg.com
/support.html and pull up our service
center locator simply by entering their zip
code. This will give them a list of all
service centers in their region. From there,
all they need to do with a warranty
situation is to bring the amp along with
the original sales receipt into the warranty
shop.  If it’s a non-warranty issue, all they
need to do is bring the unit into the shop.
It’s always best to call the shop before
showing up.

BGM:  Who are the key contact people for
Ampeg that bass players can e-mail or call?
PB:  You can always contact Dino
Monoxelos, at Ampegsupport@earthlink
.net. Dino has been “The Ampeg guy” for
years now and – as a working, gigging
pro – he’s used just about every piece of
gear we’ve made over the years. You can
always contact him with your questions or
concerns about gear and their
applications.  
For technical support and or warranty

issues, please contact www.ampeg.com/
support.html or call 1-800-258-6883.

Top:  Spam, spam, spam, spam. Oh, no, it’s

actually UltraSpan, which was replaced by...

Middle:  ...15mm Multi-ply Birch in the new

Loud-built cabinets, even the 210AV.

Above:  The left corner shows the new Loud

metal working - individually chrome-plated

corners as opposed to batch-plated.

b
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Not only is it Ampeg’s 60th Anniversary, it’s also the 40th Anniversary of the legendary SVT. In a Bass             

Top:  SVT co-inventor, Roger Cox

Middle from left to right:  1968 Ampeg - 

Gene Dudowski, Ampeg Sales, 

Roger Cox, co-inventor of the SVT, 

Roy Wiggins, Ampeg VP in Nashville and 

Big Al Duaray, President of UniMusic, who

authorized the SVT, seated and smoking.

Bottom:  Tom Vivelo of Ampeg and 

SVT co-inventor, Bill Hughes

The
Men

Behind
the SVT

The
Men

Behind
the SVT

An exclusive interview with 

Bill Hughes and Roger Cox, 

co-inventors of the Ampeg SVT.

by Martin Roseman



                   Gear Magazine exclusive, we bring you the men who created amp history. 

BGM:  Give us your background – up till
the point you were working on the SVT. 
BH:  I was born in 1947, so that puts me
at 22 when we released the SVT. My
background was as follows: my dad was
frustrated engineer and audiophile. I grew
up around all types of audio hardware. In
the early 1950’s my dad had constructed a
fairly complex audio system in our home
in Rahway, NJ where he was always
tinkering.

My association with Ampeg started
when I was 15 or 16 years old through
summer employment, where I worked as a
technician in the engineering department,
when I was hired by Jess Oliver. My first
project was the SB-12 bass amplifier. This
was kind of a re-engineered, single
channel version of the B-12N. The output
tubes were RCA 7868’s and I believe if
memory serves it had cathode bias.
Over the years, before I entered the

music industry, I was involved with audio
recording, and in particular, disc
recording (phonograph). During this
period, I designed as a hobby a stereo disc
mastering system that performed quite
well. 
I believe that I was the first to

independently design a fully solid state
disc mastering system for use with the
Westrex 3D cutter head. I had previously
designed a large audio power amplifier
(vacuum tube) for this application. It was
that design that led down the path for the
SVT output stage. I probably built that
first power amp when I was 18 years old.
The development of any MI product

requires that the “art” and science of the
product need to be addressed. My only
musical training was that I learned to play
violin as a child. 
At Ampeg, the “Baby Bass” (also known

as the BB4) was developed by Everet Hull
and others. This instrument was an
interesting mixture of art and science. We
also developed a “plectronic piano” that
used electrostatic pickups. This
instrument never went to production.
I reference these two items to bring

home the reality that art and science
needed to have a healthy co-existence,
which they did at Ampeg.
In those years before any formal

education as an Engineer, the art
prevailed, and the science took a back seat.
The pitfall to this is that you can have
product that perform well that also might
have reliability problems.
During that phase of my life I always

had mentors to push me towards the right
direction. Although I didn’t realize until
his death, Lincoln Walsh was one of those
mentors. He had a good grasp of the
science. 
Lincoln was a consultant to Ampeg that

Everet hired. I was stunned when Lincoln
showed up, as he was an old friend of my
dad’s from the 1950’s! Mr. Walsh was
famous for the development of the Brook
amplifier and also for the Ohm
loudspeaker.
I have had six significant influential

people in my engineering life. Roger Cox,
Lincoln and my dad were three of them.
Roger and I worked well together. He

was and still is a passionate bass player as
well as an audiophile. During those years,
Roger was involved with loudspeaker
design (which in those years I was
oblivious to).
My relationship with Roger initially was

through Ampeg, and we later joined
forces at Fender. During the years where
we had lost contact, both Roger and I
developed a fondness for motorcycles. 
I will always treasure the years (while at

Fender) where we would go out 5:00AM
on a Saturday morning to drag pegs in the
canyons of southern California.

RC: Ampeg was my first job after
graduation from College in '66.  I was an
Ampeg user.  I worked through college in
a radio/tv station and played in an R & B
band in NW Arkansas. I avoided C & W
music publicly, but listened to it (Hank
Thompson, Leon McAuliff, Bob Wills)
when ever I could find it.    

BGM:  Paint the picture of what it was like
to be at Ampeg in the 1960's.
BH:  Ampeg was in a state of change
during those years. The company had
gone public, and was traded on “the over
the counter” market, kind of a ‘60s
version of NASDAQ. It was later sold to
Unimusic, when Everett retired.
Manufacturing and engineering were in
the same building. If something wasn’t
right with a design detail, you found out
about it in a hurry. It was a simpler time.
RC:  Great place to work. Huge back
orders – if it was built it was sold.  Often,
"live music" was heard at work!  Everett
Hull was oriented towards "legit" (his
words) music – his support of jazz
generally, studio musicians, and
organizations such as the Manhattan
Guitar Club were well known.  "Designed
by Professionals - for Professionals" was in
Ampeg literature of that time.

BGM:  What was happening in other “high-
power” amplifiers for bass or guitar at that
time? What were the stage setups like?  What
were the PA systems like at the time?
BH: CBS/Fender answered with the
PS400. When I went to work at Fender, I
got the impression that they NEVER
REVIEWED the SVT before they
designed the PS400. The Acoustic 360
predated us by at least a year. For small to
medium venues, amps were not typically
mic’d. Large venues were sometimes
mic’d, but direct to the board was more
common. Stage levels were very high.
PA systems in that era usually employed

large horn-loaded loudspeakers. Big
power amplifiers were not as common as
they are today.
I do recall, however, some pretty good

sounding PA in small New York clubs
using Bose 901 speakers! These systems
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were pretty non-offensive. 
RC: Do you know of the group "The
Boxtops?"  At the '68 Hollywood Teenage
fair, "The Boxtops" were using stacked
Altec A-7 bass bins (15" on a short horn)
and 500Hz large-format compression
drivers on large high-frequency horns and
lots of Altec 50-watt tube amplifiers for
their PA in a tent, out in the Hollywood
Palladium parking lot. Playing live and
loud with psychedelic lights and smoke
machines. In 1968!

BGM:  What led you to develop the SVT –
where did the idea originate?
BH:  It was Roger’s urging that drove us to
develop the SVT. I had previously
developed a style of equalization for bass
while working as a freelance recording
engineer. Cranking up a lot of low end
boost was never a good idea when your
target is vinyl. Rather, removing the lower
odd-order harmonics (as the SVT was set
up to do) does way more to give the right
illusion. I guess that this is why bass amps
with graphic EQ have fallen from vogue.
Don’t get me wrong, the graphic EQ
equipped bass amp has great potential,
but many players don’t have the intuition
to take advantage of them. If the control
panel is too busy, a player can get lost.
RC: It was my responsibility, in addition
to other operational areas, to plan all new
product for Ampeg in '68.  I did front
panel lay-outs and technical specifications
for the entire product line that was to
become known as the '69 line, which
included the SVT, the VT-22, and a two-
driver bass horn cabinet, the V4B, among
other models. Stew Hegeman (some
Dynaco products and some of the
Harman Kardon Citation products as well
as Hegeman Labs products) did the design
for the V4B – which I thought was
beyond my ability and certainly beyond
the time I had available. Paul Moon at
Ampeg made Stew's V4B drawing on a
quadrille tablet a production reality. Each
new guitar amplifier was specified
completely by me and the written plan
was delivered to Murry Figlin, Chief
Engineer, to implement for my final
approval.

BGM:  What were the challenges in
designing it? How long did it take? How
was it received by Everett during the
development process?
BH:  Everett had already sold Ampeg to
the Unimusic Corporation; he was
therefore not involved. As I recall, the
design happened pretty quickly. The
people involved were:  John Boenisch –
sheet metal layout and fabrication,
prototype construction. Roger Cox –
loudspeaker and product definition;
Murray Figlin – printed circuit board
layout; Bill Hughes – circuits, transformer
sourcing and transformer design
conceptualization; Charlie Walker –
drafting and documentation.
The electronic challenges were not all

that severe. The power amplifier was a
circuit from my past. The original circuit
used 811-A zero bias triodes, with plate
voltages of 1500 volts. That amplifier was
capable of around 150 Watts. The circuit
topology was very similar to what the
SVT was. The original was of course,
class-AB2, with the grids always positive. 
The output transformer was, however,

complex. There were two secondary’s that
were arranged provide output impedances
down to two ohms, in either a series
parallel arrangement. The speaker design
was the center point of the product. 
The SVT started its life with 6146B

output tubes, running 660-volt plate
supply and 220-volt screen. We selected
these devices because of there perceived
reliability. That was a poor perception.
I traveled with the Rolling Stones tour

through the South in 1969 and
experienced an interesting mode of
failure. Believe it of not, some of the
amplifiers were use by Keith Richards
driving 4x12 sealed boxes for guitar. I
seem to remember that they were
equipped with Altec 12 inch guitar
speakers; I don’t remember the model
numbers. When Keith would play in a
particular fashion, he could cause the
anodes of half the 6146B tubes to glow
cherry red. This problem would dance
between the left and right banks of
6146B’s depending on how he played.
This was later determined to be the result

of a very non symmetrical wave shape that
allowed dissipation greater than expected,
causing failure.

The fix was to reduce driver stage
headroom by lowering supply to the
12BH7 voltage amplifiers and adopting
the more rugged 6550 output tubes. No
other problems (with the amplifiers)
seemed to occur while on that tour.  That
tour was physically and mentally taxing.
There were periods that I was awake 40
hours, at times. Life on the road was really
hard. That change required socket
changes and different screen grid voltages,
(220 changed to 330)
A wall of three SVT’s heads driving

three 4x12 bottoms makes an
unreasonable SPL level...probably in the
130dB range. I don’t know how we all
didn’t go deaf.
RC: At that time there were several other
high-power bass and guitar amplifiers.
While I will not speak for Bill, the
performance I specified for the SVT was
extreme then, and even now, for tube
amplifiers in very low distortion and very
wide bandwidth at rated (300-watts)
power. One of the problems was
dependable high-power output tubes that
were strong mechanically, for very obvious
reasons. I designated 6146B's to be used
because they were easily available and
designed for mobile (taxicab, police car)
service.  They were not rugged electrically
in the fashion we were using them in the
SVT.  That was my error, and later Bill
updated to 6550's and greatly improved
the SVT power amplifier for musical
instrument use.  

Bill conjured an excellent power
amplifier configuration quickly (he was
and is still well versed in amplifier
performance, both theoretical and
practical) and set about getting built the
required output transformer.  Our normal
transformer supplier, Electrical Windings,
chose not to build the transformer due to
a complicated and difficult winding
connection inside the transformer
winding sections. The resulting
transformer from Electrical Transformer
Corporation was simply without peer at
that time, especially at its cost to us, and



would make many of today's so-called Hi-
Fi tube amplifier companies very jealous.
I cannot speak for Bill's development

time, for he was handling several projects,
all at the same time, as were many of us at
Ampeg. The loudspeaker cabinet and
driver development was mine to do. First,
because everyone was very busy and
secondly, because I wanted to do that part
of our amplifiers.  The SVT 10" driver
may have been the first Ampeg driver
developed by more than just "put it in a
cabinet and go find Everett..."
I specified and approved all new P/N

Ampeg speakers, and had working
relationships with several companies.
One such relationship was with Bill Long,
then Chief Engineer at CTS in Paducah,
KY. We went back and forth on the
phone, and on paper, and then I asked Bill
to have built several different 10" drivers
in the CTS lab along the lines I had in
mind, and bring them to Linden.  We
used a 2x10 test cabinet – effectively, one
fourth of an SVT cabinet.  There were a
lot of tradeoffs and compromises –
power handling and sensitivity among
them, as well as achieving traditional
Ampeg reliability. Since a very low
frequency cut off was required, and in a
larg-ish sealed box, the sensitivity vs. cone
weight and voice coil length/top plate
dimensions were all diddled, and samples
produced reflecting changes, until I had
heard and measured in a rudimentary way
what I wanted. Then enough samples
were hand made to test a complete SVT
speaker system – two 8x10 cabinets.  Bill
Long agreed to 32-ohm voice coils so that
all drivers could be connected in parallel –
unheard of at the time in musical
instrument amplifiers. Most other
multiple-speaker system were wired in
series-parallel, and strange things happen
with series-connected multiple speakers in
a common cavity when pushed at low
frequencies.
There would be no SVT without

Unimusic. Everett was not involved in the
SVT.  His dislike of "loud" and "rock-and-
roll" was well known and very evident in
Ampeg amplifiers prior to the '69 line.  Al
Dauray and Ray Mucci were  in charge as

Top:  1983 MTI

Ampeg SVT ad

Right:  Original

Rolling Stones

Ampeg poster



heads to power his PA speaker systems. 
I worked with Jimmy Messina over the

years while at Norlin, Fender and lately
Ken Kantor's ZT Lunchbox amplifiers
(www.ztamplifiers.com).  Jim is an truly a
nice guy and still today has the best set of
ears I have ever been privileged to try to
satisfy – and great ability to focus
technically to what will best work for his
rehearsal and stage amp needs.  Not to
mention that he is an accomplished
record producer and recording engineer
and singer and player and writer.  Simply
the best. Bill traveled with SVT's and the
Rolling Stones. That is probably the
biggest "big deal" of the early days of the
SVT. We did not promote the amp
heavily – we were constantly back-ordered
and limited to some extent by output
transformer availability.

BGM:  What were the first years like in
production of the SVT? Where was Ampeg
at the time and where did it move to after
the changes in ownership of the company?
BH:  The early production was at 330
Dalziel road in Linden, NJ, later
transitioning to Philips/Magnavox in
Jefferson City, Tennessee.
RC:  The SVT ran smoothly in
production in Linden, NJ, a credit to a
great design, superb packaging and first
class manufacturing people. Ampeg
remained in Linden, NJ, until Unimusic
made the decision to find a merger
partner.  I resigned in late '73, rather than
move to Elkhart, IN, where Ampeg would
be headquartered within Selmer. Ampeg
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President/CEO and Vice President after
the Unimusic acquisition and they made
sure that I understood their support and
direction for the company.  They were
both extremely supportive of Ampeg's
new product directions as I had outlined
them, and they both made certain that I
had all I needed to get the '69 line
designed and in production.  Later this
included responsibility for R&D,
customer service, manufacturing, and
quality control.

BGM:  Tell us your thoughts behind why
you chose to use four sealed 2x10
compartments in the 810.
BH:  I had nothing to do with the
loudspeaker end of the system. That was
Rogers’s stellar contribution. Looking
back, the idea of using a sealed baffle was
a good one. It delivered a loudspeaker that
had a 12dB per octave attenuation slope as
frequency declines below system
resonance, as opposed to 24dB per octave
for a vented (ported) system. Today,
Fender makes an 8x10 ported system,
only. This is because a sealed system
would not tolerate today’s larger power
amplifiers.
RC:  In simple terms, bass response is
simple volume displacement – pump a lot
of air.  It matters not a whit if you pump
air with 18 one inch speakers or 1
eighteen inch speaker, providing the same
amount of air is moved.  I was familiar
with the Acoustic Control 360, designed
by Russ Allee. It was loud and I did not
like its tone, which I considered
"baritone" in timbre, which was as
expected after examination of their bass
horn cabinet dimensions.  The 360 cut off
more than an octave above the low
frequency extension I wanted to achieve.
Further, they did not sound good to me,
although four of them stacked could really
make a lot of bass pressure. From what I
later learned, Fender did not sell very
many of their PS400's or the following
PS300 at all.  Another objective for the
SVT was that in a typical music store
showroom, the SVT should be capable of
such bass pressures as to irritate the store
owner until he heard "Sold!"  Further, the

SVT must not be focused so far down the
frequency band that very low bass
frequencies in large venues could become
a problem. Good to great performance in
auditoriums and store showrooms
requires different transfer characteristics,
both electrical and mechanical. 

BGM:  What was the reception to the
introduction to the SVT?
BH:  Roger was of the belief that we
might sell fifty or so copies to the fifty or
so people that were crazy enough to buy
them. The response as you know was
enormous, as history bears out. I have no
idea at this date how many of these
amplifiers were produced. 
RC:  The SVT was introduced at the
AMDIE show in Las Vegas in '69.
AMDIE was an attempt to compete with
NAMM and of course, failed after one
show. But! We sold out my first year's
production forecast (another duty of
mine, forecasting the first full year of
production of any new model) at that
show...

BGM:  Which artists did you meet and
what was their reaction? 
BH: The Stones, Savoy Brown, and
Salvation were SVT users. Other bands in
my memory that used our amps were:
Sam the Sham, the Turtles, the
Youngbloods, Black Oak Arkansas, Leroy
VanDyke and many obscure bubble gum
bands. While Everett still owned Ampeg,
I had the good fortune to meet Les Paul
and his son. Les was apparently using one
of Ampeg’s Gemini series amps!
RC:  I am slow here some 40 years on to
name musicians and groups that I worked
with directly.  I know I'll forget some of
them and I do not wish to minimize any
of them or the contributions they made to
our products.  That said, three that stick
out strongly in my mind are Jesse Colin
Young, of the Youngbloods, who wanted
one amplifier type for himself, Jerry, and
Banana so that spare amplifiers to be
carried on the road could be reduced,
similar to Leroy Van Dyke's request for
one type of amplifier to conserve bay
space on his Bus. Leroy even used B-18X

Original

1969

NAMM

show

invitation

for the

premier of

the SVT



forums and wade through a lot of the
subjective conjecture to be seen there.
Certainly, it served the loud and heavy
market well until microphones on each
instrument and instrument amplifier
became the way of concerts, or even
Holiday Inn l ounge gigs.  
The SVT was in production steadily

through several different companies, the
latest St. Louis Music.  Since St. Louis'
acquisition by Loud Technologies, I have
no idea if the latest SVT is still being
produced anywhere.  I do know that
when Gene Kornblum, owner of St. Louis
Music, acquired the Ampeg name and
decided to again build the SVT there were
more than a few rocky places in the road.
The amplifier and the speaker systems are
a lot more sophisticated than it might
seem after studying the schematic or
looking at one of the original 10" drivers.
Here is just one SVT incident I survived.
I took some time from work at Ampeg
and headed for the Ozarks – where I was
raised and went to college.  I looked up
one of the guys I worked with at radio
station KTLQ in Tahlequah, Oklahoma,
before I installed and wired its sister
station in Aurora, MO, KSWM. We
headed out to spend a little time at a
couple of live music "joints" – and that is
the right word – and at the final one we
went to, as my friend parked the car, I felt
and heard huge bass pressures - outside in
the parking lot. We went in, paid the
obligatory two-drink cover at the door,
and I looked around the corner at the
stage. A power trio with three complete
SVT's on the low stage:  two for the bass
player, one for the guitar player even
though the speakers were far from good
for that service, and... two more SVT's for
the PA system, with University PA horns
on top.

Editors Note:  Many thanks to Bill Hughes
and Roger Cox for their help with this story.
And a hearty thanks to Gregg Hopkins for
his photos. Gregg’s Ampeg bio, “The Story
Behind the Sound” supplies readers with
every thing they ever wanted to know about
Ampeg, but were afraid to ask. Check Gregg
Hopkins  out at www.vintage-amp.com.
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R&D, headed then by Bob Hackett,
stayed in Linden for some period to satisfy
several requirements. Manufacturing was
transferred to Tennessee, to existing
Magnavox factories.

BGM: How did you end up leaving Ampeg?
BH: Under Selmer/Magnavox ownership,
things got pretty boring. Imagine working
in an environment where Ampeg was now
being run by management that had high
school marching band roots(!), with a
manufacturing facility that was best suited
to building TV sets, entry level video
games, and even pinball machines! It was
time to go.
RC:  I had other fish to fry in a company
and I wanted share ownership. That
company, Megasonics, did not work out,
and I went to work for Altec Lansing in
Southern California – a location
absolutely okay with me.

BGM:  What notable projects have you been
involved with since?
BH:  In the years after Ampeg, I had
several modes of employment. I worked
for ASR systems in Pennsylvania for a
former co-worker, John Boenish, building
large audio power amplifiers. We
produced a 1,000-watt stereo amp in
1978 (it was my contribution to disco!).
Later, after I moved to Sunnyvale,
California,  I was involved with
semiconductor die and wafer
measurement systems and developed
video translation hardware for scanning
electron microscopes. I designed video
signal system electronics for professional
video tape recorders. While in Sunnyvale,
I also designed image storage systems for
various diagnostic medical applications. 
RC: Many. Some at Norlin – parent
Company of Gibson, under Jim
Whitehill – the Lab Series Guitar
amplifiers, the new (post Fuzztone) foot-
operated Maestro sound modification
pedals, advertised with a pick up truck's
tire sitting on one of them, the Polymoog,
the Moog SynAmp. Many products
during 24 years at Fender – the '82
Fender Professional PA line, which I
specified and had development oversight,

co-developed with Matsushita, parent of
Panasonic, and most lately specification
and oversight of the still-current Fender
Passport portable PA products, co-
developed with Gold Peak in Hong Kong.

BGM:  What are you doing today?
BH:  Today I am employed by Fender
musical Instruments in Scottsdale
Arizona. My position is VP Technology. I
am involved with many things, from
linear and switch-mode power amplifier
design, switching power supply design
and optimization, fire control (putting
out fires). Most of the discreet power
amplifier platforms at Fender were my
design responsibility; the class-AB output
stages used in SWR products, as well as
the high-efficiency class-H platforms for
the Fender bass amp line.
I also was responsible for the elimination
of cadmium-based opto isolators used in
the Fender tube amplifiers, as well as those
used in SWR bass intensifier circuits. This
was required to meet new laws in Europe.
Much of what I do now is not open for
public discussion.
RC: I am happily retired since '04 after 24
years at Fender and 44 years of full-time
work in the musical instrument / audio
equipment fields. I am now doing as I
damn well please. Every day is Saturday,
and if I am not hunting or fishing, I am at
least thinking about hunting or fishing
somewhere. Or on a sea cruise or on a
long car trip...

BGM:  What do you think the legacy of the
SVT is on bassists, concert and recorded
music?
BH:  The SVT set the bass standard of
that era. The whole package was right for
the time, and the performance of those
amplifiers are still the standard of
comparison. Although differently voiced,
the Fender 300T (previously released as
the Sunn 300T), has a power amp
structure quite similar to the SVT. 
RC:  C'mon.  It’s just a big bass amplifier
that sounds "good" – okay, really good!!!
According to many bass players, the
original SVT was a good or even great
amplifier, if you pursue some of the talk
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GENERAL
Company 16220 Wood-Red Road NE, 

Woodinville, WA 98072 
www.loudtechinc.com

Country of Origin USA
Year of Origin 1974
Approx Street Price $1,300 to $1,800
Test Unit Options None
Accessories None
Available colors Ampeg Blue
Available options None

on-bench

TEST SUMMARY
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

Chassis 3.5
Vents and cooling 2.5
Knobs / Lights 3
Finish / Handles 3
Jacks / Sockets 3
Pots / Switches 3
Chassis Layout 3.5
Components Resistor/Cap 3.5 
PCB / Power Transformer 3.5
Solder / Dress 3.5
Internal / Overall Build       3
Output Power Rating         4
Portability 2 
Roadworthiness 5
Ease of Repair   3.5
Warranty  3
Quality per price 4

CONDIT IONS
Acquired from Private Owner
Dates October 2009
Locales Ohio

On-Bench Score

3.3 average

ENCLOSURE
Material Tolex-covered wooden head cab
Dimensions 24"w x 14"d x 11.5"h
Weight 84 lbs
Rackable No

PREAMP
Inputs 4x 1/4” jack (2 channels)
Mode Tube
Tubes 3x 12WD7, 1x 12AX7, 1x 6C4 
Input Impedance 325kOhm / 5.6mOhm
EQ Type / Features Baxandall Treble and Bass,

Inductor driven mid / 
Ultra Hi, Ultra Low, Notch Filter

Compressor/Limiter NA
DI Output Yes
Effects Loop NA
Additional Features NA

POWER AMP
Mode Tube
Tubes 1 x 12WD7, 2x 12BH7, 6x 6550
Outputs 2 x 1/4” jacks
Impedance Options 4-ohms
Pre/Power PCBs Combination PCB and hand-wired
Power Supply/Transformer Tube / Linear
Output Transformer Yes
Cooling System Fan
Line Voltage Options 120VAC
Line Voltage Setting NA

MEASUREMENTS
Freq Resp - Pre & Power Amp     20Hz - 20kHz +/- 2.3dBu

Power Testing   Power Testing   Power Testing   Power Testing
4-ohm Channel 1                       4-ohm Channel 2

Power        319 Watts 328 Watts 
Burst 323 Watts 340 Watts
Voltage 35.71 Volts 36.25 Volts
Burst 35.93 Volts 36.09 Volts
THD 4.06% 4.06%
Burst THD   4.06% 4.06%
Input Signal     1kHz (-10dBu) 1kHz (-10dBu) 
Voltage at DUT 121.1 Volts 122.0 Volts

CERTIFIED POWER
4 ohms Ch. 1

319 watts

Manufacturer ratings: 300 / 300 / NA watts at 4 ohms.

4 ohms Ch. 2

328 watts
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Many significant, even world-changing,
creations have come by way of serendipity.
Take ink jet printers, vulcanized rubber,
the Slinky, Silly Putty, even – schwing! –

Viagra. Other creations that have
shaped our world have come from
vision and hard work. The 1969
NAMM Show in Chicago saw the
unveiling of a behemoth born of the
later. With one eye on stadiums
across America, and another eye

staring down the venerable Marshall
Major amp, designers Bill Hughes and
Roger Cox of Ampeg unveiled the Super
Vacuum Tube amp. Forty years later, this
amp is still considered by many to be the
benchmark by which other amps are
judged. So, is the SVT all that?   
While we were waiting for the arrival of

our new Audio Precision test system, we

1974 Ampeg 
SVT
Bass Head

AMP 
LAB

raided the personal amp stash of our
Editor-in-Chief, and found this battle-
scarred beauty of an SVT specimen.
Ampeg amps can be a bit tricky to date.
However, we can preliminarily conclude
that the black control panel graphics with
square corners and black switches
generally place the amp in the 1972 –
1975 time frame. Moreover, tearing the
amp apart, we were able to read several
EIA codes and other designations on parts
within the amp. The identified dates
ranged from late ’73 to ‘74, with the latest
code found on the filament transformer
having a 1974 date. So, we will call this a
‘74.

Tom Lees’

Molex
Connector

Preamp

Fig. A - Gut Shot

Poweramp

Chemical Spectroscopic
Analysis revealed this powder
to be illicit substances from the
late 1970’s. DNA tests as to the
ownership of said substances,
are being withheld, per the
Editor’s strict orders.

Phase Inverter

Fig. B - Biasing the ’74 SVT was made pretty simple

Bias controls

Buffer/Driver Buffer/Driver



Construction
This is one amp I would not want
dropped on my foot. Weighing in at over
85 pounds, the SVT is truly built like a
tank. That size and weight is not wasted,
however. The head cab supports preamp
circuitry in a first chassis that is located
towards the top of the cabinet. Of note
here is the angled plate that the preamp
tubes extend through. This feature not
only efficiently utilizes space within the
head cab, but it also makes swapping
tubes much easier – especially when the
head cab is perched on a corresponding
speaker cab. A separate chassis is bolted to
the bottom of the head cab that supports
the transformers and output circuitry, and
a single Molex connector couples the
preamp to the power amp. In Fig. A
below, the power tubes were removed to
illustrate the separate preamp chassis and
power amp chassis. In this view, the rear
grill was removed, which is all that is
necessary to gain access to the preamp
tubes and power amp tubes.
One aspect that I really love about this

amp are the features directed towards
basic serviceability and routine
maintenance. Pull the Ampeg grill cloth
off the front cover to expose the chassis, as
seen in Fig. B. When facing the front of
the amp, the controls necessary to bias the
amp are on the face of the chassis to your
left, with clear instructions on biasing to
your right. Also from the front, you can
easily change several of the phase inverter
and power amp driver tubes. 
Internally, the SVT is a combination of

circuit board construction and hand
wiring, as illustrated by gut shot of the
power amp shown in Fig. C. As this shot
illustrates, despite the use of PCB boards,
there is still quite a bit of manual labor
and hand wiring required to assemble this
amp.

Understanding the Amp
The amp is divided generally into two
channels. The first channel utilizes three
12DW7 tubes, each tube associated with
a corresponding series stage. The first
stage implements selectable ultra-hi
filtering controlled by the ultra hi switch,

selectable ultra-low filtering controlled by
the ultra low switch, and volume control.
The second stage implements the treble
and bass filtering, and is implemented by
a classic Baxandall tone stack.
The third stage implements
the midrange control. 
The second channel utilizes

a single 12AX7 and two serial
stages. As with the first
channel, the first stage
implements the ultra hi and
ultra low functions that are
simplified over the versions
implemented in the first
channel. Also like the first
channel, the second stage
implements the treble and
bass filtering and utilizes the
same Baxandall circuitry
utilized in the first channel. 
A single 6C4 tube is used

to mix the output of the first
and second channels, and the
output of the mixer is
coupled to the power amp
circuitry, which includes a
12DW7 phase inverter tube,
a pair of buffer/driver 12BH7
tubes and a sextet of 6550s.
Particularly, the phase
inverter (PI) splits the signal
from the mixer into two
signals that are out of phase

Fig. E – Optimally Flat EQ settings
Ultra hi set to 0, midrange set to 220Hz and 

Ultra lo set to 0 (middle position)

Fig. C - Power Amp chassis

Fig. D – All Controls at noon EQ compared to Optimally Flat
-10dBu input signal swept 20Hz-20kHz

Deviation +/- 2.23dBu



with each other. A first
buffer/driver takes the first PI
output and drives three of the
6550s. Correspondingly, the
second buffer/driver takes the
second PI output and drives
the remaining three 6550s. 

The Tone Stack
Between nright and normal
jacks, three-band EQ, ultra hi
and ultra low switches, and
switchable mid frequencies,
the SVT offers up a wealth of
tone shaping options in its
preamp section. Before
jumping into the tonal
flexibility of this amp, some
general characterizations may
be made. Fig. D illustrates
channel 1, normal input jack,
all controls at noon compared
to “optimally flat.”  The “all
controls at noon” curve has a
deviation of just over +/- 4dB,
with a pronounced hump
between 100Hz and 200Hz
and a treble roll off in the
upper frequencies. 

The optimally flat curve I
came up with looks far from
optimally flat. In the “all
controls at noon” curve, the
ultra hi was set to 0, ultra lo
was set to 0 and the mid
control was set to 200 Hz. As
this is where the hump was, I
began pulling back on the
mids. In doing so, the band
interaction caused by pulling

out the mids resulted in the optimally flat
curve. As can be seen in Fig. E, the treble
was goosed just a hair from its default
noon position, and the bass control was
cut back just shy of its default noon
position. Someone may be able to coax a
flatter response out of this amp, but I
tried several times running through
several variations of controls, and the
illustrated approach was the one that I
could repeat. 
The frequency sweeps are a convenient

way to fully appreciate the interaction of
the various EQ controls. In Fig. F, the
bass sweeps include sweeps of the ultra
low switch positions with the bass control
at noon. Notably, the ultra low “+” is not
a bass boost at all. Rather, in this switch
position, a notch filter is provided at
about 500-600Hz. The notch filter
appears in the circuit before the tone stack
and removes mids, creating the
perception of more bass. The ultra lo “–“
switch setting on the other hand, does
filter the low end. In this regard, the
filtering of the ultra lo set to the “–“
setting with the bass control to noon is
steeper than setting the ultra lo switch to
0 and setting the bass control to min.
Of note in the EQ sweeps is the degree

of tone shaping available. The EQ
controls are capable of huge amounts of
EQ adjustment, in some cases providing
just under 40dB of adjustable range. Also
notable, when the ultra hi switch is set to
its “+” setting, the slope of the treble
boost changes, and a huge treble boost is
provided. A little EQ on this amp goes a
long way on this amp.

Fig. I – Normal input v. bright input -10dBu input, 20Hz-20kHz

Fig. H – Treble Sweep
-10dBu input signal swept 20Hz-20kHz

Fig. G – Mid Sweep
-10dBu input signal swept 20Hz-20kHz

Fig. F – Bass Sweep
-10dBu input signal swept 20Hz-20kHz

Fig. J – Dynamic Response
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Output Power
The ’74 SVT had no problem outputting
300 watts of power with a -10dBu signal.
Moreover, the amp did not seem to care
whether the first or second channels were
used, as the measured output power was
substantially similar between the two
channels. Dynamic power testing of the
amp yielded some interesting results. The
amp did not extend significantly beyond
its rails when pushed by a transient signal.
That said, the amp chose to go into a
gradual soft clipping that is so
characteristic of tube amps by gently
rounding the corners of the signal near
the rail. There was also a noted
exaggerated ring lasting approximately
60ms before converging. This
“sluggishness” is also not uncommon to
tube amps. Another interesting
characteristic of this amp is the less than
linear gain characteristics, as seen in Fig. I.
What this chart tells us, is that for a given
fixed set of tone and volume control
settings, the amp delivers a different
amount of gain for input signals of
various strength.   

Conclusion
I remember my parents constantly telling
me to listen to my grandparents, because
there was still a lot I could learn from
them. Well, there is a lot we can learn
from this old amp. From the convenient
biasing controls on the front of the amp,
to manufacturer-recommended biasing
instructions clearly labeled and legible 35
years later, to the angled preamp tube
positioning, flexible EQ, and simple user
interface, this amp was built to be as easily
field-serviced as it was played. Should all
amps incorporate these features? No, of
course not. The takeaway here is not
specific features as much as it is a
recognition that the designers appeared to
have a ground-up understanding of what
niche this amp was intended to fill, and
they took every advantage possible to
cram useful features into the design.

Fig. K - Gain as a function of Input

Cool page out of a 1982 Ampeg SVT brochure

Editor’s note:  See more about Ampeg
products on our youtube channel at
YouTube.com/BassGearMag.
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AMPEG 
MICRO-VR/SVT-210AV 

BASS RIG 

Hauled in by
Alan Loshbaugh

It's always
been tough

being a bassist. 
Imagine traveling with
Bill Monroe's bluegrass
group: “Hey, hurry up

and get that thing
strapped to the roof, it's
starting to rain!” Or with

Duke Ellington's big 
band: “Yeah, I really 
gotta have a horn 

section that big. Pull
them strings harder, I
can't hardly hear you!”
Now imagine what a

great thing theappearance
of the electric bass was in

the early 1950's: 
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Stuff that's not only small enough to pack
in the car, but also amplification systems
that actually let you easily be heard! How
cool?!?!

Early bass amplifiers were all-tube
affairs, and prone to some extent to
distortion and overdrive when turned up.
The folks over at Ampeg didn't care for

this, and worked from early on to develop
amplification systems that sounded big,
full, round and clean, with a minimum of
output distortion: enter the Ampeg
Round Sound!

Historically Speaking
Some of Ampeg's early entrants into the

bass amplification arena were the B-12
(meant to be used with their upright
electric Baby Bass) and the B-15 – a
higher-powered rig with a 15” speaker.
Both units incorporated Ampeg's
innovative Portaflex design, which stored
the flipped-upside-down amp head inside
the speaker cabinet. 

Early Ampeg bass amps
became the first choice of
many working and session
bass players for many
years. The Portaflex's
round, full and har-
monically rich tone is
easily recognizable in
many, many recordings of
the era. 
While the B-15 remains

a studio staple even today,
by the early 1960's being a
bassist was becoming
tough again for some new
reasons: companies like
Marshall and Hiwatt were
coming out with higher
powered guitar amps and
bigger speaker cabinets,
which in the hands of guys
like Jimi Hendrix were
drowning out everything
else is the sonic landscape.
Ampeg recognized the

struggle bassists were
having maintaining their
sonic ground and
answered the call with
Super Vacuum Tube,
featuring the 300-watt
Ampeg SVT head and
matching 810 speaker
cabinet. Finally, bassists
again had a weapon equal
to the task at hand! Ampeg
created a new market

segment when they designed the iconic,
mega-power bass monolith that is the
SVT, and it's still instantly recognizable
both sonically and visually. Even to this
day, the SVT is the most requested piece
of backline bass amplification around the
world. Over the years, SVT users have
included The Rolling Stones, Gene

Simmons of Kiss, double bassist Jimbo
Wallace of Reverend Horton Heat, Sting,
Will Lee, Pino Pallidino, Jason Newstead,
and many more... a veritable who's who,
from across many genres.
Today the bass amplification landscape

continues to change: "small" seems to be
the new "big," and the bass marketplace
seems populated with smaller pieces every
day. With this new challenge in mind,
Ampeg recently released the Micro-VR
head and matching SVT-210AV cabinet.
Bass in Toyland!
When I first saw the Micro-VR and

matching cab, I thought “Aaaaawwww,
isn't that cute?” And it is! It looks very
much like a classic “blue line” SVT in
terms of design and control layout. When
I pulled each piece out of their well
packed shipping boxes, it felt as thought
they were made of air: they're very light
pieces, with the head weighing in at a
paltry 9.9 pounds, and the cab a similarly
svelte 26.3 pounds. But their performance
belies their “toy-like” stature!
Though it looks similar to the classic

“blue line” SVT, the Micro-VR head does
not employ tubes in either it's preamp or
power section. It has a solid state preamp
feeding a MOSFET power amplifier and a
lightweight switching power supply – no
big bulky heavyweight transformers, here.
The front panel controls are simple: an
input pad selector switch; input gain with
peak indicator LED; bass, mid and treble
controls; a master volume control for
overall output; and a limiter switch and
LED. The bass control is +14/-12dB at
40Hz, mid control is +5/-13dB at 500Hz,
and the treble control is +19/-25dB at
8kHz. While the front panel of the bigger
SVT has mid select, bright and deep
rocker controls, the Micro-VR foregoes
these features, but adds a headphone
output and an audio input. These features
allow the user to plug in an MP3 or CD
player and play along listening through
either headphones or the speaker cabinet.
The rear panel houses the IEC power
connector, voltage selector switch, cooling
fan and two 1/4” speaker outputs. It also
includes 1/4” effects send and return
jacks, and a balanced XLR line out. The
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either be not very noticeable, or kick in all
at once in a big fashion, audibly over-
compressing big low notes.

Where the Rubber Meets the Road
Out in real world use, the Micro-VR
performed admirably for its intended use,
and surprisingly well beyond that as well.

I took the head and one 210 cab to
rehearsal with my Cajun band, which
consists of acoustic guitar, two fiddles,
accordion, drums and bass. It was an easy,
one-trip load in. The rig had plenty of
headroom for this application, sounded
great, and everyone commented on how
cool it looked!

unit is rated for 150 watts at 8 ohms, and
200 at 4 ohms.
The matching 210AV speaker cabinet

embodies both the looks and design of the
classic '70s SVT “blue line” 8x10 cab,
which is in fact itself four separate 2x10
cabinets. The quarter-sized 210-AV uses
two Eminence custom-designed speakers
and employs Ampeg’s patented infinite
baffle sealed cabinet design. It is tuned for
the same 58Hz-5kHz response as it's
bigger brother. While it's also made from
13-ply plywood, the 210-AV is made from
thinner, lighter baltic birch than the 810-
AV.

More Than a Pretty Face
Okay, so, it's cute. The feature set of the
pair is a close enough match to the
notorious SVT. But as the hot-rod set say:
“What'll she do?” Good question! The
answer is probably going to surprise you;
it sure surprised me!
I grabbed my 1972 Precision, strung

with LaBella flats, and plugged 'er in.
With the master volume off, I set the
input gain, then set all the tone controls to
noon and fired the Micro-VR up,
prepared to be completely underwhelmed.
While I haven't been a regular Ampeg
user for some years, one of my first “real
amps” was an Ampeg B-15. I had an SVT
and 810 cab for a while back in the day,
and a B100R more recently, so I'm not
unfamiliar with the Ampeg sound from a
real world user perspective.
When I turned up the master volume

and started playing, I could hardly believe
my ears, because there it was: the P-bass
sound we've all heard on hundreds of
tracks from Motown to Austin, and
everywhere in between. Rich, articulate,
and satisfying: The Round Sound, indeed.
The SVT infinite baffle sealed system has
never been the king of huge, dubby low
end. Generally, sealed cabs aren't tuned to
deliver deep bass like ported cabs are. The
SVT cab creates its own undeniable place
in the mix, above the kick drum, below
the guitars, with great present mids and
low-mids. Top-end response projects well,
but it’s not really a slapper's delight, like
more modern-designed horn-loaded cabs

are. This is precisely what the Micro-
VR/210AV delivers, with one
qualification...
The head is what it is: a relatively low-

powered solid state head. This is in
keeping with Ampeg's mission with this
project. Ampeg did not design and build
the Micro-VR head and cab to compete
with the latest round of
little bitty high-powered,
high-output bass amps
and cabs. Rather, they
sought to once again fill
what they perceive to be
more or less a new market
niche, somewhere in
between practice/rehearsal
amp, and small, portable
combo amp; something
bassists could use
anywhere from the office
to small and medium sized
gigs. They also intended it
to be a rig that could
deliver that instantly
recognizable and highly
sought after Ampeg
Round Sound in the
studio, without a costly –
and extremely heavy – bass
rig.
In this, they've succeeded
admirably; but again, not
without some qualifi-
cations. The big tube-
powered SVT and sealed
810 combination deliver a
certain amount of native
squish and compression by
nature, while remaining
punchy and articulate.
The Micro-VR does this
surprising well. The big
tube-powered SVT rig also
delivers an increasing
amount of grit, grind, growl and overdrive
as you push up the gain. The Micro-VR
does less well at this. While the Micro-
VR's MOSFET power section can
emulate this to an extent, when pushed
hard or fed a lot of bass EQ, it starts to get
clippy in an unpleasant fashion. The
limiter, when I elected to use it, seemed to
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The next day, the Cajun band – a
personnel variant of a bluegrass band I
play with – had a big outdoor gig. The
bluegrass band performed the first set,
followed by a second set by the Cajun
band. I took two 210AV cabs and set
them up side by side with the head on top
for this show. This let the head run at its
full 200-watt potential and delivered all
the volume I needed for a big-stage
monitor, and then some. It delivered that
trademark Ampeg/Precision-with-flats
sound we all know and love. It has great,

punchy low-mid and mid presence that
just sits pleasantly in it's own place in the
mix. We mic'd one cab to send to FOH,
and it sounded great out front, as well.
The big surprise to me at this show was
how well the rig worked with double bass:
it really sounded good. But, maybe that's
not that surprising, given Ampeg's
history. The Ampeg name is short for
“Amplified Peg,” a device developed by
company founder Everette Hull to help
better amplify the upright bass. At the end
of the night, I really appreciated how easy

to was to load out the lightweight head
and cabs – very nice! The lightweight cabs
are also tough, as I discovered when I
tripped on a loose cobblestone in the dark
and launched both one 210AV and myself
into the pavement. The only ensuing
damage was one scratched up metal
corner, a small tear in the tolex, and my
own scuffed up personal pride...
The next night, I took the head and two
cabs out, this time at a medium-sized club
with a blues band consisting of electric
guitar, piano, sax, drums, bass, and a
vocalist. Once again, I set the cabs side by
side. I took a new Gibson SG strung with
fresh nickel rounds, and a 1972 Fender
Telecaster bass, retrofitted with a Dark
Star pickup and strung with LaBella black
nylon tapewounds. In this context, it
again performed admirably well, though
the rig was up hard against it's volume
limits trying to deliver enough signal to
fill the room without PA support. The SG
growled and barked as it should. The rig
did a nice job of delivering the Dark
Star'd Tele's unique sound, as well. But
the rig struggled to accurately represent
part of the character of both those basses,
really compressing and limiting the
delivery of the deep low-end from both of
these axes.

To try to determine if the limiting
factor was the head, the cabs, or both, I
used the two 210AV's with a pair of
different heads the next night in a classic
rock band that consisted of guitar, piano,
bass and drums. I stacked the two
210AV's vertically, creating a 410 line
array. This not only got the sound up
where I could hear it better, but it also did
a much better job of dispersing out into
the club. For the first set I used a Lakland
Joe Osbourne 5 with nickel rounds
through a 300-watt Mesa Walkbout: a
head that really delivers tube flavor in
spades, from thick clean tone, to nasty
grit and overdrive. The Walkabout +
210AV combination proved to be a good
one. The 210AV cabs opened up with the
extra power, and accurately and pleasantly
delivered the slightly overdriven sound
from the Walkabout. The low end of the
JO5 still felt slightly over-compressed,
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Ampeg will power-up the Micro-VR. It
would broaden the ground it can cover,
and the current cabs sure seem up the task
of dealing with additional power.

especially on the B string. At the first set
break, I swapped out the Walkabout head
for a 500-watt Markbass F1: a head
known for being fast, clean, accurate and
punchy. The pair of 210AV's really woke
up with the F1's extra, super-clean power:
the JO5's B string was now big, clean, and
fat, and the cabs showed no sign of being
uncomfortable with either the added
power, or added low end! I finished out
the night with the F1 and another 1972
Precision, this one strung with nickel
rounds. The combination delivered the
nice grind and bark one expects from a
good, old P-bass.

After a week of whipping this rig
through rehearsals and gigs, I only have
one real nit to pick: when used with a
single 210AV cab at the limits of it's
volume, the head rattles in the plastic
retainer cups in the top of the cab. It took

me quite a while to figure that one out;
but it was easy to work around: don't sit
the head in the cups, or lay down a paper
towel before sitting the head in the cups.

The Bottom Line
So what's the bottom line here? Easy: the
Ampeg Micro-VR combination delivers in
spades – within it's design parameters!
The head, paired with one 210AV gives
you great Ampeg Round Sound in a nice,
light, portable package, albeit at lower
SPL levels. If you need more volume,
adding a second 210AV will double your
creamy sonic goodness. If you need more
grunt than the Micro-VR delivers, pairing
two 210AV cabs with a higher powered
head still delivers some of that Ampeg
Infinite Baffle sealed cab feel, while
adding SPL that the Micro-VR head just
was not designed to put out. Perhaps

b
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GENERAL
Company Ampeg, div of Loud Technologies

16220 Wood-Red Road NE
Woodinville, WA 98072  
www.loudtechinc.com

Country of Origin China
Warranty 3 Year
Listed Price $419.99
Street Price $299.99
Test Unit Options None
Accessories None
Price as Tested $299.99
Available colors Black
Available options None

in-hand on-bench

TEST SUMMARY
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

Features 3.5
Tonal Flexibility 3
Ease of  Use 4
Aesthetics 4.5
Ergonomics 4.5
Tone 4.5
Value 4

SONIC PROFILE
Lows – controlled and not overly 

deep
Mids – present, rich, articulate, 

mix-filling
Highs – Smooth

Chassis 3.5
Vents and cooling 3.5
Knobs / Lights 2.5
Finish / Handles 3
Jacks / Sockets 3
Pots / Switches 3
Chassis Layout 3.5
Components Resistor/Cap 3 
PCB / Power Transformer 3
Solder / Dress 3.5
Internal / Overall Build       3.5
Output Power Rating         4
Portability 4.5 
Roadworthiness 4.5
Ease of Repair   3.5
Warranty  3.5
Quality per price 4

CONDIT IONS
Acquired from Ampeg
Dates July through August 2009
Locales Missouri
Test gear 2008 Gibson SG, 1972 Fender
Precision, 1981 G&L L1000, 2004 Lakland JO5, 2006 Lakland 5501,
1961 King Double Bass, Low Down Sound 15/6.5, Low Down
Sound 2x8+horn, Mesa/Boogie Walkabout, MarkBass F1

The Ampeg Micro-VR delivers a
very believable clean version of
Big SVT Sound, in a small,
portable, user-friendly package

TONE-O-METER

In-Hand Score

4.0 average

On-Bench Score

3.4 average

ENCLOSURE
Material Tolex covered wooden head cab
Dimensions 12" W x 5.5" H x 10" D
Weight 9.9 lbs
Rackable No

-
PREAMP

Inputs 1/4” jack, 1/8” aux input
Mode Solid state
Tubes NA 
Input Impedance 800kOhms
EQ Type / Features 3-band fixed
Compressor/Limiter Defeatable limiter
DI Output XLR balanced output, no separate 

DI volume adjustment
Effects Loop Yes
Additional Features Headphone out and aux input 

jacks on front

POWER AMP
Mode Solid state, class-AB
Tubes NA
Outputs 2 x 1/4” jacks
Impedance Options 8 and 4-ohms
Pre/Power PCBs 1 main board for preamp,  1 main 

board for power amp/power supply,
3 subassembly boards

Power Supply/Transformer Switch mode
Output Transformer NA
Cooling System Fan
Line Voltage Options 120 and 220 VAC, user selectable

MEASUREMENTS
Freq Resp - Pre & Power Amp     20Hz - 20kHz +/- 2.7dBu

Power Testing   Power Testing   Power Testing   Power Testing
Measured 8-ohm                       Measured 4-ohm 

Power        160 Watts 259 Watts 
Burst 162 Watts 260 Watts
Voltage 35.75 Volts 32.19 Volts
Burst 36.00 Volts 32.24 Volts
THD 0.95% 0.98%
Burst THD   0.95% 0.98%
Input Signal     1kHz (-10dBu) 1kHz (-10dBu)
Voltage at DUT 122.9 Volts 122.2    Volts

CERTIFIED POWER
8 ohms

160 watts

Manufacturer ratings: 150 / 200 at 8 / 4 ohms

4 ohms

259 watts



See the spectacular new 2010 MANNE and MANNEdesign bass collections at www.manne.com.
Available in North America from Global Gear Brokers starting at $549. Call 786-268-9370 for information.



Time for a brief history lesson. In 1947,
two Bell Telephone Laboratory
researchers, John Bardeen and Walter
Brattain, discovered that they could make
a solid state, three-terminal device, using a
strip of gold foil, a plastic triangle, a razor
blade, a piece of germanium and a spring.
Sprinkle in a dash of ingenuity, and voila,
a point contact transistor is born. Fast
forward about a decade. Sometime
between 1958 and 1959, Jack Kilby at
Texas Instruments brilliantly figured out
that several transistors could be made at
the same time, on the same piece of
semiconductor material. The mad race for
miniaturization was on.

Fast forward about another decade.
Amp designers Bill Hughes and Roger
Cox of Ampeg unveil the Super Vacuum
Tube amp. Weighing in at over 85
pounds, boasting 14 tubes, and designed
to utilize two 8x10 cabinets (weighing
105 pounds apiece), this amp was a no-
apologies tube amp rock machine that
had no intents on embracing the promise
of solid state.
Jump forward about 40 years after the

introduction of the SVT and about 60
years after the creation of the first
transistor, and we have in our hands an
Ampeg bass amp that is built upon solid
state technology, but unmistakably
honors the tradition and heritage of the
legendary SVT.

Construction
Externally, the Micro-VR resembles a
miniature 1970s-era SVT, with a few
glaring distinctions, such as the limiter
switch, 1/8" auxiliary input jack and 1/8"
headphones jack. The wooden cabinet

that supports the amp chassis is well-
made and includes several nice
details. For instance, the grill cloth,
which is straight and neatly applied,
stretches over a rounded edge at the
junction with the drip edge of the
amplifier, providing a refined look.

The tolex is cleanly applied externally, but
has a few wrinkles internally that made
pulling the amp from the cabinet a little
tricky. This is a minor detail, however, as
it does not affect the function or external
appearance of the amp.
Referring to Fig. A, internally, the

Micro-VR boasts a solid state preamp, a

2009 Ampeg 
Micro-VR
Bass Head
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defeatable limiter (which incorporates a
vactrol control element), a solid state
MOSFET power section and a switching 
power supply. Although it may seem a
little weird, all that “goop” in the amp is a
good thing. It is used to dampen vibration
of associated parts.  
Overall, the internal construction of the

Micro-VR is neat and intuitively laid out.
The preamp circuitry is on its own circuit
board adjacent to the controls on the
front panel. The switching power supply
is seen to the left of the large heat sinks in
Fig. A and the power amp section is seen
to the right of the large heat sinks.

Tom Lees’

Switching
Power
Supply

Vibration reducing goop

Limiter

Preamp

Poweramp

Fig. A - Gut Shot 

Fig. B - Gut shot

Heatsinks



Understanding the Amp
Taking a brief tour of the circuit path
(based upon the provided schematic in
the owner's manual) provides a lot of
useful information about how this amp
works. The input signal is passed through
a buffer amplifier and is then coupled to a
by-passable 15dB pad. The signal then
passes through a variable gain stage
controlled by the gain knob on the front
panel. The behavior of the gain circuit is
discussed in greater detail below. After the
gain circuit, the signal passes through a
three-band equalizer circuit controlled by
the treble, midrange and bass controls on
the front panel.
After the equalizer circuit, the signal is

paralleled to the DI as an XLR balanced
line output. As such, the volume of the
instrument, the gain circuit and the EQ
circuit all affect the signal that is sent to
the DI. There is no independent trim or
DI adjustment, however.
The signal is also paralleled from the EQ
circuitry/DI to a series effects loop. The
return from the effects loop is coupled to
the master volume circuit, and is
controlled by the master volume. That
means that any effects inserted into the
loop are not included in the signal sent to
the DI. The signal couples from the
output of the master volume circuit to a
user-defeatable limiter, which will also be
described in greater detail below. The
output of the limiter feeds the power
amplifier and headphones circuits.
Moreover, the audio input signal feeds
into the circuit post limiter. Notably, the
audio input provides a stereo signal to the
headphones circuit, but only provides a
summed mono signal to the main power
amplifier.

The Tone Stack
Referring to Fig. B, the EQ of this amp
imparts a familiar color to the signal when
the EQ controls are at noon by notching
the mids just over 200Hz and by boosting
the treble, centered around 2.5kHz. From
there, it does not get much flatter. The
best I could do is +/- 2.7dB. That is over
5dB of swing in the frequency response.
Moreover, as seen in Fig. C, the optimally

flat knob positions do not
deviate much from the noon
position. Admirably, the tone
controls match pretty well to
the manufacturers specs of
+14dB/-12dB @ 40Hz Bass,
+5dB/-13dB @ 500Hz Mid
and +19dB/-25dB treble @
8kHz. The bands of the EQ
interact with each other quite
a bit. In instrument
amplifiers, that is not
necessarily a bad thing, as it
provides a lot of EQ shaping in a
small number of knobs.
However, just be aware that
when tweaking the EQ, those
knobs are adjusting a wide range
of frequencies.

Output Power
In output power testing, we were
able to repeatedly exceed the
manufacturer rated specs of 150
watts @ 8 ohms (5% THD)
and 200 watts @ 4 ohms (5%
THD). In this regard, not
only did we exceed the rated
output power, but we did so
at significantly less distortion
levels. Props to Ampeg for
conservatively rating their
power. The specified power
measurements herein were
made with the limiter
disengaged. To more fully
understand these test results,
and to put some perspective
on the power measurements
herein, see my “How We
Test” column on page 106 on
the new standard for testing
output power.
There are some interesting

observations that can be
drawn from the results of our
output power tests. While the
amp produces extremely
respectable output power for
its size and class, the solid
state design does not lend
itself to much reserve for
dynamic power. For example,

Fig. E – Micro-VR Mid Sweep

Fig. B – Frequency Response of Preamp. Micro-VR All Controls at 
noon, EQ compared to Optimally Flat -10dBu input signal swept 

20Hz-20kHz, Deviation +/- 2.4dBu optimally flat

Fig. C – Micro-VR Optimally Flat EQ settings

Fig. D – Micro-VR Bass Sweep
-10dBu input signal swept 20Hz-20kHz



using the CEA-2006 1kHz
burst test, the maximum
burst signal recorded was just
over the maximum steady
state measured output. Our
Audio Precision test system
will not currently allow us to
utilize our own burst signal,
and we recognize that the
CEA-2006 1kHz test is not
ideal for bass amp testing. In
the interim, we subjected the
amp to our own burst signal.
Our burst signal comprises a
cyclical dynamic signal
defined by 200ms of 0dBu
followed by 600ms of -20dBu.
The response of the Micro-

VR to the BGM dynamic test
signal is illustrated in Fig. G.
The Micro-VR converges
quickly to its maximum
steady state output power
within a few cycles of the
burst. However, the Micro-
VR maintains its maximum
steady state output
consistently and responds well
to the dynamic input.
Notably, there is a slight
ringing on the down-going
edge of the peak impulse. This
ringing will be seen to some
degree in all amplifiers. Note
that within less than
approximately 0.04 seconds,
the ringing has converged
back to its steady state.
The only gain-based
specification that we could

not reproduce is the reported gain of
62dB. A gain of 62dB means that the
input signal is magnified by a factor of
over 1200. This amount of gain is not
uncommon in microphone preamps, but
given the measured output levels at the
point of clipping, we would have to use
an input signal of around 25 milivolts to
produce full-scale output even to confirm
this claim, and we do not believe this to
be a practical peak level for the typical
bassist.

The Limiter
Output limiters take on various designs
and implement various goals. For
instance, certain limiters perform soft-
clipping and wave-shaping to increase
output power by carefully changing the
area of the signal. Alternatively, certain
limiters are designed to attempt to limit
the signal from pushing into the rails,
thus avoiding hard-clipping, and
consequently extending the dynamic
range of the input signal. The limiter in
the Micro-VR appears to be in the later
camp. Upon inspection of the gut shot
illustrated in Fig. A, it appears that a
vactrol (a voltage-controlled resistance
source) is utilized to implement the
limiting function. When performing
output power testing, the limiter did not
extend the maximum steady state output
power. However, as illustrated in Fig. H,
the limiter allows a greater dynamic of the
input signal where the signal would
otherwise push the output into hard
clipping. For instance, as illustrated, given
a particular setting, the Micro-VR output
was driven to 1% THD at about -7dB

Fig. I – Harmonic Content of Test Signal Gain Low

Fig. H – Limiter Characteristics

Fig. G – Dynamic Response

Fig. F – Micro-VR Treble Sweep  
-10dBu input signal swept 20Hz-20kHz

Fig. J – Harmonic Content of Test Signal Gain Increased



with the limiter out. With the limiter
engaged, the input signal extended to
approximately -2.5dB. Under these
circumstances, the limiter allows about an
extra 5dB of input signal before
distorting. Also note how closely the
signal with the limiter engaged and
disengaged track each other below the
knee, at about -7.5dB, where the amp
begins to transition towards hard
clipping. Thus, if you are not playing with
peaks near the maximum output level of
the amp, you may or may not even notice
that the limiter is on as far as THD and
clipping are concerned.

Gain
Dare I suggest that this amp would be of
marginal interest to some players if its
tone did not slant towards suggesting the
classic SVT in much the same way that its
aesthetic tips its hat to the ‘70s-era SVT
styling? I will leave the subjective tonal
evaluations off the table. I will suggest
that the gain stage of this amp appears to
behave in a predictably useful manner for
classic SVT fans. With a -10dB input
signal, the output stays generally clean
up to about noon on the gain knob, as
seen in the harmonic plot of Fig. I. Note
that only the third harmonic is above -
70dB. As the gain knob is turned up from
noon to maximum, the harmonic content
begins to dramatically increase, as
illustrated in Fig. J.

Conclusion
There is a lot to like about this amp. Its
small size, light weight and respectable
power would be enough to capture my
attention, but its flexible EQ and effective
gain knob are icing on the cake. For its
intended size and use, the inclusion of the
audio input is a nice addition to make this
a cool piece for rehearsals. I could even see
using the Micro-VR as a preamp to add a
little SVT character to a larger rig. b
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Top right:  A short-scale bass guitar and 

short-scale bass stack - perfect together. This

re-issue SG was a fine match for the Micro-VR

rig. See our SG review in a future issue.

Right:  No snakes were harmed in the making of

this article, but one did appear unexpectedly.



The SVT-210AV is a sealed, tweeterless
2x10.  You can think of it as 1/4 of a full
SVT fridge, as the SVT-810 is comprised
of four internal sealed enclosures, each
containing two 10" drivers. This cab is
designed to be used in the vertical
configuration, though it would be
interesting to stack four of them on their
sides and see how this compares to an
SVT-810! The Micro-VR is capable of
driving two SVT-210AV's, and it is
conceivable that many players may decide
to do just that. In light of this, I would
have liked to have seen Ampeg coordinate
the placement of the feet on the
bottom of the SVT-210AV with
the placement with the feet on
the bottom of the Micro-VR, as
this would facilitate a more
stable vertical stacking option.
As it is, the feet on the bottom of
the head fit nicely into the
recessed cups on the top of the
enclosure, but the feet on the
bottom of the enclosure do not
line up with these cups. This is
not to say that the vertical stack
is inherently unstable with the
current feet/cup placement, but
it does seem like an easy tweak
that would improve stability
when stacking the cabs vertically
(which has its sonic advantages,
compared to placing them side
by side).
There are a number of

companies putting out ever-
lighter weight bass enclosures,
and the formula typically
involves neodymium magnets
and lightweight wood.

Somehow, Ampeg has managed to
make a highly viable, lightweight
bass cab that follows neither of these
trends. The drivers use ceramic
magnets, though they are not overly
heavy (nor do they claim excessive
power handling). The stamped

frames help keep the weight (and cost)
down, as well. Regarding the baffle and
enclosure, Ampeg has not skimped at all,
opting for 13-ply, 3/4" birch plywood.
With only one internal cross-member for
bracing, there isn't a lot of "extra" wood
(or weight) to be found inside the
enclosure. I won't say that this
loudspeaker is built like a tank, but it
certainly feels quite solid, despite its light
weight and compact proportions.
The top handle is well placed and makes
carrying these cabs a breeze. The stylish
grill is a little hard to remove, and it is
easy to create a dent in the frame around
the grill when prying it off, so be careful!
The tolex is nicely applied, though it does
scuff fairly easily, and the joint in the
material on the bottom was coming

2009 Ampeg
SVT-210AV
Bass Cab
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slightly unglued along the seam. Perhaps
due to the lower power handling, and
perhaps to keep the costs down, Ampeg
does not include a Speakon input,
offering two 1/4" jacks, instead. 
Our testing shows that the low end rolls

off fairly steeply, beginning at about
150Hz, but that is not always a bad thing.
On the one hand, it helps this cab to
sound more like its big brother, the SVT-
810AV. Not having too much going on
down low also helps this cab make the
most of its power handling capabilities.
Not having a tweeter, the upper end of its
range falls off dramatically above 5kHz.
This, also, is not inherently a bad thing.
In fact, within its intended frequency
range, the SVT-210AV is commendably
even. The off-axis performance was also
quite impressive.
While the individual ingredients won't

make you drool, Ampeg manages to cook
up a very mouth-watering dish with the
SVT-210AV. The careful component
selection and smart design make this little
cab a big winner.

Tom Bowlus’
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GENERAL
Company Ampeg, div of Loud Technologies

16220 Wood-Red Road NE
Woodinville, WA 98072  
www.loudtechinc.com

Country of Origin China
Warranty 3 Year
Listed Price $419.99
Street Price $299.99
Test Unit Options None
Accessories None
Price as Tested $299.99
Available colors Black
Available options None

in-hand on-bench

TEST SUMMARY
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

Features 2
Tonal Flexibility 3
Ease of  Use 4
Aesthetics 4.5
Ergonomics 4.5
Tone 4.5
Value 4.5

SONIC PROFILE
Lows:   not overly deep by nature, but can be
EQ'd in

Mids:   present, rich, articulate, mix-filling

Highs:   smooth, but limited with no horn

Portability 4.5
Road Worthiness 3
Components 3
Hardware 3
Cabinet Construction          3
Wiring 3
Covering / Finish 3.5

CONDIT IONS
Acquired from Ampeg
Dates July through August 2009
Locales Missouri
Test gear 2008 Gibson SG, 1972 Fender
Precision, 1981 G&L L1000, 2004 Lakland JO5, 2006 Lakland 5501,
1961 King Double Bass, Low Down Sound 15/6.5, Low Down
Sound 2x8+horn, Mesa/Boogie Walkabout, MarkBass F1

A pair of Ampeg 210AV's can
really deliver! While not
sonically very flexible, if their
old school sound meets your
needs, they'll take a whipping
and keep on ticking.

TONE-O-METER

In-Hand Score

3.9 average

On-Bench Score

3.3 average

ENCLOSURE
Configuration 2x10 
Listed Impedance 8 Ohms
Rated Power Handling 200 Watts
Inputs/Outputs 2x 1/4”
Dimensions 24"h x 13"w x 11"d
Weight 25.9 lbs
Ports None (sealed)
Cabinet / Baffle board 13-ply, 3/4” Birch plywood 
Driver Mounting 8 lag bolts
Covering / Grill Black tolex / blue-grey fabric
Handles One (top-mounted)
Feet / Casters 4 rubber / N/A
Corners Chrome metal

DRIVERS /  CROSSOVER
Woofers Eminence 10", stamped-frame
Cone Material Paper
Voice Coil 1.5”
Magnets 20 oz. ceramic
Tweeter NA
Adjustment / Protection NA / NA
Speaker Connections Faston
Crossover NA
Options None

MEASUREMENTS
Measured Impedance 10.92 Ohms
Average Sensitivity (200Hz to 900Hz) 103.52 dBSPL

SVT-210AV On and Off Axis combined (-24 dBu) gated

SVT-210AV Impedance Curve
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Restoring
anAmpeg
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by
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The B-15N… need I say more? You want to talk about
cool amps, this one is on my short list. In my humble
opinion, this Jess Oliver creation melds a perfect blend of
toneful engineering, aesthetics and innovation.  

For those of you who may not be familiar with this
amp, the B-15N is a Portaflex, fliptop design.  That is,
the all-tube amp head is mounted to an “amp board” that
attaches to the corresponding cabinet in one of two
configurations.  In a “play” configuration, the amp sits on
top of a corresponding speaker cabinet such that the amp
board forms the top of the speaker cabinet by clamping
down over a gasket-lined opening in the top of the
speaker cabinet.  In a “storage” mode, the amp is flipped
upside down so that the amp is stowed inside the speaker
cabinet.  

Our Editor in Chief, Tom Bowlus graciously
dropped off a nice specimen of a B-15N from around late
1966 at my lab. Instantly, my retro sensibilities fell in love
with the road-weary look of this amp. Actually, this amp
looks in great shape given its age. However, this is the age
of reality make-over shows, so we can’t just stop here.  

Upon inspecting the amp, the handle was ripped,
tattered and electrical-taped, the latches were rusty, none
of the casters wanted to roll in the same direction, the 2
prong power cord was frayed with the outer insulation
missing around the plug end exposing the wires, the
speaker wire out of the amp was modified and hard-wired
to the speaker and we had not even really began
a detailed inspection… Overall, I simply felt that
the amp was not suitable for safe use.
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Before getting into this
project, a disclaimer is
needed. Every repair to this
amp was intentionally limited
to tasks that a typical hobbyist
with a DIY spirit should be
able to do to show the fun and
ease of working with these
amps. However, this is a tube
amplifier that can contain
lethal voltages inside. If you
are not comfortable working
on tube amplifiers, please find
a competent technician.  
Also, make sure that you use

reasonable, safe practices.  Do
not work on tube amps while
drinking alcohol.  Rather, box
up the fine scotch that you
want to be drinking, and ship
it to me for proper disposal.
Take off any dangly jewelry,
etc… common sense practices
apply here.
The first step is to

disassemble the amp from the
amp board and to drain the
filter capacitors to make sure
that the amp is safe to work
on.  Although there are a
number of ways to drain the
filter caps, I usually connect a
wire from a ground, e.g., the
chassis of the amp, to the
anode of one of the preamp
tubes.  This has several neat
benefits.  Any voltage stored
in the power supply
capacitors will drain through
the anode resistor to ground.
Moreover, power supply
capacitors that are drained
can sometimes recharge
themselves.  However, the
wire shown below can be left
in place while working on the
amp to prevent any
recharging that may
otherwise occur.
Inspecting the amp, we

decided to replace the
electrolytic capacitors, the 2
prong power cord and fix the

previously hacked speaker wiring
arrangement. I chose to order the parts
from Fliptops.com, an on-line electronics
shop that specializes in Ampeg parts.
Their prices are reasonable for the DIY
person, and their service was great.
www.fliptops.net/catalog/index.php. 
Without further delay, let’s turn on that

ole soldering station, get out a very
modest set of tools, and get this amp
ready to rock. After re-confirming that
the power supply capacitors were drained
using a multimeter to measure their
voltage, the 2-prong power cord was
replaced with an appropriate 3-prong
cord.  This is an easy job. Suitable strain
relief is used to secure the cord to the
chassis. I like to wire the green wire as
close as practical to the power cord strain
relief by connecting the green wire to a
ring lug, and by bolting the ring lug to the
chassis, e.g., using a keps/locking washer.
The hot (black wire) and the neutral wire
of the new 3-prong cord simply replace
the corresponding wiring of the original 2
prong plug.  
The next step is to disable the ground

switch. Back in the Sixties, the both
blades of the power cord were the same
size.  Also, it was not unheard of for wall
outlet wiring to be backwards.  The
ground switch toggles the hot wire or the
neutral wire to ground via a 0.47, 1000
VDC capacitor to ground.  Instead of
clipping this capacitor, I simply de-
soldered the wire that connected the
capacitor to the switch center lug, then
folded the wire over, applied heat shrink
to the end of the wire, then used a tie to
hold the now disconnected wire to the
capacitor body, thus removing the
capacitor from the circuit.  This makes
restoration back to its vintage state quite
easy.
With the power cord replaced and the

ground capacitor disconnected, the
electrolytic capacitors were replaced. The
replacement for the large 30 mfd
capacitor inside the chassis was a bit big,
so it took a little shoehorning, but the
capacitor replacement otherwise went
smoothly. When replacing the multi-
section capacitor, just make sure you

1. Draining the Power

Supply caps

2. Caps drained

3. Parts order

4. Wiring the ground lug

5. Power cord wiring at

switches

6. Removing old Electrolytic

7. Installing new Electrolytic
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sides joined to the bottom
using ½” box joints. The
cabinet includes the expected
diamond blue tolex, vintage-
style grille cloth, internal
insulation and Switchcraft 4-
pin male XLR connector.
Trust me when I say these
pictures do not do this cab
any justice. Every single detail
is thought through and well
implemented. 
The only hiccup that I

experienced in the conversion
was with the old cabinet.
Remember that I said that the
amp was hardwired to the
speaker enclosure? That likely
caused some stress on the
speaker tabs. I was really
careful to remove the old wire
Once I got over that hurdle,
the amp flew together in no
time. 
If you want to see the BGM

test specs on this amp, or if
you are interested in reading
about some modifications to
this amp, swing on by our
webpage, and look up my
new posting on this amp.  
Now I need to figure out

how to explain to our dear
Mr. Bowlus how he is not
getting his amp back! b

g:

match up the symbols printed on the new
capacitor to their location on the circuit
board and you will be fine. While inside
the amp, I also fixed some makeshift
speaker wiring connections.
Before bringing this amp back on line,

the FIRST THING that you should
always do is pull the fuse and ensure that
it is the correct value. Don’t count on a
fuse in any amp being correct, let alone
one in a 40+ year old amp! In our case, the
fuse is correct and we are good to go. The
power amp tubes were replaced, the amp
was brought up slowly on a variac and in
no time, this amp was rocking. After some
minor hum adjustments and a bias check,
the electronics are a wrap!
Now that the electronics are functioning
well, it is time for a new home. The
original enclosure has seen better days,
and we want to preserve this original cab
as best as we can. Fortunately, we came
across Vintage Blue. (www.vintage-
blue.us)
The owner, Mark Gandenberger, is a

great guy. He met me at a Waffle House
and dropped off a B-15 replacement cab,
himself. While I pondered whether my
hash browns were to be scattered, covered
and smothered, or whether I was also
going to go diced, I talked with Mark
about his cabs, and gained a lot of insight
about Mark’s history. I really cannot say
enough good things about his work and
his personable nature during our meeting. 
Vintage Blue cabinets are constructed of

Baltic birch plywood and poplar, with the

8. Removing old Electrolytic

9. Installing new Electrolytic

10. Removing old

multisection can cap

11. Preparing the new

multisection cap

12. Almost Ready To Rock  

13. Our newly restored

Vintage Blue /1966 B-15 is

ready for another 44 years

of rocking work

Left: 

This is what

the ‘white’

Vintage Blue

cabinet looks

like during

assembly

(Photo

courtesy of

Mark

Gandenberger)

Right: 

‘Nuff said. 
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GENERAL
Company 16220 Wood-Red Road NE, 

Woodinville, WA 98072
www.loudtechinc.com

Country of Origin USA
Year of Origin 1966
Approx Street Price $1,200 to $1,400
Test Unit Options None
Accessories None
Available colors Ampeg diamond blue
Available options None

on-bench

TEST SUMMARY
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

Chassis 3.5
Vents and cooling 4.0
Knobs / Lights 4.5
Finish / Handles 3
Jacks / Sockets 3
Pots / Switches 3.5
Chassis Layout 3
Components Resistor/Cap 3.5 
PCB / Power Transformer 3.5
Solder / Dress 2.5
Internal / Overall Build       2.5
Output Power Rating         3
Portability 2 
Roadworthiness 3.5
Ease of Repair   4
Warranty  3
Quality per price 4

CONDIT IONS
Acquired from Private Owner
Dates September, October 2009
Locales Ohio

On-Bench Score

3.3 average

ENCLOSURE
Material Tolex-covered wooden enclosure, 

chromed-metal head cabinet
Dimensions (no dolly) 21"w x 14"d x 21"h (closed) or 29"h 

(open), w/Vintage Blue enclosure
Weight 74.6 lbs
Rackable No

PREAMP
Inputs 3x 1/4” jack (2 channels)
Mode Tube
Tubes 3x 6SL7 
Input Impedance 335kOhm / 2.2mOhm / 5.6mOhm
EQ Type / Features Baxendall Treble and Bass,
Compressor/Limiter NA
DI Output NA
Effects Loop NA
Additional Features Preamp send to drive external amp

POWER AMP
Mode Tube
Tubes 2x 6L6GC, 1x 5U4GT
Outputs 2 x 1/4” jacks
Impedance Options 8-ohms
Pre/Power PCBs Combination PCB and hand-wired
Power Supply/Transformer Tube / Linear
Output Transformer Yes
Cooling System NA
Line Voltage Options 120VAC
Line Voltage Setting NA

MEASUREMENTS
Freq Resp - Pre & Power Amp     20Hz - 20kHz +/- 7.9dBu

Power Testing   Power Testing   Power Testing   Power Testing
Measured 8-ohm                       Measured 4-ohm 

Power        36 Watts NA
Burst 49 Watts NA
Voltage 16.88 Volts NA
Burst 19.85 Volts NA
THD 6.13% NA
Burst THD   6.13% NA
Input Signal     1kHz (-10dBu) NA
Voltage at DUT 121.4 Volts NA

VIN
TA

GE!

CERTIFIED POWER
8 ohms

36 watts

Manufacturer ratings: 30 at 8 ohms

4 ohms

NA





Tube amps are truly technological
anomalies. Let's face it, how many of us
still use our old 286 computers daily
because there still isn't anything better?

How many of us still use old wall
mounted rotary phones? Heck, I will bet
that most of us have smart phones with
computers in them that are way more
powerful than our old 286 machines. I
actually started programming on dual-
boot, floppy-only computers before the
term PC was PC! Black and white
television, AM radio, tape-based portable
music… I could go on and on. So, a 44-
year old amp steps up to the Amp Lab
bench and thinks it can keep up with

current technology? 
You may be surprised.

Construction
They call these amps fliptops for
good reason. When the amps are in
a "stow" mode, the amplifier is

flipped upside down into the speaker
cabinet enclosure. In many respects, I
think this is cool. One, it cubes out the
amp, which makes it a great shape for
loading and transporting. How many of
us (non-Tetris freaks) have had to pack up
the band van at 3:00am, after a hard
night at the bar (in more than one way)?
Gear never wants to go back in the way it

came out, because guitar rigs, lighting,
instrument cases, never cooperate to pack
nicely. The B-15 however, has a nice cube
shape and built-in wheels, so it scores
high for band van appeal. Okay, it is not
all good in my book. Flipping the amp
upside down means that you get to carry
the weight of the cabinet and amp head in
a single load. That would not be a
problem if the drummer hadn't decided
to ditch the band to follow his personal
agenda with one of the lovely bar patrons.

1966 Ampeg 
B-15N
Bass Amp / cabinet

AMP 
LAB

Flipping the amp head over a few times,
you will quickly appreciate that the
output transformer and the power
transformer are conveniently positioned
on opposite sides of the chassis, to
roughly balance the weight as seen in Fig.
A. Moreover, a cage lines the back of the
chassis to protect the tubes that extend
out. The lack of an amp enclosure means
that heat dissipation from the tubes
should not normally be an issue. Also,
servicing tubes could not be easier.
Remove the two knurled nuts and lift the
cage and you are able to access the tubes.
It could hardly be more easy. The cage
also provides a convenient place to mount

the Ampeg name plate on a Lucite plate.
With the aid of two light bulbs within the
chassis, the nameplate emits a cool glow
when the amp is powered up.
One of the things that I really appreciate
about early tube amps, is that full
schematics are often readily available. The
B-15 goes one step further, by placing the
schematic under the amp chassis.
A quick look at the schematic reveals

several useful tidbits of information.
There are essentially two channels. The

Tom Lees’

Power Transformer

Power Supply
Multican Capacitor

Output Transformer

Power Tubes 2x 6L6GC

Preamp Tubes 
2x 6SL7

Phase Inverter 6SL7

Rectifier 5AR4

Fig. A - Inside the cage



first channel has inputs for "Guitar" and
"Bass." The second channel has a single
input for "Instrument." In the first
channel, the Guitar and Bass inputs are
summed right at the input jack. From
there, the mixed signal passes through a
tube gain stage, followed by the channel 1
volume control. From the volume control,
the signal passes through a second gain
stage, then on to a Baxandall treble/bass
tone stack. From the tone stack, the signal
is mixed with channel 2 just before the
phase inverter and power amp stages. The
Instrument channel follows a virtually
identical signal path. Even the values of
the components in the Baxandall tone
stacks and gain stages share identical
component values per the schematic. 
The main difference in the inputs lies

in the coupling stage before the first tube
section. The Instrument input on channel
2 couples directly to the first tube stage.
The Bass input on channel 1 is attenuated
before reaching the first tube stage, and
the Guitar input is attenuated even more
before reaching the first tube stage.
Referring to Fig. C, the affects of input
attenuation on the inputs of channel 1 are
illustrated. As Fig. C illustrates, the Bass
input is attenuated just over 2dB
compared to the Instrument input. Simil-
arly, the Guitar input is attenuated just
over 6dB compared to the Instru-ment
input. Despite minor differences in the
channels, likely due to component
variation, I would select the input based
upon the output of the bass to be plugged
in.
Another observation lies with the

External Amp jack. The external amp jack
taps the signal just after the two channels
are summed. This is a reasonable location
to tap the preamp, because the jack is
positioned after the two channels have
been summed in the signal path at this
point. But, this should not be treated as a
DI output, unless you couple the jack to a
suitable DI box. 
Another point of interest is in the

speaker output wiring. The normal
speaker load is 8 ohms. When a jack is
inserted into the External Speaker jack,
the tap on the output transformer is

Fig. B - Supplied schematic



switched from the 8-ohm tap
to the 16-ohm tap, and the
external cabinet is wired in
series with the Main speaker
output. As such, use an 8-
ohm extension cabinet when
plugging into the External
Speaker jack, and make sure
that your Main speaker out is
plugged in.
Speaking of plugging in the

Main speaker cab, the speaker
output wiring of our B-15
performs a few clever
functions. First, the B-15 uses
a 4-pin connector that
implements a “standby”
function. As seen above,
according to the schematic
provided with the amplifier,
when no speaker is connected
to either the External Speaker
jack or the Main output of
the amp, the 16-ohm tap of
the output transformer is
isolated via the External
Speaker jack, as seen in blue.
The 8-ohm tap of the output
transformer dead-ends into
pin 1 of the 4-pin DIN, as
seen in yellow. The common
of the output transformer as is
seen in red, dead-ends into
pins 2 and 4 of the 4-pin
DIN. However, note also in
red, that pins 2 and 4 also tie
to the cathode resistor of the
phase inverter, seen as the red
trace that folds back to the

circuitry around V3. Thus, the common
of the output transformer and the
cathode of the phase inverter are floated.
With the cathode resistor of the phase
inverter lifted, the phase inverter is
essentially “disabled,” which prevents a
signal from getting to the power tubes. 
Now, let’s plug in our Main speaker

output to the B-15 speaker cab. Inside the
speaker cab 4-pin DIN, pins 1 and 4
connect to the speaker and pins 2 and 3
are shorted. Thus, when the speaker is
plugged in, the 16-ohm tap is still
isolated, as seen in blue. However, now,
the 8-ohm tap of the output transformer
connects to pin 1 of the speaker out and
returns from the speaker at pin 4.
Moreover, because pins 2 and 4 are
shorted at the amp, and pins 2 and 3 are
shorted at the speaker cab, pins 2, 3 and 4
effectively short together. This ties pins 2
and 4 to ground through pin 3, thus
coupling the common of the output
transformer and the speaker (-) to
ground. This also couples the cathode of
the phase inverter to ground, thus
“enabling” the phase inverter to pass
signal to the power tubes.
From this, it can be seen that plugging

into the External Speaker output and not
plugging into the Main speaker cabinet
will leave the amp in “standby” because
the cathode of the phase inverter remains
lifted until pins 2 and 4 within the amp
short to ground. 
The B-15 is not done with its output

wiring tricks. Let’s plug in both the Main
speaker and an External Speaker.
The External Speaker jack has a ground,

Fig. G – Transient ResponseFig. F – Treble Sweep
-10dBu input signal swept 20Hz-20kHz

Fig. E – Bass Sweep
-10dBu input signal swept 20Hz-20kHz

Fig. D – Controls at noon EQ v. Optimally Flat, -10dBu input 
20Hz-20kHz (deviation +/- 8.6dBu at noon & +/- 7.9dBu opt flat

Fig. C – Comparison of all three input channels, 
all tone controls at noon



operating voltages would rise. Some also
recommend replacing the 8-ohm speaker
with a 4-ohm speaker that has an
edgewound voice coil. This is also a
simple, reversible mod. Also, since you
have two identical tone stacks, one could
be easily modded for a different voicing. I
did not try any of the proposed mods, so
if you are so inclined, do so at your own
risk. I would also recommend consulting
an amp tech before doing any mod on a
vintage amp.

slight compression effect on the falling
edge of the peak transient. This is likely
due to the inherent effects of tube
compression and power supply sag. 

Conclusion
This amp performed extremely well,
despite being the oldest amp to cross our
bench. By not having a fan, it is quiet, and
sufficiently powerful enough for recording
applications. Moreover, its output power
is fine for small gigs. Like all good ole'
tube amps, some of you will want to keep
this amp stock. If you are inclined to want
to make some tweaks, some folks suggest
replacing the 5AR4 with a solid state
rectifier. This mod would be completely
reversible, as there are commercial solid
state rectifiers that plug right into the tube
rectifier spot. This mod would likely
tighten up the low end, reduce the subtle
compression effects to some degree, and
deliver a bit more power and the internal b

g:

a tip and a “normally closed” tab that
shorts to the tip when no jack is inserted.
When a jack is plugged into the External
speaker jack, the “normally closed”
connection to the tip is lifted due to the
spring force or the plug barrel pushing
against the tip. When the “normally
closed” jack is lifted, the 8-ohm tap path,
which normally shorts to pin 1, is lifted.
However, as seen above, the 16-ohm tap,
which connects to the ground of the
External Speaker jack, now connects to
the plugged in external speaker. The
External Speaker returns to the speaker
tip, which is connected to pin 1, this
wiring the external speaker and the main
speaker in series via the 16-ohm tap. I
have left out the remainder of the wiring
that enables the phase inverter for clarity. 

The Tone Stack
Referring to Fig. D, with all controls at
noon, the amp response was reasonably
flat up to about 5kHz or so. After that,
the high frequencies began to roll off. If
you are interested in optimally flat across
the full bandwidth, you will need to crank
the treble to prevent rolloff. Despite that
large treble boost, I was able to improve
the frequency response by about 1dB. For
this amp, it seems hardly worth it. Set the
controls at noon and roll on! Having only
Treble and Bass controls, a surprising
amount of tone shaping is available, as
illustrated in the bass and treble sweeps of
Figs. E and F.

Output Power
In 1965, the B-15NF ushered in the
introduction of a pair of fixed-bias
6L6GC power tubes, bumping the
manufacturer's rated output power to 30
watts. In output power testing, at steady
state, we hit about 35 watts, which
exceeds the manufacturer's rating. This is
likely due to the elevated wall voltage,
measuring 121.4 Vrms under load at the
time of testing. Interestingly, the B-15NF
hit about 50 watts in our dynamic
measurements. As seen in the transient
response to our burst test, the B-15
exhibits well-behaved response to the
rising edge of the peak transients, with a

Top: One nice feature of our original cabinet

was the convenient spare first aid kit in the

form of a Band Aid brand strip bandage

tucked at the bottom of the cab. Also note the

spare fuse storage implemented by wedging

the fuse tin case under the baffle. 

Bottom: Our chief editor will need to find a new

storage location for his first aid kit and spare

fuses. Also, note that the new cabinet sports

the dual baffle design.  Mark at Vintage Blue

does an incredible job with his cabinets

(except for the omission of compartment).



There’s a delicate balance between size/weight and low-end reproduction when it comes to speaker
cabinets. Vendors get creative with cab tuning, porting and venting – even highly customized drivers
– in the interest of getting the best of both worlds. Well there’s no way to cheat physics, so if you want
projection from smaller cabs, you have to focus the power. The trick is focusing the power in such a
way that you get a strong identity in a mix, but without sounding boxy or nasal in doing so. It’s
difficult to do, requiring an artful and creative approach, but this is exactly what Kenny Allyn has
done with the MOjO Sonic Mini 1x10. That said, let’s take a step back and find out where these came
from, because quite frankly, before these cabs came to my door for this review, I was unaware of this
product.
Kenny was a guitar player for many years, but started playing bass about 12 years ago. What’s

especially cool about it is that he actually started on the famous Beale Street in Memphis, TN, where
he currently hails from. His good friend, Slim Louis, was getting a lot of work there, and was doing

88 bass
gear

The MOjO Sonic “Mini”
1x10 bass cabinets are born
outta Memphis. Can you 
feel the mojo? 

By Vic “2Funk” Serbe.

Got 
my 
Mojo 
workin’.

Got 
my 
Mojo 
workin’.
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naturally curious, he took a forensic look
at the construction and felt is was inferior.
It then dawned on him that he could do
better, and he started researching designs
and components.

Kenny worked with high-end home
audio gear in the ‘70s and early ‘80s, over
which time he did a lot of listening tests
and built a good understanding of what
sounded good… and why. Playing in a
town like Memphis, he traveled in
musical circles that allowed him the
opportunity to listen to what a lot of great
pro bass players had to say about what
they were looking for to meet their
stringent requirements in gear. Weight
was a constant theme, as was reliability
(which includes ease of repair when
needed). And of course, it had to sound
good! This became the design criteria for
the original MOjO Sonic “Mini” bass
cabinet.
Today, MOjO Sonic has three lines of

products, and six different bass cab
products. Within the bass cab products,
they have the Mini 1x10, both with and
without a tweeter, a Mini Max 2x10, a
Max 2x12, a Max 1x15, and the mother
of all MOjOs, the Max 4x10.  The direct
prices range from $329 (Mini 1x10 w/out
the tweeter) to $939 (the Max 4x10),
which include shipping within the
continental USA. The cabs are all hand-

made in a small family run
factory in Missouri, to
Kenny’s specifications. The
factory owner, who has
many years of experience
building custom cabs for
the commercial audio
industry, keeps the quality
constant and acts as chief
engineering consultant. All
speakers are built to order
and shipped factory direct.
So what’s behind the
MOjO in the Mini?  Let’s
dig in and see...

Size Matters
Let’s approach this from
his design criteria: light
weight, reliable, and great

tone. Kenny addressed the weight issue in
two familiar ways. He chose the latest
generation of lightweight neodymium
magnet-based speakers, as well as durable
solid straightforward designs using
lightweight birch plywood.

Reliability was dealt with by using
mature proven and off-the-shelf speakers.
The idea is, the design is mature, so there
shouldn’t be any unexpected behaviors or
failures to be concerned with, and if
something did go wrong, it was
particularly easy and quick to get
replacement parts. While he loved the
sound of his EA VL-208, it struck him
that its design complexity and custom
drivers would land him in hot water if he
ever had a problem during a string of gigs.
This concern is something he wanted to
avoid with his products, because his goal
was to serve the hard-working gigging
player, with little or no tolerance for down
time.
So, what about sound? All of his cabs

are designed to sound good in a live mix.
To achieve this, he drew upon some of the
lessons he learned in his old Hi-Fi days,
and also build several prototypes before
finally getting it to where he felt it should
be. In particular, he believes a key
component to a great sounding cab is to
get rid of standing waves inside the box.
This means no exposed hard surface,
including the port exit. He uses a foam
product inside the cab to solve this
problem. He feels the current generation
of neo-based speakers have a great
midrange as well as a nice extension into
the upper frequencies. In fact, the original
Mini did not even have a tweeter, and he
personally uses two of the non-tweeter
models. However, different players have
different needs, so at the urging of some of
his beta testers, a tweeter option was
added. Some two-way designs cross-over
at around 2kHz, which means all
frequencies above 2kHz are sharply
attenuated at the speaker, and all
frequencies below 2kHz are sharply
attenuated at the tweeter. He personally
felt crossing over at 3.5kHz offered greater
tweeter reliability and a smoother treble
response. Finally, his testing seems to

some of the local blues jams. At times,
Kenny was the only bass player to show, so
he suggested Kenny actually buy his own
bass (no way!) and help him out with the
jams. That’s how it all started for Kenny.
Though I didn’t start with such notable
beginnings, I found myself playing bass in
similar fashion, so I can truly relate. Every
spot in the band my friends were forming
so many years ago was occupied – except
for the bass – so I bought a bass to be in
the band.
During his years as a bass player, he’s

played through Trace Elliot, SWR, and
Ampeg (yeah, of course, the SVT)
equipment, and in particular, Kenny used
SWR Goliath cabs for years. Like so many
of us working-class bass players, he ended
up in mostly smaller clubs, and moving
the larger equipment took its toll. At one
point, he started playing through a GK
1001RB head (a great amp in my book,
by the way) and a Euphonic Audio (EA)
VL-208, which he bought used purely by
random chance. After spending time with
that rig, the idea that you had to have a
huge rig to get a strong sound was
shattered forever. It became obvious to
Kenny that you could get big sound out of
a small rig, so he started going through
some of the other more portable cabs on
the market. At one point, he bought a cab
online and it arrived broken. Being



sound to them, and surprising output
levels. They seemed to be able to take
everything I could throw at them with
both the AI and Markbass heads. The AI
provided more grunt, and the Markbass
provided a bit more high end. But in both
cases, I had no problem hearing myself –
even over a relatively loud drummer. The
band I spend the most of my gigging time
with has a pretty varied set-list…
everything from disco and country to Van
Halen and even some Motown. I like to
use gigs with that band to test new stuff
for the magazine, and they’re pretty good
sports about it. As a result, I got to hear
these cabs over a fairly wide smattering of
musical settings. I really can’t say I had a
problem with them under any
circumstances. They sounded great
without having to resort to using EQ on
the amps. But when I did, they took the
EQ well. Oh, and the portability thing?
Ridiculous. I carried both in one trip, one
in each hand, as easily as I’d carry a pair of
briefcases. In fact, I could carry the entire
rig in one trip easily – a bass with the amp
and a few cords in the gig bag pockets,
and both cabs.

The Bottom Line
These cabs are among the most truly gig-
worthy, ultra-compact bass cabs I’ve ever
played through. You don’t get the same
kind of huge low end you get with larger
cabs, but what you do get is a pair of cabs
that can truly take the power… and give
it back to you in a well focused tonal
presentation. They hit you right in the
chest, and slice mixes with surprising
authority, giving you a respectable
identity by anyone’s standards. I really
find it hard to come up with tempering
comments to this decidedly positive
review. They might seem pricey for their
size to some folks, but you do get what
you pay for here. If you’re the kind of
gigging bass player where a small stage
footprint and a well-focused sound are
desired, as well as an ultra-portable and
easy to service package, the MOjO Sonic
Minis should be auditioned. You may just
find they get your MOjO workin’.

show that his “optimal port tuning”
(OPT) port design provides more stable
impedance readings across the frequency
spectrum for a good efficient small
package, and a solid bass response.
So did it pay off? Kenny had some early

telling experiences that say “yes.” After he
tested the first pair of Minis at one of his
gigs in his own band, he then let his friend
(also a pro player) try them. The very first
night, he used them live at BB King’s on
Beale Street. Right after the gig, his friend
sold his existing cabs, and a pair of
MOjOs is what he uses now. Since then,
others have joined his family of
customers, and the resulting input he
continues to get from those pro players
has been invaluable to him. Some notable
users are Neal Jones with the Eric Gales
band and Joe Fick with the Dempseys
(who uses them with slap rock-a-billy
DB). Bud LeCompte of LeCompte
Electric Bass even has a pair.
I received two of these to evaluate: one

with the tweeter and one without. They
are so small they each have only one
handle, and I found myself stacking them
on-end with the tweeter-equipped model
on top. While the non-tweeter model
only has one Neutrik Speakon and one
¼” connector, the tweeter-equipped

model has two of each
type of connector
mounted on the
crossover panel, which
also sports the tweeter
attenuator control. The
crossover is a standard
Eminence px-ii 3K5
crossover, and it has the
connector wiring dia-
gram printed on it. The
grill is a high-quality
acoustically transparent
metal mesh, and the
corners are the typical

stacking corners very commonly used
these days. I didn’t verify this, but they
had the feel of the high-quality Penn
Elcom brand. I like those because they
can take a beating without cracking. I also
had the opportunity to see the insides of
the tweeter-equipped model, as the
transport company did me the favor of
shocking the cab enough to cause the
magnet to literally pop off the tweeter. I
got to exercise Kenny’s “easy to service”
design goal, and he achieved it. The
construction of the cab is very nice and
solid, with lots of firmly held foam
material present, and the wood appeared
to be excellent void-free quality.

Does the MOjO really work?
I tested the Mini’s as a stack and drove
them with a couple amps: an Acoustic
Image Focus 2R SIII (rated at 800 watts)
and a Markbass F1 (rated at 500 watts). I
also did a quick A/B comparison with a
pair of Epifani UL-110 cabs I personally
own. The Epifanis actually looked large
compared to the Minis – which, even for
a 1x10 cab, seem very compact. The
results were interesting. As I expected, the
Epifanis were bigger sounding, with a bit
more low end, not as strong through the
mids, and a bit more present on the high
end. Some Epifani cabs are considered to
be “scooped” sounding because of this. I
tend to agree, especially compared to the
MOjO Sonic Minis. The MOjOs were a
lot punchier, and I felt like I had a
stronger presence in the mix as a result.
They definitely have a more dynamic
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The MOjO Sonic Mini 1x10 is a
compact, lightweight, but definitely
sturdy little over-achiever. Most of the
components are pretty common fare, but
certainly high-quality stuff. There are
Eminence labels all over the place, and
that's not such a bad thing.
Everything about these cabs
screams workman-like, no-
nonsense quality, without
unnecessary flash or bling.
This portion of the technical
review is focused on the
tweeter-equipped version of
the Mini. This model offers
all the connections you
could want, with two
Speakon inputs, two 1/4"
inputs, and a variable
tweeter attenuator. The non-
tweeter version is a bit more
pedestrian, with just one
Speakon and one 1/4" input, but hey,
that's all you need, really.
The carpet covering and plastic stacking

corners may seem a little dated, but they
do get the job done, nicely. My one gripe
was that in order to remove the grill
(without bending the heck out of it), you
need to remove at least three of the plastic
corners. Okay, I have one more gripe.
While the screws that mount the driver
(and tweeter) to the baffle board are
substantial, with deep threads, I prefer to
see lag bolts when it comes to mounting
drivers. It's conceivable that you may need
to pull a driver several times over the life
of owning an enclosure, and lag bolts
(secured to threaded metal inserts) tend to
hold their bite better over the long haul.
This is really a minor niggle, though. In

all likelihood, for most players, this
would be a non-issue, even over a
long gigging career.
The heart of this little cab is an

Eminence Deltalite II, which is a
great choice for respectable power-
handling and frequency response in

a lightweight package. The cabinet and
baffle appear to be 11-ply, 3/4" plywood,
and the internal bracing is excellent. I was
initially somewhat concerned that the big
recessed handle would involve too big of
a cutout, and that it would impact the
cabinet integrity. This does not seem to
be a viable concern. In fact, the handle
itself is very sturdy, and well-mounted, so
there is no lack of strength. The handle,
like the rest of the interior of the cab, is

2009 MOjO Sonic
Mini 1x10
Bass Cab

CAB 
LAB

lined on the inside with acoustic foam.
Our testing shows more than respectable
low-frequency extension for a compact
1x10, and a notable bump around 2k,
which should add some clarity of attack
to help cut through a mix. This 2k bump
was less prevalent as you moved off-axis.
In addition to a good number of larger

manufacturers in the bass enclosure
market, there are a growing number of
smaller manufacturers entering the field.
In the modern era of internet-based
suppliers, most of the parts needed to
assemble a passable bass enclosure are
readily available to anyone inclined to do
so. What really separates the field are solid
designs, intelligent component matching,
and attention to detail when it comes
time to assemble it all. MOjO Sonic
seems to be hitting on all cylinders across
the board.

Tom Bowlus’
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Mini 1x10
Bass
Cab:

GENERAL
Company MOjO Sonic

3046 Guillory   Bartlett, TN 38134
www.mojosonic.com

Country of Origin USA
Warranty 1 year labor / 90-days parts
Listed Price $499.99;  (no tweeter) 399.99  
Street Price $429.99;  (no tweeter) 329.99 
Test Unit Options None
Accessories None
Price as Tested $429.99;  (no tweeter) 329.99
Available colors Black
Available options None

in-hand on-bench

TEST SUMMARY
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

Features 3
Tonal Flexibility 3
Ease of  Use 4
Aesthetics 3
Ergonomics 4
Tone 4
Value 4

SONIC PROFILE
Lows:   tight and controlled

Mids:   punchy and focused

Highs:   sweet and full

Portability 4.5
Road Worthiness 3.5
Components 3.5
Hardware 3.5
Cabinet Construction          4
Wiring 3.5
Covering / Finish 3.5

CONDIT IONS
Acquired from MOjO Sonic
Dates February 2009
Locales Illinois
Test gear MTD, Sadowsky, and F Bass basses,
Acoustic Image and Markbass amps, and Fodera and Canare
cables

The definition of a tight,
powerful, and compact punch.
A solid foundation of very
worthy lows, powerful mids,
and a great high end that’s not
overly hissy or brittle.

TONE-O-METER

In-Hand Score

3.6 average

On-Bench Score

3.7 average

ENCLOSURE
Configuration 1x10 
Listed Impedance 8 Ohms
Rated Power Handling 250 Watts
Inputs/Outputs 2x Speakon and 2x 1/4"
Dimensions 13.75"h x 14.75"w x 12.75"d
Weight 23.2 lbs
Ports Slot-ported (front)
Cabinet / Baffle board 11-ply, 3/4” plywood 
Driver Mounting 8 screws
Covering / Grill Carpet / black perforated steel
Handles One (side-mounted)
Feet / Casters None / N/A
Corners Plastic (stacking)

DRIVERS /  CROSSOVER
Woofers Eminence 10", cast-frame
Cone Material Paper
Voice Coil 2.5”
Magnets 7 oz. neodymium
Tweeter Eminence APT Super (80-watt)
Adjustment / Protection Adjustable L-pad / fuse
Speaker Connections Faston
Crossover 3.5kHz
Options None

MEASUREMENTS
Measured Impedance 9.82 Ohms
Average Sensitivity (200Hz to 900Hz) 101.15 dBSPL

MOjO Sonic On and Off Axis combined (-24 dBu) gated

MOjO Sonic (tweeter model) Impedance Curve
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DEALER’S PROFILE
BEAVER FELTON
Bass Central

LOCATION: Greater Orlando, Florida, USA.

BUSINESS: Founded and owned by Beaver Felton,
Bass Central is the largest inventoried and possibly  
the most successful bass store in the world.

YEARS IN BUSINESS: 15.

FOCUS: I’ve always been extremely focused on
what’s in front of me. From sports , to practicing
endless hours, to running the business, I’m on it.  

PREVIOUS CAREER: In the 1970’s, I was a
National Champion weight-lifter, and won three
gold medals in 1975. I started playing bass when I
was 13. As a bassist, I was the founder of the
Superchops instructional series. I’ve released over 30
recordings, now distributed internationally.

BIGGEST SURPRISE: I just got married in
Vegas, May 14th. Elvis married Nancy and I and
I’m super happy. Also, I inherited a 13-yr old
daughter. Being a dad is truly a challenge, but none
more so than anything else I’ve been through.

WHY I DO WHAT I DO: I could have had a
solo bass career, and I know a lot of bass players
who have done their own solo projects, but it's not
always the financial security one might think it is. I
had to figure out what I was gonna do financially
and stay connected to what I love - bass. 

HOBBY: I’ve played bass in a cover band for quite
a few years, but less so recently. It’s been getting
harder to find the time, but playing live is in my
blood, and I always enjoy playing live and being on
stage. The chops are still in pretty good shape! 
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Outstanding Design – IK Multimedia Stealth Pedal

Outstanding Bass Guitar – Kay Guitars Pro Bass

Outstanding Amplification Design – Orange Amplification
Terror Bass head and Isobaric cabs

Outstanding Innovation – Lace Sensor Aluma-J bass pickups

The Nashville show is not as massive as either Anaheim or Frankfurt. In
fact, we’d like to give a shout out to all those who did attend! Most of
the folks who came, especially the smaller vendors, seemed to have a
really good show. But even when the sheer volume of gear to be played
is down, there are always gems to be found. Our crew scoured the show
floor and found these products to be especially worthy of mention:

• Outstanding Amplification Design – Orange Amplification Terror
Bass head and Isobaric cabs
Orange is no newcomer to the bass amplification market, with a rich
history, full of bone-crushing all-tube heads driving 4x10’s and 1x15’s.
They did offer up a very cool-looking 8x10 at Summer NAMM, but
what really got everybody’s attention was the diminutive Terror Bass
head and the compact, but deceptively huge sounding, SP line of cabs
(2x10, 2x12, and 4x10). The Terror Bass is the same size as Orange’s all-
tube, 15-watt Tiny Terror (which has been delighting guitar players with
bad backs). But the Terror Bass is a hybrid head, with the same dual-tube
preamp as the AD200B/MK3, mated to a 500-watt class-D solid state
output section. The SP line of cabs feature neodymium drivers, and
isobaric loading of the drivers (one behind the other). The 2x10 ends up
looking like a deep 1x10, the 2x12 looks like a deep 1x12, and so on.
These were all fully functional, and they sounded fantastic! Lots of
companies are jumping on the lightweight, compact band wagon, and
Orange has found its very own take on this trend.  orangeamps.com

• Outstanding Innovation – Lace Sensor Aluma-J bass pickups
Don Lace, Sr. was certainly one to think outside of the box, and he
applied his unique skills to the music industry in the ‘80s with the
introduction of the Fender-Lace Sensor pickups. Sons Jeff and Don Lace
continue this spirit of innovation with their Alumitone line of pickups.
These pickups, available in P-style, J-style and humbucking
configuration, are high-output, full-range designs that use changes in
current (as opposed to voltage) to amplify the signal. Additional benefits
are very light weight and low resistance. These drop-in replacements
offer some exciting new options for luthiers and tinkerers alike.
www.lacemusic.com

• Outstanding Design – IK Multimedia Stealth Pedal
Walking around any given NAMM Show, there are specific products
that you plan to check out ahead of time, specific booths which you
know you want to visit, and then there are the fluke encounters that
deliver the unlooked for booty. I stopped in to see a buddy at the Hal
Leonard display and found myself staring at this cool-looking pedal
hooked up to a tiny computer running AmpliTube 2 (and Ampeg SVX).
Seeing it all hooked up made the whole concept instantly “click” for me,
and I knew we had a BGM award winner on our hands! In addition to
being able to access dozens of pedals, amps and cabs (via modeling, of
course), doing so in such a compact and straightforward fashion really
sets the Stealth Pedal apart from other options. It is very easy to use, and
very approachable for the average musician (even if you are a MIDIot,
like me). Guitar players and bass players, alike, really need to check this
out! www.ikmultimedia.com

• Outstanding Bass Guitar – Kay Guitars Pro Bass
As fun as it is to give out awards for those visionaries who are always
looking forward, and taking “bass” to new levels, there is also value in
looking back on what got us where we are today. Much of what was so
good in the first place continues to be good as time moves on, and Kay
Guitars was there to show it to us all over again. Kay Guitars originally

2009

Summer NAMM
Awards
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Outstanding Amplification – 65 Amps Apollo all-tube head

Outstanding Bass Guitar – MTD KZ6 and 535

Outstanding Bass Guitar – The Low End LEJ Classic 5/21

Outstanding New Product Line – Warwick Rockbass basses

produced a pro line of instruments between 1952 and 1964. Roger
Fritz and Co. have brought these back as both an import model ($788
street) and USA-made model ($2,499 street). You really couldn’t walk
past the Kay booth without getting drawn in by their flamboyant, no-
excuses retro designs. These basses played as good as they looked, and
the tone was solid and fat. What was old is new again, and the cycle
continues! fritzbrothersguitars.com/kay-guitars.htm

• Outstanding New Product Line – Warwick Rockbass basses
Warwick has long been a major player in the mid to upper echelon bass
market. In an effort to bring more basses to the masses, they introduced
the RockBass brand. These instruments were made in China, came in a
limited number of configurations, and carried the “RockBass” name on
the headstock. While these were certainly fine instruments for the
money, H.P. Wilfer wanted to up the quality and options available. So,
after wowing the world with the uber-high-end Hellborg amps and
cabs, Warwick has decided to throw the bass community some love at
the other end of the spectrum with the new RockBass line of Warwick
basses (which is subtlety, yet notably, different from a RockBass brand
owned by Warwick). These basses are also made in China, but at a
different facility, and you can get any “true” Warwick model as a
RockBass model. I was able to play a number of these at the show, and
at first glance, they seem like a big step up in quality and playability.
Here’s to Warwick for keeping things affordable, but striving to be the
best they can be! www.warwick.com

• Outstanding Amplification – 65 Amps Apollo all-tube head
At Winter NAMM, Dan Boul teased us with 65 Amps’ first all-tube
bass head, the King’s Head. I had expected to see a final production
version of this head at the Summer NAMM Show, but instead, I was
pleased to meet its “little brother,” the Apollo. This 50-watt all-tube
wonder (two 6L6’s) is designed to deliver B-15-like tones, but with the
flick of a switch (on the back), it can get decidedly SVT-like. 65 Amps
are all about tone and a widened “vocabulary,” and the Apollo delivered
on all counts. In addition to playing it at their booth, we were able to
catch this amp in action at the Rutledge, where it more than held its
own against multiple guitar slingers. With this award, 65 Amps
becomes out first two-time BGM Show Award winner!
www.65amps.com

• Outstanding Bass Guitar – MTD KZ6 and 535
You could probably hand Michael Tobias an award for “Outstanding
Bass Guitar” at every show that he attends. Few would argue that his
instruments are deserving of such acclaim. At the Summer NAMM
Show, we were able to see MTD basses on display at the Dana B. Goods
booth (the distributor for MTD Kingston in the USA and, recently,
Canada). The Kingston Z-series is the top of the import heap for
MTD, and they incorporate many of the design features that make the
USA-made MTD’s so desirable. The 6-string KZ6, in particular, had a
lot of players reaching for it (and wondering whether or not they could
justify that extra string…). Michael did sneak a couple of his 535’s into
the booth, as well, and these basses were just off the hook, and therefore
a part of this award. www.mtdbass.com 

• Outstanding Bass Guitar – The Low End LEJ Classic 5/21
Brian Barrett is perhaps most well-known for being the proprietor of
The LowEnd Bass Shop, a bass-only store located southeast of
Nashville, in Murfreesburo. With this show taking place literally in his
back yard, Brian brought a truly impressive collection of basses to the
show. In fact, we likely would have given him an award for that fact,
alone! But, as it turns out, Brian is also the man behind LowEnd Basses,
and he had several of his own axes on hand. One of them in particular,
a light blue Classic 5/21, really caught our eye (and ears). This bass
featured single coil pickups with a 7k/9k wind coil tap (allowing you to
in effect choose between pickups with 7,000 winds and pickups with
9,000 winds), selected by push/pull on the first volume pot. The second
volume pot (also with a push/pull option) allowed you put the two
single coils in either series or parallel operation. A master tone control
featured yet another push/pull for active/passive selection, and stacked
bass/treble controls completed the control layout. This bass played great
and sounded great, and each of the above mentioned options worked
extremely well. Brian incorporated a lot of options, but it doesn’t look
or feel busy. www.lowendbasses.com
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In the Doghouse
Chris Fitzgerald

Phil Jones
Flightcase
Combos

Up until now, we’ve talked almost exclusively
about double bass amplification issues related
to mixing mic and pickup signals. In the
future, there will be a number of gear reviews
mixed in with the general topics. To start the
gear reviews off on the right foot, I’ll be
discussing two small combo amps from Phil
Jones Bass: The Flightcase BG-150, and the
Super Flightcase BG-300. Both share basic
platform features, including identical preamp
configurations and deep (but light) front-
ported cabinet designs featuring 5”
neodymium drivers – two of which point
upward toward the player as monitors.
Both amps are basically the same, except

for differences related to the power section
and the number of drivers. Both are single-
channel amps designed to produce a clean,
quick, detailed and warm sound for live
sound applications. Although I experi-
mented with ways to mix a mic into the
signal a few times, this review will focus on
the performance of these combos as a
“regular” double bass combo amp – in this
case,  amplifying a bass equipped with a
Fishman Full Circle pickup, with no buffer
preamp. Pure plug and play. We did not
perform any in-house bench testing of these
combos (yet).

Input Impedance and “Flat” Tone
The first thing I noticed upon plugging in
and starting to play was the sweetness of the
sound when set completely flat (controls at
noon). This has to do with many factors
related to the overall design of the amp, but
the first of these in the signal chain is the

input impedance. Most piezo pickups like to
see an impedance load of anywhere from 1-
10 megohms to sound their best. But within
this range, there is a great deal of tonal
variation. For instance, the Acoustic Image
amp heads that I’ve been using for years have
an input impedance of 1 megohm. An
outboard preamp which I sometimes use, the
HPF-Pre (made by Francis Deck and
affectionately known as the “fdeck pre”), has
an input impedance of 10 megohm. The AI
impedance load (with my gear) produces a
basic tone which could be described as
“uncolored” by those being charitable, and
“sterile” by those being less so. In either case,
to me it sounds uncolored, meaning that
what goes in is what comes out. The fdeck
pre impedance load, on the other hand,
seems to color the sound of the Full Circle
quite a bit, adding a lot of cushy and
sometimes even “rubbery” or “gooey”
bottom end to the sound. 
The Flightcase input impedance is set at

4.7 megohm, which seems to capture the
best of both worlds – colored enough to
sound full and warm, but not so much so as
to seem steroidal or artificial. By way of
comparison, when the AI or fdeck input
stages were placed in front of the PJB input
stage, they sounded exactly like themselves
when run through the PJB preamp. In short,
the PJB input stage sounds just right,
whether through the built-in speaker cab or
through the direct out to the board. 
After the input impedance stage, the next

identifying feature of any amp is the basic
overall vibe of the preamp when set flat.
Does it sound bright or dark, warm or cold,
round or jagged? Clearly these descriptive
words are not at all scientific, and yet they are
sometimes the best we can do in a review
setting. Beyond these words, I think the rest
is best left to soundclips and specs, and since
I’m a player and not a techie, I’ll supply links
to the former later on in this article and leave

the latter to the experts. In the case of the
Phil Jones preamp, I can say that it does a
better job of reproducing the sound I’d like
to hear out of my pickup signal with the EQ
section set completely flat than any other
amp I’ve yet experienced. When I plug my
bass into most amps, I usually have to start
by cutting a fair amount of highs, and then
cut some mids as well, to get the amplified
pickup signal to sound more bass-like. With
the Flightcase amps, flat is perfect... as long as
you’re at low volume. As the volume comes
up, the bass gets exaggerated, and must be
cut in order to maintain a balanced sound.
But at this point, the cabinet is also thrown
into the mix, and it becomes difficult to
distinguish the parts from the whole –
especially when the PJB cabinet design is
taken into consideration.
One really nice feature of the preamp is the

input level control, which is accompanied by
an active/passive switch (piezo pickups only
work with the switch set to passive). The
input level control lets you adjust the
strength of the pickup signal that gets sent to
the EQ, and then to the power section, and
includes a clip light to let you know when the
signal is getting too hot. The input level
control is useful for adjusting the weight or
presence of the sound: decrease it and the
sound becomes more ambient and old
school; increase it, and it becomes a bit more
aggressive and modern. Simply put, I wish
every double bass amp had an input stage
like this. 

EQ Stage and Limiter
The EQ section of both amps consists of five
fixed bands: Lo-Bass (50Hz), Hi-Bass
(160Hz), Lo-Mid (630Hz), Hi-Mid
(2.5kHz), and Treble (12kHz), each
adjustable by +/- 18dB. The EQ band
settings are usefully chosen and very musical,
with plenty of room to tweak the sound to
your taste. My one complaint about this
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section, which is pretty much my only real
complaint about the whole amp, is the
absence of a variable hi-pass filter (the amp
has a built-in HP filter at 40Hz). As the
volume increases, the bass starts to override
all other frequencies pretty quickly, and while
it can be easily dialed back using the two bass
controls, a lot of “good” frequencies also get
rolled back in the process. I ended up solving
this problem by inserting a variable HP filter
in the effects loop. But it would have been
nice to have this feature included in the amp
design; with it, I would be forced to call the
Super Flightcase the ultimate “plug & play”
DB amp. As it is, it’s still excellent.
The built-in limiter had me rolling my eyes
at first at some of the reviews that proclaimed
that it was “completely transparent” with a
compression ratio of 3:1. Once I used it,
however, I had to admit that it’s a really
useful feature that is designed to help
safeguard the amp and speakers. Even set full
on, it is very musical, and at high volumes it’s
nice to know that the amp is protecting itself
from too much overloading of certain
frequencies. I used it when the volume was
high, and turned it off during low-volume
situations. The best thing I can say about the
limiter is that I usually loathe compressors for
double bass, and I actually like this one.

Other Features and Output
The Flightcase amps both include the
following features: effects send/return,
headphone out, XLR DI with ground lift
(which works perfectly, according to one
FOH soundman who ran sound at a high
profile gig I used it on), tuner out, and line
out. There is a voltage selector switch to go
between 110-120 and 220-240 volts AC on
the Super Flightcase, but the Flightcase does
not have such a switch, as it works on any AC
voltage from 90 to 250 volts.
There’s not much to be said about the

power amp from a non-technical point of
view other than to note that it sounds very
clean even at high volumes. The way all of
the parts feed into the power section (input
level/limiter) seem very well thought out and
executed. The regular Flightcase BG-150
seems a bit underpowered for some of the
situations and venues I play, but it’s difficult
to tell whether this is due to the power amp

or to the fact that the BG-150 has two fewer
drivers than the Super Flightcase BG-300.
After playing many gigs with the Super
Flightcase, I have yet to run into the situation
that it couldn’t handle, and that’s saying a lot.

Cabinet Design and Speakers
Double bassists who amplify are often
working against a terrible double whammy:
in addition to being in the worst place to
hear what the bass actually sounds like
(behind the bass), we often find ourselves
playing with an amp on the floor supplying
reinforcement of the bass sound to everyone
but us (unless we have ears on our ankles).
With the two upward firing drivers on each
model, the design of the Flightcase amps is a
godsend for double bassists. The two up-
firing drivers have a dual role, in that they
provide a more ambient sound spread, and
also act as a personal monitor for the bassist
without taking his or her head off in the
process. If you’re not hearing enough bass in
the mix, move closer to the amp. If you’re
hearing too much, move slightly away. I have
never been as pleased with any speaker
configuration as I have been with the array of
small drivers in the Flightcase combos, which
seem designed with the frustrated double
bassist in mind. In addition to being small,
the neodymium drivers are also very light,
which makes either combo easy to carry.
The cabinet design as it relates to the sound

is very counterintuitive at first. You’d expect a
cabinet with nothing but 5” drivers to sound
too bright and thin, right? In actual practice,
nothing could be further from the truth. The
sound, while coming across as very natural,
even, and ambient, is thick and warm in a
very good way. Not being a techie, I can only
guess as to the reason, but to me several
things jump out about the cabinet design.
First, it’s a very deep cabinet, which goes
along with my experience with thick
sounding cabinet configurations. While I
don’t usually like the “thick” sound, I think
that what makes it work for me here is that
the small drivers speak very quickly and let
the cabinet design create the lows, as opposed
to having a large cabinet resonating with the
sound from a 12” or 15” driver. Second, the
depth of the cabinet is used to house three
long tubular bass ports at the bottom of the

array, and these seem to be the key to the
thickness of the sound (the sound coming off
the up-firing drivers doesn’t seem nearly as
weighty by comparison).
The manual also provides an in-depth

acoustic analysis of how cabinet placement
affects the resulting sound, which I have
found to be pretty much spot-on in actual
practice. The one place the amp had a little
difficulty cutting through was when it was
used in the middle of a very large stage, with
no walls within 20 feet. After a little
tweaking, I was able to find the range, but
the combo is very sensitive to placement, and
requires a bit of a learning curve for regular
use in this respect.

The Proof is in the Pudding: Clips of the
Super Flightcase BG-300 in Action
To me, all of the above is just theoretical
blather if I can’t actually hear the amp in
action. I’ll include links to three soundclips
here from a couple of separate nights of a
steady gig at the Nachbar – a musical setting
which runs the gamut from straight ahead to
completely insane. The venue and ensemble
was chosen as fodder for the clips because the
band can get pretty loud, the room is often
difficult to dial in sound-wise from night to
night, and as a chord-less trio, it’s easy to hear
the tone of the amplified bass. All clips were
recorded live to an Edirol R-09 sitting on a
music stand in front of the ensemble.

What Is This Thing:
chrisfitzgeraldmusic.com/mp3/What%20Is
%20This%20Thing.mp3
You Are Too Beautiful:
chrisfitzgeraldmusic.com/mp3/YouAreTooB
eautiful.mp3 
I’m Confessin’:
chrisfitzgeraldmusic.com/mp3/I%27mConf
essin%27.mp3

Conclusion
Both combos are excellent, with the absence
of an adjustable HP filter being my only
complaint. I give both a hearty two thumbs
up, with the caveat that if you are worried
about headroom, the Super Flightcase BG-
300 would be a wiser choice. See
www.philjonespuresound.com for more
information and specifications. b
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How We Test

I believe that Oscar Wilde once said,
“Experience is simply the name we give our
mistakes.” Well, as the Technical Editor for
Bass Gear Magazine, I can say that I have
become more “experienced” over the last
several months. In that regard, I want to
touch once again, upon the subject matter
of power testing, as this is one of the areas
that have undergone a substantial amount
of change in the current issue.
Power testing is deceptively complicated,

especially when you are trying to test a
broad cross-section of amplifiers. In the
interest of getting out of the gate, we
initially took a conventional testing
approach. Particularly, we initially
attempted to measure amps based upon a
well-published specification of 1% THD
(total harmonic distortion). In truth, for
many amps, this turns out to be a perfectly
reasonable approach. Breaking somewhat
from convention, we also decided that it
would be interesting to look at power, not
only at the conventional frequency of 1kHz,
but also at five lower frequencies. This test
approach quickly revealed two problems. 
First, we encountered tube amps that

exhibited over 1% THD levels at
substantially less than their maximum
output. As a short-term fix, by issue #2, we
implemented the well-published utilization
of 5% THD for tube amps. Again, this 5%
figure turns out to be perfectly reasonable
for a broad array of tube amps. Soon
thereafter, we encountered hybrid amps
having tube preamps and solid state power
amps. Then, we even came across amps
with intentional wave-shaping and amps
that otherwise intentionally added color to
the signal. We observed amps with
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measured THD as high at 15% or more
that were still not hard-clipping the
amplifier output. Our conclusion is that,
for bass amps, the use of THD as a sole
threshold parameter for measuring output
power is, at best, an incomplete assessment
of amplifier capability. 
Second, amps intentionally filter lower

frequencies at differing degrees. In fact, this
is one of the signatures that define the tone
of each amp. However, these intentional
filters, which are typically in the preamp
section, affected our power testing results,
given our previous test procedures. This
meant that interpreting the results could get
tricky for certain amps. I am not advocating
an abandonment of the idea of testing
power at lower frequencies. Rather, I want
to take a step back and get a general
framework that is accepted and may be
more fairly applied to a greater cross-section
of amps.
In the new test methodology, we start

with the presumption that each amp under
test has a “personality.”  That personality
may be pristine clean, tubey warm or
something in between. As such, our first
step is to identify the character of the amp.
We inject a fixed sine wave signal of -10dBu
and observe the speaker output on a digital
oscilloscope within our Audio Precision
system. With amp gain down low, we
ensure that a clean signal is observed. We
then slowly increase the gain of the amp
until the peaks clearly hard clip. At this
point, we have hit the rails of the amp. We
back down until the waveform is once again
clean and measure the THD+N, filtered
20Hz – 20kHz at the point just shy of hard-
clipping. This becomes our benchmark that
is unique to the amp under test.  
At this point, we use a special signal

processing module in our Audio Precision
system that computes the true RMS level of
the signal at its maximum output level. The

measurement of true RMS is critical for this
application, as our output may not be a
perfect sine wave due to intentional wave-
shaping. 
Take a look at Fig. A. This signal is sitting
at the maximum output level just shy of
power amp hard-clipping, and has a peak-
to-peak voltage of 123.9 volts (about 43.8
Vrms). Into a 4-ohm load, a manual
calculation would result in output power of
about 480 watts. The wave in Fig. A
actually has over 3% THD+N. Using our
Audio Precision system to measure true
RMS, we measured the voltage at 44.67
Vrms, or about 500 watts.  
Looking at another example, take the

signal illustrated in Fig. B. Using manual
calculations, this signal has a peak-to-peak
voltage of 139.3 volts, or about 49.25 Vrms.
Into a 4-ohm load, that is about 606 watts.
This signal has over 15% THD, but is not
hard-clipping the power rail. Using our
Audio Precision system, we measured the
true RMS power as 56.13 Vrms, or 787
watts.
In both of the above cases, the increased

THD was not a result of hard clipping.
Rather, it was intentional wave-shaping or
coloration that creates more power by
increasing the area within the wave, relative
to a clean, perfect sine wave.

Now, what is all this about dynamic
power? Many amps are designed to deliver
“dynamic power” to varying degrees.
Dynamic power is power that, for a brief
period of time, actually exceeds the
maximum steady state rail power. The idea
is that bass signals have peaks that do not
last long. If the amp can successfully
amplify those peaks, the amp will “feel” like
a bigger amp. Now, as we saw above, the
measurement of dynamic power gets tricky.
Some important factors to consider are how
long the signal can be sustained, and at
what level the signal is sustained. However,

Power Tests
Redux



as we saw above, the Vpeak-peak level is not
always telling, as the shape of the signal and
its energy also impact how much dynamic
power the amp is capable of delivering.
Currently, we break dynamic power into

two portions. We provide a visual so that
the user can see the response of the amp to
a custom dynamic test signal. Then we
utilize tools within our Audio Precision
system to measure burst power according to
the CEA-2006 1kHz test standard.
Referring to Fig. C, keeping with our first

exemplary test amp measured in Fig. A,  I
applied a custom-designed signal that is a
sine wave which modulates between a level
of 0dBu for 200ms, followed by a level of
-20dBu for 600ms. This signal is looped,
and then fed into amp. Recall that the amp
is calibrated by setting the gain controls to
reach the rail based upon an input signal of
-10dBu. For each amp under test, the gain
settings to achieve maximum steady state
output for a -10dBu signal will likely vary.
Do not over-analyze the graphic of Fig. C.
This shows that the amp is, indeed,
providing dynamic power extending well
past its steady state rail. When the input
signal drops by -20dBu, there is a slight ring
that is typical of all amps. Next, we ran our
burst test, which is a signal that is 20 cycles
of 0dB, followed by 480 cycles of -20dB.
The first 9 cycles of the burst are ignored
and the last 11 are analyzed. Our test amp
used in Figs. A and C had a burst voltage of
57.58 Vrms into 4 ohms, or about 830
watts of power. So, while this amp is capable
of sustaining 500 watts of power, it is
capable of bursts over 800 watts. As such,
this amp may “feel” like an 800-watt amp to
the performer.
We are only beginning to scratch the

surface of measuring these amps. Look for
more detailed measurements of damping,
intermodulation distortion, transient
measurements, square-wave testing, and a
host of other evaluations that will be rolled
out as we develop the appropriate test
methodologies. In the meantime, don’t
hesitate to send me an e-mail and share your
thoughts on the new procedures. b
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Fig. A - Example Signal at Maximum Output Level

Fig. B - Example Signal at Maximum Output Level

Fig. C - Example BGM dynamic Test Signal



Fret size is largely a matter of taste.
Skinnier frets are preferred by those who
want intonation to stay close to the
takeoff point as they wear. Wider wires are
preferred by those who don’t like their
frets to feel like speed bumps or railroad
ties, but rather a smoother transition from
board to fret and back. Taller wire is
preferred by those who want longer fret
wear times or prefer to have some distance
from their fingerboards. Generally taller
wire feels less obtrusive in wider widths
and skinnier wire in shorter heights.
There are those that like short and wide
wire like early ‘70s Fender basses and
some tall/skinny wire, but usually people
fall somewhere in the middle.
Regardless of what fret size one chooses,

precise installation and grooming are
crucial to a good setup.  You’re bass is only
as good as the frets it’s wearing. 

Philthy Talk

Your setup is only as good as the fretwork
will allow. If your fretwork is sub-par, and
you want low action, you won’t be able to
get it without buzzing, false notes and
intonation problems. Here are some
things you may want to know about frets.
The ideal fret is seated flat on the

fingerboard, with little or no gap, and
with the ends squared with the
fingerboard edge. Fret ends are beveled
towards the centerline of the neck; the
degree is a matter of taste. The ends are
groomed so as to not disturb the player,
but also to leave as much playing surface
as possible. The fret tang is square in its
slot, the center of which is sawn precisely
where it should be, given the scale length
and the equation chosen for fret location.
It is groomed round, so that when the
string is pressed down just behind the fret,
the string takes off from dead center of the
fret, exactly over the fret tang. That’s the
takeoff point.
As frets wear from play or damage, that

takeoff point can move from one side of
the short width of the fret to another. This
creates intonation problems. Imagine the
takeoff point of fret two is on the front
side of the fret, and the takeoff point of
fret three is on the backside of the fret. No
matter what you do, something won’t play
in tune. The fret needs to have its takeoff
point returned to center to play properly.  
This is done with a fret level and crown,

also called level-and-polish, crowning,
fret-level, etc. Essentially, all the frets work
as a system interdependent on each other.
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When you have them all lined up with
their tops all equally high away from the
string, with a flat neck, and the tops all
rounded for takeoff points dead center on
the fret, you have a perfect fret level and
crown. In order to do that, you have to file
and/or sand across the tops of all the frets
together and reduce their height to the
lowest spot on all the frets, combined.
That leaves a flat spot across the tops of all
the frets that you then round with files
and sanding tools to regain that perfect
takeoff point in the center of the fret.
This is often needed on new instruments
right out of the box. It can also be needed
on instruments that haven’t been played
much, but the movement of the
fingerboard and/or neck creates an unlevel
top surface that must be restored to return
to the level plane on top of the frets.
In a perfect world, the fret tops and the

bottoms where they seat on the
fingerboard would be all the same height.
This is often true in new instruments.
However as things wear and wood moves,
those relationships can differ quite a bit.
What’s important is that the plane of the
top of the frets be level, rather than the
fingerboard below. When leveling and
crowning an older instrument, often, if
you measure each fret, they are different
heights, even though the top plane where
the takeoff points are is perfectly parallel.
Fret heights differ greatly, and there are

many reasons people choose different
heights and widths. Traditional Fender
bass heights and widths were roughly
.035” to .038” tall, by .075” to .080”
wide. As Fender got to the end of the ‘60s
and into the ‘70s, they got wider – up to
as much as .100” – but stayed short. In
the mid ‘80s, larger fretwire was in vogue
on guitars, and that spilled over to basses.
It was more common to see .090” x .045,”
and other over .040” wires, in basses.  

Why Does
Fretwork
Matter?

b
g:
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Top: Now that’s what I call fret wear. It’s

not only scratched in, it’s deep as a

hammer dent.

Far left: These frets have good-looking

ends. They should lean slightly in, with

just enough bend to feel comfy, but not

so much as you lose the top round.

Left:  These frets are somewhat over-

beveled inward towards the middle of

the fingerboard.

Bottom:  There’s a flat spot on this fret -

subtle, but it’s there.

Right:  This 5-er’s frets are a bit flat on

top. Would be better if the tops were

rounded off.

A

B

C

D
E



Bass &Drums

It’s been a long time since I have been in
Bass Gear Magazine, which means we’ve
been busy. Working in an industry that is
constantly changing can be challenging,
but I found some time, and was honored
to have an interview with a very close
friend of mine, Mr. Hal Blaine. 
Before I start with all of his credits and

impress you with his background, let me
just tell you how rewarding and how
much fun I had speaking with Hal. His
sense of humor is constantly “on,” and his
ability to crack some jokes in mid-thought
was hilarious. He’s a got a heart of gold
and loves to share his stories. We spent an
entire afternoon sitting in his back yard
talking and having a great time. He’s an
incredible musician who likes to be called
an “accompanist.” Because, that’s the way
he approached recording drums for the
song. He accompanied the track, instead
of trying to take it over.  
Hal always thought about the song and

what kind of story it was telling the
listener. Hal felt that the most important
element about a session was how the song
was to be played. It wasn’t about his chops
or the rhythm section trying to make a
statement. The goal was to record what
was best for the song. Hal brought that
professionalism, knowledge and
musicality on each track he recorded. He
had the natural ability to focus
immediately on the song and what would
be the best for the song. This philosophy
is one reason why Hal became so
successful and in demand. 
Hal Blaine is one of the most recorded

drummers in the world. He was a major
musical influence during the ‘60s, ‘70s
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and ‘80s. His discography includes over
8,000 recordings! He was an integral part
of an elite group of studio musicians
called The Wrecking Crew. 
The Wrecking Crew was the busiest

group of studio musicians recording in all
of the major studios in Los Angeles during
the ‘60s, ‘70s and ‘80s. On a daily basis,
they would record for artists such as Elvis
Presley, The Beach Boys, Jan and Dean,
Frank Sinatra, John Denver, The Mamas
and Papas, Ray Charles, Dean Martin,
The Byrds, Simon and Garfunkel, George
Harrison, John Lennon, The Carpenters,
Sonny & Cher, Roy Orbison, Neil
Diamond, The Partridge Family, and so
forth. The list is endless, and it’s a body of
work that boggles the mind. Hal had the
gifted talent to find the best groove and
drum fill for each song he recorded. He
was constantly approaching the drums
with the song in mind, and he had the
ability to walk into a session and create an
atmosphere that not only commanded
respect, but also created an environment
that was productive, fun and relaxed. His
personality played a big part in the success
of so many of his sessions. His presence in
the studio gave the artist the confidence
that he or she was going to walk out of the
studio with a hit.
Back to that warm sunny day at Hal’s

home in Palm Springs, sitting in his
backyard, talking for hours about his
career…

JJ:  You had the luxury of working with
some of the best bass players in the world.
There were some sessions that you were on
that had both electric and acoustic bass
players playing at the same time. Obviously,
being the time keeper and the drummer that
you are…you centered on yourself as far as
your time…but who did you lock in with in
this “wall of sound” type of session and how

did you center yourself as a drummer
playing with multiple bass players?
HB:  I just adjusted. Every rhythm section
has to adjust. Once you found your
center, things just clicked. We didn’t really
work out our parts and say, “This is where
we were going to play this kick and this
bass pattern.” It just came naturally. The
key, of course, was to listen and use your
ears. That’s what happens when guys
really listen really to each other. They’re
playing together. They find that groove,
you know, in the pocket. So if you play in
the pocket, then you did your best. And
we always did our best. Let’s face the fact
that when it comes to musicianship, it
seems like the studio musicians in those
days were the Oscar winners. If you got a
studio job, it was great. You were paid for
that date, pension monies, etc. But the
prestige of being a studio musician was
much better in those days. It was much
better than working in a little club for
practically nothing.
JJ:  Who was someone you really enjoyed
playing with, but didn’t have the reputation
at the time?
HB:  You know one of the great bass
players was Brian Wilson. He was not a
trained musician, nor a trained arranger or
producer. And yet he produced and
directed all of the Beach Boy records that
we did. He did it all by ear. He
experimented, and when we found the
right thing, he would record it. The best
approach was to make the record feel
good. We learned if we could do that,
then the record would work and the songs
would come alive. Brian would tell us to
try things that were in his head and see if
we could make them come alive.
JJ: How do you handle a situation when a
guy didn’t know how to play a particular
style? How did you communicate that to the
bass player, without causing a conflict?

Hal Blaine
Interview - Part 1 



HB:  You know, once in a while, this
would happen, and what I would do was
ask the bass player to go out and have a
talk with me privately – one-on-one – and
explain to them that maybe a different
part would be a better fit for the song. I
tried to emphasize the song and what the
song needed. It was not about who could
play or not play, but rather, what we did
play. It’s all of the song. You know I always
called myself an accompanist. That was
my role in the studio scene. I
accompanied the artist and made sure that
it was all about the song. It wasn’t about
me doing some incredible fill or
something to grab your attention. The
bass player was not trying to do a bass line
that would detract from the song. Our job
was to play the song and to make the song
feel right. It was all about the feel.
JJ:  Did you take a different approach when
you had an acoustic bass player on a session?
HB:  I don’t think so.
JJ:  Did you find that the length of the notes
from an acoustic bass affected your
drumming in any way or with your
approach? 
HB:  Not at all. You learned how to adjust
to those things. 
JJ:  Were there any situations that you were
called upon that caught you by surprise?
HB:  As a matter of fact, there were a few
occasions that I was called upon to play
the bass. There were a few situations while
I was overdubbing percussion parts, the
producer would say that they had lost a
bass part. I volunteered to do it and
fortunately enough, I was able to do
it…only because I knew the intervals
between the strings. The only down side
was that I also ended up with some serious
blisters on my fingers, which you couldn’t
believe.
JJ:  What is your philosophy when you get
into the studio, and who did you enjoy
working with the most?
HB:  I was so lucky when I got into the
studios and I was fortunate enough to
work with one of the most powerful bass
players in the world, Joe Osborn. I think
Joe was with Lakland basses. The one
thing that we both agreed upon was using
your ear. You’ve got to listen. “Listen” is

the most important word in any band.
When I used to go in and do a date, and
the engineer asked what I wanted in the
headset, I would ask for a little of each
instrument and vocals. He’d ask if I
wanted to hear myself, and I would say
no. I don’t want to listen to myself. The
key was to listen to everyone else. 
As we all learn eventually, the key phrase

is “less is more.” That’s the way me made
records in those days. I wanted to hear the
song. I wanted to play as an
accompaniment and play for what the
song called for. And as I have said before,
“What is a song? It’s a story.” If you can’t
hear the words, you don’t know what the
story is. So how could you possibly get
through to an audience who wants to hear
the story? And if they can’t hear it –
because the volume is screaming – then
you can’t hear the story and you can’t
relate to the song.
JJ:  I noticed in your book when you first
started playing, you didn’t have a bass player.
How did you adjust once a bass player
became part of the band? Who were some of
the bass players you enjoyed playing with?
HB:  You know one of the great things
about Chicago, where I was going to
school and playing professionally every

night, was one of those rough schedules
where I was going to school from 8:00am
until 4:00pm, and then I was playing at
night from 8:00pm until 4:00am. So it
was tough. The band I was played with at
the time was a trio: piano, trumpet and
drums. Now there’s a trio for you; no bass.
And of course you don’t realize how much
you miss the bass until you get on a job
with a bass player. Generally, if he is a
good bass player, it makes all of the

difference in the world.
JJ:  As you were recording on a daily basis,
you were starting to become that “first call”
guy. What did you learn along the way?
HB:  The farther you went along with
your career, and the more the music got
involved, the more you learned how to
adjust. That was the beauty of being a
studio musician, because you never knew
what you would be called upon to play.
You would get called from some great
arrangers that were making some great
arrangements. Now all of a sudden, there
was a demand for rock-n-roll and the
sound of the Wrecking Crew. Several
producers started to get their feet wet in
this area. One of the most prolific
producers was Quincy Jones, who really
knew what he was doing. The great thing
was that we would record these records
that could become “whistlable.” rock-n-
roll became something that the audience
could really grab onto. I am not saying the
big band era and jazz were not connecting
to their audiences, but rather, the
audiences were able to “whistle” back the
melodies of the songs that they were
hearing… which made them gravitate
towards rock-n-roll. We were at the right
place at the right time.
JJ:  Perhaps an example that I could bring
up is the song “Close To You.” I kept on
listening to this song and realized that the
bass and drums were swinging even though
Karen Carpenter was signing it straight.
Who was the bass player on that track?
HB:  Joe Osborne.
JJ:  It just seemed like it fit naturally for that song.
HB:  Absolutely.
JJ:  How did you earn your trust with the
producers who didn’t know the Wrecking
Crew?
HB:  Well, some of it was the fact that
before we ever laid down a track, we
wanted to hear the song. Sometimes the
singer would sing it or we would hear it.
We would have the artists like the Mamas
and Papas, America, Paul Revere and The
Raiders, Sonny and Cher, etc would sing
for us. It wasn’t their final track, but we
knew what the song was like and we knew
what the feel was like. And that was the
key word…the feel. b
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Manufacturer’s Comments

PHIL JONES BASS
I would like to thank Bass Gear Magazine and Chris Fitzgerald for the review of the PJB Flightcase.  

Both the Flightcase and Super Flightcase share the same preamp and 5” loudspeaker units. The 5”
driver was developed by PJB specifically to handle bass instruments across the whole audio range.

Although two speakers face up for monitoring purposes, all 4 of them (6 in the Super Flightcase) act as
a compound speaker unit with a cone area equal to a single 10” driver. But, this equivalent 10” driver would
have a massive voice coil of 4” diameter, which is found only in a high-power 15” driver, normally. Larger
voice coils mean greater power, handling since voice coil area is proportional to heat dissipation, and it is
heat that causes failure in a speaker when it is over-driven. Since we started in 2002, PJB has never had a
speaker burn out in any of our cabinets or combos under normal use. This is to do with the large combined
voice coil area in all of our speaker enclosures. (6x5” drivers = cone area of 1x12” speaker.)

Larger voice coil area increases not only power handling but also dynamic range. Modern
loudspeakers have significantly higher power ratings than speakers of the past with the same sized coil
and magnet. This has to do with the advanced materials being used and their capability of handling
higher temperatures. High-power speakers can operate at higher voice coil temperatures, but this also
leads to what is known as power compression. Power compression occurs when the resistance of the
voice coil wire increases with temperature. It reduces current flow to the speaker and efficiency will
diminish. In plain English, it means that your speakers can act like an uncontrollable compressor at the
upper limit of their power rating – which also explains why better quality speakers have larger voice
coils. The upper limit on a 10” driver is a 3” voice coil. 

Many players ask why we use 5” drivers – the reason is that it works! It took our company 10 years
of transducer development to get a 5” to handle extreme bass frequencies right up to the highs you get
from a horn, but with consistent power handling across the entire audio bandwidth. Horn speakers blow
easily, because the tiny voice coils in them can take a fraction of the power of a cone speaker.

Magnetic pickups on a bass guitar have a bandwidth from almost DC to about 6kHz, and piezo
pickups reach 20kHz and beyond. Single large-cone speakers have a flat response to about 1 to 2kHz,
because they are not able to maintain a “pistonic” operation. Their relative diameter in relation to the
wavelength of sound propagated on upper-midrange frequencies makes them less omni-directional. If
you are off-axis to the speaker, you won’t hear the midrange and highs so well. To provide a response
catering to the bandwidth of a bass instrument, larger speaker units need to be compensated by some
type of high frequency horns. In these 2-way designs, midrange frequencies are critical to give bass its
unique voice. But optimal result is rarely achieved, due to the lack of integration between speaker and
horn/tweeter on many commercial designs.  

The enclosure tuning of the Flightcase is flat and extended down to 30Hz, so it can effortlessly
reproduce a true open B-string. By using three vents, airflow velocity is reduced, resulting in less air
turbulence (no vent noise). This means the bass stays clean and deep right up to the maximum sound
level the Flightcase / Super Flightcase can put out.

In designing the electronics for both these amps, two major factors were considered: absolute tonal
transparency and the total lack of electronic noise. So these amps are perfect for recording as well as
live use. If you turn all the controls up to maximum without an instrument, you will hear virtually no
noise. When it comes to bass frequencies, the Flightcase and Super Flightcase amps put out more
sound pressure level than any amps of the same size. But their low coloration and clean, natural sound
often give some less experienced players the illusion that they lack in volume. In reality, the sound will
cut through the mix with stellar clarity.

As a bass player myself, I am particularly concerned with the musicality of our products. With 35 years
of experience designing loudspeakers from studio monitors to sound reinforcement systems, I rely
heavily on the valuable lessons learnt in the field of what works best and what does not. 
Phil Jones

SADOWSKY
Our experience is that lighter-weight gears on our four strings can increase dead spots. I think a strap
that does not slip and slide a lot (like our NeoStrap) makes a big difference in getting the bass to hang
right while standing.

I cannot speak for other circuits, but I have tried running the Sadowsky preamp with 18-volts, and
find it makes no difference at all. However, the components are spec'd out for over 25-volts, so if
someone wants to experiment, they can.
Roger Sadowsky

CLEMENT
Thank you for reviewing my bass. When I build instruments for stock and internet sale, I usually follow
the recipes that have worked best. This includes pickup selections as well as wood choices. However,
I fully acknowledge the differences in personal taste among musicians, and realize that my cup of tea
may not always be other's cup of tea. When going through with a custom order for a client, it is
therefore the customer's choices that are important. Within the limit of what I can get hold of, everything
is possible. The client will specify everything down to the finest detail, such as pickup positions, string
spacing, wood choices, and so on. Therefore, no two instruments that leave my workshop are identical.
This is what intrigues me and makes it enjoyable to build these instruments. I hope that my instrument
will be the instrument of choice for my clients, and I take pride in achieving that goal.
Tom Clement

EAST SIDE SOUND
With regard to the internal speaker wire rattling around, this issue will be fixed on all future models. Also,
based upon our experience, vintage tube amps fit very well on top of the cabinet.
Todd Hoenicke

CREATION AUDIO LABS
In regards to the scenario of a +4.5dB input signal combined with the full +24db gain increase at
maximum boost, please note that this is approximately a + 28.5dB output. Since normal line inputs clip
at +22dB, the distortion at that high of gain should not really mean anything due to the fact that the
signal input would have already distorted.
Brandon Arora
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Fundamental

Support
by 

Tom Bowlus
the bass community moving forward

Anyone who attended Muriel
Anderson's All-Star Guitar Night at the
Ryman Auditorium in Nashville during
the Summer NAMM Show will already be
familiar with the focus of this issue's
Fundamental Support. In addition to a
star-studded lineup including Pete
Huttlinger, Don Alder, James Burton,
Tommy Emmanuel, and Nokie Edwards,
several young musicians from Little Kids
Rock took the stage. Those kids really did
rock, and their rendition of G-n-R's Sweet
Child Of Mine was most excellent.
For those of you who missed the event,

Little Kids Rock is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization that transforms children’s

lives by restoring and revitalizing music
education in under-funded public
schools. LKR was founded in San
Francisco in 2002 by David Wish, an
elementary school teacher who had grown
frustrated with the lack of music
education funding at his school. Today,
LKR is the leading music education
nonprofit in the US, serving more than
42,000 students at over 1,000 schools in
21 cities nationwide. LKR Honorary
Board Members include Bonnie Raitt,
Slash, Paul Simon, B.B. King, Ziggy
Marley, Les Paul and other famous friends
in the music industry, including recently
appointed Stefan Lessard (bassist with the

Dave Matthews Band). More information
can be found at: littlekidsrock.org and
littlekidsrock.tv.
We've all heard such clichés as "children

are our future," or heard lofty goals such
as "changing the world, one child at a
time." But let's face it, we are all
musicians, and music has touched all of
our lives. Who among us would not want
to see more children around the world
getting the same opportunities we have
had to enrich their lives through musical
performance? Okay, so some of you may
prefer to support such groups as Little
Kids Jazz, or Little Kids Polka, and that
would be fine, as well. So long as more
kids are getting exposed to the
transformative power of music, it's all
good.
If you are inclined to support LKR, or

to just follow their organization, you can
do so in several ways. They will of course
happily accept monetary donations (and
being a 501(c)(3), your donation is tax-
deductible), but if you aren't in a position
to donate at this time, you can sign up as
a "friend" and keep informed of their
upcoming events and developments. They
are also looking for more dedicated
teachers to join their team. They are also
positioned well to work with corporate
sponsors in a variety ways, including
sponsoring events or sponsoring a local
program or chapter.

Here’s a few things to consider:
• Kids who play a musical instrument are
52% more likely to go on to college 
• Over 42,000 kids are currently enrolled
in a Little Kids Rock program 
• Little Kids Rock is one of the leading
instrument-providing charities in the US. 

Thanks for reading – and we hope you
find a way to help the little ones in your
community anyway you can. b
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